- antenna geometry for top performance
- Fresnel-zone plate for 10.4 GHz
- improved cylindrical feedhorns
- the half-delta loop

A QUAD OWNER SWITCHES

focus on communications technology
ICOM VHF Mobile
Amateur Communications using Space Age Techniques

ICOM's smallest 2 meter FM mobile, the **IC-25A** offers extremely compact size (5½" × 2" × 7" deep) without sacrificing features: 25 watts, 5 memories, 2 scanning systems, priority channel, 2 VFO's and touchtone™ HM-8 microphone standard.

The best 2 meter multimode mobile on the market today, the **IC-290A** has features to make multimode mobile a snap. 2 VFO's, 5 memories, priority channel, memory and band scanning, squelch on SSB, selectable AGC and NB and RIT. Touchtone™ encoding provided with HM-8 microphone standard.

6 meter mobile at its best with the **IC-560**, a multimode mobile transceiver for working FM repeaters or sideband simplex, local or DX, 3 memories, 2 VFO's, scanning, squelch on SSB.

Sensible and affordable, the **IC-22U** offers simplicity with ease of operation. Easy to use push buttons for up and down tuning. 800 channels at the push of a button. 4 MHz coverage. EX-199 optional rematable frequency selector.
The Saturn V is a high technology microwave downconverter featuring State-of-the-Art electronics for general microwave usage in the frequency range of 2.0 to 2.5 GHz. The Saturn V is a 40db Gain Microwave Communication system designed for the experimenter and quality conscious amateur. The Saturn V is designed to be mounted with a clean line of sight (50 to 60 miles) of the transmission tower in the area.

**Design/Performance features:**
- High Gain: 40db typical
- Low Noise: 2-2.5 db
- Tuning Range: 2-2.5 Ghz
- High Selectivity: 30 db
- Dynamic Range: 60 dbmV
- Output Impedance: 75 ohms
- Range: Line of Sight: 200 miles
- Tunes 54 thru 75 Mhz
- IF Frequency (channels 2-6) • 20° Dia.

**Parabolic Antenna** • No-drift temperature compensated VCO • Dish mounted downconverter eliminates external antenna • Precision regulated power supply • 60' cable, cable adapters, brackets and hardware included • 6 month warranty

**Suggested Retail** .......................... $245.00

**Summer Special** .......................... $169.99

**JDL Industries**
4558 Auburn Blvd., Suite 208
Sacramento, California 95841  (916) 454-2190
With the new TR5 versatility and value are spelled D-R-A-K-E

**DYNAMIC RANGE**
The dynamic range of the TR5 is unexcelled by any transceiver in its class. The TR5’s greater than 0 dBm third order intercept point (85 dB two-tone dynamic range) at 20 kHz spacing can be achieved only by the use of a passive diode-ring double balanced mixer. Drake was the first to bring this technology to the Amateur market with a high-level mixer in the TR7.

**RELIABLE SERVICE**
When you purchase a TR5, or any Drake product, you acquire a product of the latest production techniques, which provide reliable performance. Yet with a product as sophisticated as one of today’s transceivers, after-sales service is a must. Ask any Drake owner. Our Customer Service Department has a reputation second to none.

**ACCESSORIES**
Drake is the only Amateur Radio manufacturer who offers a full complement of accessories to satisfy almost every desire the HF Amateur may have. This wide selection allows any operator to assemble a station which meets his needs, and assures compatible interfacing and styling instead of a desk full of equipment with a variety of styling and poor operation as a system.

**KILOWATT AMPLIFIER**
Everyone wants to be heard! The accessory L75 and its 3-500Z (1200 watts PEP input) and a decent antenna will do the trick. This rugged self-contained amplifier/power supply will put the TR5 on an even footing with the best of them.

**ENGINEERING**
The TR5 and all Drake Transceivers, are backed by the best in engineering. The TR5 is the result of an extensive engineering effort, combining proven past techniques and ideas with new state of the art concepts.
As a result, the TR5 will not be superceded by a new model every six months. It represents a true radio communications value that will provide many years of operating enjoyment.
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introducing a new dimension...

COMPUTERIZED ANTENNA CONTROL FROM PRO-SEARCH™

For Contesters, DX'ers, Handicapped Operators and General Purpose Ham Operators:
- The Most Advanced Antenna Control Available...
- The Only Computerized Unit
- The Only Talking Unit
- The Only Scanning Unit
- The Only Programmable Unit
- The Only Automatic Braking Unit

Contesters:
Pro-Search seeks out a pre-programmed heading, plus stores various common headings and automatically scans for those rare multipliers, giving the operator hands-free operation and more time for contesting.

DX'ers:
Pro-Search loads in short path and long path headings and with the touch of a button, the system works between both headings. Plus you have all of the other features of the Pro-Search to aid you in catching that rare DX station.

Handicapped Operators:
Pro-Search offers ease of operation... control the entire system with just one touch. A talk loop...vocally calls out the headings, allowing blind operators to accurately program and hear their headings.

General Purpose Operators:
Pro-Search has numerous uses.
- Pre-set beam headings for SKEDS, VHF WORK, and many others. Current headings can be read by displaying the present directions with LEDS.
- Pro-Search also displays and stores the last heading worked, which can be recalled by the Auto-Locate system with the touch of a button.

Current Heading Display

Last Heading Display and Visual Confirmation of Computer Instructions

Programmable Keyboard and Memory Functions

Pro-Search Is Adaptable To Many Systems, Simple To Install.

No modifications are necessary.

Disconnect your present antenna control system and connect ours.

Pro-Search is presently used with HAM-M, HAM-II, III, IV, and T'X Other models will be available to work with the HDR-300, etc.

To Order:
1-800-325-4016
1-314-994-7872 (Missouri)

Or write:
Pro-Search Electronics
A Division of Wurdack and Associates, Inc.
10411 Clayton Road
Suite 305
St. Louis, Missouri 63131

*Patent Pending
SAVE $13.50* with home delivery

*(One year newsstand cost $30.00)

Here's my address label, enter my subscription.

☐ 1 Year ........ 12 issues ........ $16.50  ☐ Payment enclosed
☐ 2 Years ........ 24 issues ........ $28.50  ☐ Bill me later
☐ 3 Years ........ 36 issues ........ $38.50 U.S. prices
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Subscribe to ham radio magazine
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When the subject of Amateur Radio slips into a casual conversation, I spend a great deal of energy playing the role of recruiter. If successful enough at motivating an individual to join the family, I like to make his transition painless.

My latest recruit, although a licensed Amateur, had been inactive for some time. With a bit of persistence and a great deal of encouragement, I was able to pry him out of the closet and sell him on the virtues of 2-meter fm. After some shopping around, he was able to locate a nice compact 2-meter fm rig and carefully proceeded with the neat installation of his new acquisition into the family car.

Formerly an a-m operator on the high-frequency bands, but having some appreciation for channelized line-of-sight communications, he correctly deduced that a lengthy CQ would not be necessary. After listening to the limit of his patience, he decided to try “CQ, CQ this is WA2 — listening for any calls. What say somebody please?” He was answered immediately, welcomed to 2 meters, and quickly informed he was using incorrect procedure. On a few occasions that followed, he tried several variations of CQ with similar results until a neighborhood ham informed him, “You just don’t call CQ on 2 meters!”

After a week or more of announcing he was listening on frequency to all of his available channels without response, he retreated back into the closet concluding that 2 meters is not used for talking. If current procedures were effective, I would be less likely to agree with him, but personal observations tend to support his comment.

The “acceptable” procedure is not only ineffective, it is cold and uninviting.

The use of “listening on” or “monitoring” implies, “Call me if you have something important, otherwise I would rather not talk to anybody.” Personally, I can justify only two reasons for calling a listener:

1. I know the person and I have something to discuss.
2. The person appears to have equipment trouble and should be made aware of it.

Another classic is, “QRZ the frequency?” If there truly is a stupid question, this one fits the category. Several hours of silence are broken by “QRZ . . . This is N2—!” This in turn is followed by — what else? Why, several hours of silence of course. Did that person really detect somebody calling him? The truth is, I am supposed to interpret the announcement as a CQ and give him a call — I think.

Clearly, if one announces he is listening, he is being self-contradictory; for at that moment, he is in fact talking and unable to receive. The obvious idea here is that the listeners wish to let other listeners know that they are not listening alone. Stated another way, they want everybody to hear them listening. On many occasions, I have heard stations respond by calling the listener after perhaps 30 seconds or so of inactivity. You guessed it — the listener got impatient and went off to listen somewhere else.

Collectively, these procedures tend to discourage and minimize 2-meter activity, which today is in competition with the TV cable industry. If we don’t demonstrate our intentions to keep it active, we could very likely lose the 2-meter band. If it continues to appear we are going the way of CB, the FCC may decide to take early corrective action before the situation becomes uncontrollable.

Aside from the legal ramifications, what is the problem with making Amateur Radio operating procedures at least spectrally universal? Why is calling CQ such a “no-no” on fm and shamefully sinful on a repeater especially? Why the concern with regard to the occasional use of a practical and informative operating procedure even though it differs from a habit created by a narrow view of the Amateur Radio disciplines?

Different modes, for convenience or efficiency, use formal operating procedures for very good reasons, such as high-volume traffic handling; but I fail to understand why a desire to communicate on 2 meters, in a manner similar to communications carried on in the high-frequency spectrum, needs to be initiated differently. Lengthy calls on 2 meters are in no way very useful and in the case of repeater operation, the procedure is even undesirable, but a short CQ can at the very least be tolerated.

Announce your desire to chat and assume listeners are present. CQ sounds like “seek you” and is perhaps key to its origin. More important, CQ invites conversation with newcomers and may just open a lot of doors. The use of abbreviations, Q-signals and slang creates the impression of a clique organization closed to outsiders. The image that 2 meters exhibits today discourages more than encourages, and I for one am bewildered by how it all began.

Lately, when I am coaxed into a ham radio demonstration, I hide my 2-meter rig, tune up on 40 and introduce my new recruits to some good-old-fashioned ham radio hospitality. When they are just about hooked, I take them out to the car, key up the local autopatch, and call their family to encourage their support. Then I immediately shut off the rig and send them home. If I ever happen to hear them calling CQ on the local machine, we will likely have a very nice chat. When we finally sign, they will never know that they goofed.

Gary O’Neil, N3GO
Dear HR:

Several correspondents have indicated an error in my January, 1982, article, "A Neglected Antenna for 40 and 80 Meters."

There can be a difference between a one-wavelength and a full-wave antenna. The one-wavelength reference pattern in my article was taken from Fig. 2-47 of the thirteenth edition ARRL Antenna Book. The text does not qualify this pattern as that of a harmonic antenna or a full-wave antenna, although it should.

If the one-wavelength wire were end fed, it would then theoretically match the reference pattern as that of a harmonic antenna or a full-wave antenna, although it should.

cheapie coax

Dear HR:

Gary O’Neil’s article on traps in the October, 1981, issue of ham radio, page 10, was the answer to one of my antenna problems. I made a pair of 7-MHz traps to add to a 40-meter antenna for temporary or emergency use so it could be used on 40 or 80.

One of the other hams at work said he needed some traps for an antenna he wanted to build, so I took Gary’s article to work for him to read at lunch. Several days later he said he’d made a pair of traps for 10 meters and they worked well.

Then he made a pair for 20, and crazy things started happening. One trap grid-dipped at 14 MHz and the other at 16 MHz. Investigation revealed that the 16-MHz trap was wound with a scrap of cheapie grade coax that had about 55 to 60 percent coverage by the outer conductor. The trap was rewound with a piece of good grade coax and it dipped at 14 MHz. Cheapie coax may be good for some things, but for traps, no cotton-pickin’ way.

Wayne Stump, WB4AHZ
Lake Worth, Florida

I have written to the ARRL asking that the full-wave pattern (Fig. 2-47) be further qualified in the text and identified as that associated with a harmonic antenna. I understand that a new edition of the Antenna Book is in process.

Warren U. Amfahr, WØWL
Des Moines, Iowa

the other guy

Dear HR:

Your request to appeal to Chairman Fowler to “seek a relaxation of the projected cuts” is not, I hope, typical of all Amateurs.

We have requested reduction of government spending and government controls — but some people think it should be for the “other guys,” and not where it affects “me.”

As Amateurs, we should step in and offer our help to replace the services that the government will no longer provide. We probably can do it better and at less expense.

John Waterhouse, KA2GXS
East Aurora, New York

Phyllis M. Gilmore, KA6NFD
Cotton, California

good night!

Dear HR:

I’d like to respond to the comments of W6BQD in the January issue. The gentleman should recall the Biblical parable about attending to the beam in one’s own eye before worrying about the dust mote in someone else’s. For example, the best insult he could come up with for hams who like amusing phonetics is to liken them to folks from the “CB bands.” The phrase is just as silly, grammatically, as 73s: it means Citizen Band bands.

While cute phonetics can easily be a problem for DX work, they shouldn’t be for native speakers of English. Moreover, the clean ones are a lot easier to remember. For example, who could forget Under Forbidden Skies? Try it in standard phonetics. I don’t know about low-band voice, but these memory aids are very common on 2 meters — and an awful lot of 2-meter ops, including myself, have never used a CB.

I think the FCC’s objection to the use of Q signals on voice should also extend to the use of 73 — even though I use it myself, as well as a very common Q signal or two. The philosophy is the same: these were intended as abbreviations in CW work. There are some hams who don’t know all of the Q signals, and (according to W6BQD) there are quite a few who don’t know how to use the numbers right. Maybe we should all try good night for a change. It takes no more time to say, and it’s a lot friendlier.

Phyllis M. Gilmore, KA6NFD
Cotton, California
MFJ-941C 300 Watt Versa Tuner II

Has SWR/Wattmeter, Antenna Switch, Balun. Matches everything 1.8-30 MHz: dipoles, vees, random wires, verticals, mobile whips, beams, balanced and coax lines.

MFJ-900 VERSA TUNER

$49.95 (+$4)

Matches coax, random wires 1.8-30 MHz. Handles up to 200 watts output; efficient airwound inductor gives more watts out. 5x2x6''.

MFJ-949B VERSA TUNER II

$139.95 (+$4)

MFJ's best 300 watt Versa Tuner II. Matches everything from 1.8-30 MHz, coax, random, balanced lines, up to 300W output, solid state or tubes.

MFJ-984 VERSA TUNER IV

$329.95 (+$10)

Up to 3 KW PEP and it matches any feedline, 1.8-30 MHz, coax, balanced or random.

MFJ-989 VERSA TUNER V

$329.95 (+$10)

New smaller size matches new smaller rigs - only 10 3/4Wx4 1/2Hx14 7/8''.

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INCORPORATED

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762
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CHICAGO AMATEURS HAVE WON AN ANTENNA RESTRICTION FIGHT. A new ordinance would have permitted the installation of radio communications towers and satellite receiving dishes only as part of a "planned unit development" and would have required a special use permit as well. There are no current height limitations in that city covering Amateur installations, but had local hams not acted quickly, the ordinance could have meant a sudden death to new Amateur growth there, as well as having been a bad precedent which other cities might have copied.

Chicago Hams Quickly Organized under attorney Jim O'Connell, W9WU. They deluged their aldermen with telephone calls and letters, and on February 25th, O'Connell appeared at a City Council meeting. Near the close of that hearing an amendment was introduced, by the bill's original sponsor, which would exempt antennas and towers erected by federally licensed Amateur Radio operators from the ordinance proposal. O'Connell felt that Amateur Radio would probably receive the needed exemption.

TRANSMITTERS CAUSING INTERFERENCE IN THE 440-MHz REGION have been T-Hunted down by Santa Barbara, California, Amateurs. These devices, which may be either locators for off-shore oil drilling or "sounders" for oil exploration, were noted to cause RFI as far as 60 miles away. At least one of these transmitters was found on a U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey concrete benchmark along the Southern California coastline, completely unattended. Some Amateurs feel these devices may pose a public safety hazard in addition to disrupting communications.

Another Site, 30 miles from the first, was discovered quite by accident. This time, however, a frequency near 1.6 MHz was being used. Both "boxes" bore labels written in French, and each appeared to transmit digital data signals in two distinct modes. Measurements made by Amateurs also indicated these units produce spurious radiation in the 980-MHz region when switching modes.

What Is Not Known is to whom these units belong and what purpose they serve. The FCC has reportedly been informed of their existence. At least one unverified rumor claims these are but two of several such devices that will eventually run the length of both coastlines.

A ONE TIME EXCEPTION IS BEING MADE BY THE FCC regarding the renewal of club and military recreation station licenses. If you held such a license and it expired between March 11, 1977, and July 14, 1980, you can file for renewal before June 1, 1982, and have the request granted. Not included are repeater WR prefix callsigns, even if one was your club's call. As far as the FCC is concerned, WR callsigns for repeaters is a dead issue.

THE COMMISSION HAS DENIED a Petition for Reconsideration on its recent relaxation of the Amateur Identification Rules (P.R. Docket 80-136). The petitioner wanted a change in the wording of the new I.D. rules but the FCC ordered the new rules to stand as implemented. Also denied were RM-3137, which would have raised the power limits on parts of the 2-meter and 3/4-meter bands up to 2 kilowatts dc (in order to encourage more EME communications); and RM-3181, a proposal to reduce legal power limits of hf radiotelegraphy from 1 kilowatt to 250 watts.

A NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING AND A NOTICE OF INQUIRY concerning the expansion of radiotelephony on the hf bands has been issued by the Commission. P.R. Docket 82-83 specifically addresses radiotelephone expansion on 20 meters, while the NOI deals with methods to be used to implement such an expansion, along with the question of additional phone expansion throughout the hf spectrum. The FCC did note that there had been seven petitions in regard to the subject, and that while all were in general agreement concerning the 20-meter proposal, there was a wide divergence of views about other hf phone allocations. The comment cutoff date is July 1st, with reply comments due August 2nd.

REGION I OF THE IARU HAS ALREADY FILED IN OPPOSITION to the ARRL proposal for expansion of U.S. radiotelephone privileges below 14.2 MHz, stating that permitting U.S. Amateurs (who would be running high power and directional antennas) into that spectrum would adversely affect the operation of foreign hams who run low power and very basic equipment. They also noted the decline in sunspot activity which in turn is leading many Amateurs away from 15 and 10 meters and onto 20. Region I feels that an influx of high-power U.S. stations could make Amateur operations in other parts of the world impossible, thus causing some to move their phone operations into the CW segment of the band. The shared use of portions of 20 meters by some European government and fixed services was noted as well.

ORBITAL SCHEDULES for Oscar 8 and for the UOSAT (Oscar 9) are available from ARRL headquarters for an SASE with "one unit of first-class postage attached." Send your request to the Club and Training Department, ARRL, 225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111.
CONSIDER THE

**ATR-6800**

You know of its reputation in Amateur Radio. But did you know of its worldwide uses in commercial/industrial communications networks? ATR-6800's are communicating over land-lines, via satellite, and on HF/VHF radio links all over the world. They're teaching Morse Code on military bases around the country and operating as TELEX & TWX terminals. We offer engineering expertise for your particular requirement be it Data Encryption, Computerized Training or any special interest. ATR-6800 with 9" video monitor and one plug-in Applications Module... $2495. Companion MX-80 printer... $699. Contact the "REAL-WORLD" at MICROLOG CORP. 18713 Mooney Drive, Gaithersburg, Md. 20879. TEL: (301) 258-8400. TELEX: 908153. You'll be pleasantly surprised.
a quad owner switches

Which is the better antenna, quad or Yagi?

Read this dialogue to find out why a well-known ham switched to Yagis after using a quad for years.

Thousands of words have been published about the relative merits of cubical quads and Yagi antennas, and probably millions of hours have been spent in on-the-air debates of the matter.

Quad proponents claim their square-shaped, three-dimensional antennas have more gain than Yagis do — perhaps as much as 2 dB more. To support their contention, they point to various studies of the two antenna types. But on the other hand, Yagi boosters claim there is little or no difference in the performance of the two antenna types — and they can point to research supporting their contentions.

This article will never settle such a long-standing controversy, but it does tell an interesting story about the experiences of one ham who became frustrated with his quad and switched to Yagis. Probably lots of people have become frustrated and replaced one kind of antenna with another, but this ham took the trouble to actually measure the gain of his old and new antennas under controlled conditions. What he learned should be of interest to others who want a big signal but are limited to a single tower on a city lot.

Our story is about Dave Bell, W6AQ, the motion picture producer who made “The Ham’s Wide World,” “Moving Up to Amateur Radio,” and most recently “The World of Amateur Radio.” An avid DXer, he installed a large multi-element quad on a 70-foot self-supporting tower at his Hollywood Hills home. The quad had a 27-foot boom, with three elements on 20 meters, four elements on 15, and five elements on 10. The quad design is a popular one that has appeared in the ARRL Handbook and ARRL Antenna Book for many years.

Based on the often-quoted finding that a quad delivers the gain of a Yagi 1.8 times its boom length,¹ Dave was hoping to come out even with nearby DXers using Yagis up to, say, 48 feet long. But years of sluging it out in the pileups convinced him the quad just wasn’t delivering that kind of gain. Sometimes, in fact, the big quad came out second best to small trap tribanders in the Los Angeles area:

The painful decision to scrap the quad actually

By Wayne Overbeck, N6NB, and Dave Bell, W6AQ, c/o California State University, Fullerton, Department of Communications, Fullerton, California 92634

¹ May 1982
came when my friend Bernie, W6PJX, took me in a long-path pileup into Europe. He’s using a TH3 (a three-element tribander) with a reflector that tilts as if a 60-pound owl crash-landed on it. That indignity, plus being regularly bested on 20 by TH6s (also triband Yagis), forced me to hear what my pals had been telling me. My razor sharp mind started counting alternatives to the quad — alternatives that would fit on a 50-foot-wide lot. Let’s see, there’s the Yagi and...

A major manufacturer (Hy-Gain) had just announced a new line of five-element monoband Yagis with relatively short booms — antennas that could be stacked on Dave’s existing tower without creating an excessive windload or a neighborhood revolution. A “Christmas tree” stack of these close-spaced Yagis is about as big an array as most Amateurs on a city lot could swing, Dave felt. So he ordered the new Yagis.

The new stack of monoband Yagis at W6AQ; they work great, but don’t look up at them from the patio below! (See text.)

The gain measurements

Before Dave took down the big quad, we measured its forward gain on all three bands, using the techniques described in two previous articles.2, 3 Briefly, the technique involved placing a reference antenna (a small two-element tribander) atop a trailer-mounted 70-foot tower beside Dave’s antennas.

In these tests, a station about 20 miles away (but
clearly line of sight from Dave’s hilltop location) provided a steady signal for gain comparisons between the quad and the reference antenna at various points across the 10, 15, and 20 meter bands. The relative gain of the two antennas was measured and recorded, using a Drake R-4C receiver with the AGC turned off and an audio decibel meter reading the output.

The quad was then taken down and replaced with the three close-spaced Yagis. The 20-meter beam was placed on top, with the 10 in the middle and 15 on the bottom of the stack, using 7.5 foot vertical separation between antennas:

The 20-meter Yagi is on the top of my stack for two reasons: 1) It’s the first one Hy-Gain got into production and consequently the first one I put up; 2) The twenty ought to be the farthest from the ground, I think, though I get kidded about it. I called Kit Kitterer at Hy-Gain to ask his opinion of the twenty on top and he said that was the obvious place for it but their ads showed it in typical Christmas tree fashion because that arrangement was more esthetically pleasing. I know it’s heresy, but I don’t think antennas are measurable in terms of esthetics. The 20-meter antenna was next to arrive, so it went on the tower next, and finally the 15-meter beam arrived and there you have it.

Even discounting any new antenna owner’s anticipation of better results, I got and am getting far better on-the-air reports with the new Yagis.

There is only one complaint I can voice about the Hy-Gain stackables, as they call them. It is somewhat unsanitary to sit beneath them inasmuch as the birds, who never cared for my quad, are absolutely in love with all of those straight branches I put up for them. When walking beneath my Christmas tree, the best advice is, don’t look up.

To verify Dave’s on-the-air observations about the relative superiority of the new Yagis, we repeated the gain measurements, using exactly the same hardware and test procedure as with the quad. The portable tower was positioned in the same place and the same reference antenna was used, with the same station providing the test signal again. The reference antenna was even stored indoors during the interval between tests to assure that its performance would not deteriorate. The only thing different during these second tests was that a stack of Yagis was now on Dave’s tower where the big quad had been. Dave even measured the new coaxial cables against the old:

A friend of mine came upon a lot of new RG-213 at a bargain, so I of course bought some to use with the new Yagis. When I realized that it would present a variable in Wayne’s measurements, I measured its loss. When the four-year-old RG-8 came off the quads, I measured its loss too. Predictably, the 213 and RG-8 were identical at 28 MHz. The old coax is feeding a pair of two-meter antennas and my low band wires now.

To standardize the height of each new antenna at the 70-foot boom height used in the prior tests, Dave’s tower was lowered for the tests of the 20- and 10-meter Yagis, which were 15 and 7.5 feet, respectively, up the mast from the top of the tower. Thus each Yagi was measured at exactly the same height as the old quad.

The results of the test, shown in fig. 1, were no surprise to Dave because of his on-the-air experiences, but the extent to which the Yagis outperformed a quad of about the same size surprised everyone else.
Replica of W6AQ's quad set up for testing at N6NB. After careful pruning, its gain improved but still didn't match the gain of several Yagis that were tested on the same tower.

the results

At every single frequency where a reading was taken, the Yagis were superior to the quad, often dramatically so. On both 15 and 20 meters, the Yagis were typically 3 dB better than the quad. That makes as much difference as doubling the transmitter power output!

The 10-meter Yagi also outperformed the quad, but by a lesser margin, apparently due to interaction problems. The 10-meter Yagi's gain fell considerably below the manufacturer's specifications, while the measured gain of the 15- and 20-meter arrays was close to specifications (thus lending credibility to those specifications, especially since the original prototypes were undoubtedly measured in the clear; that is, unstacked). But we wondered if the 10-meter beam was performing as it should, even though it exhibited a good SWR and nearly 30 dB of front-to-back ratio.

To find out, we rotated the 10-meter beam 90 degrees on the mast, turning its boom to a right angle in relation to the 15- and 20-meter booms. Re-measuring the gain without changing anything else, we found that the 10-meter antenna's gain had increased almost exactly 1 dB all across the band. Obviously, there were — and probably still are — interaction problems on 10.

To show you that the demon antenna expert is really just a pussycat, after measuring 1 dB or so better gain when the 10-meter beam was swung 90 degrees, Wayne suggested we swing it back into line!

I couldn't believe it! "It'll gain at least 2 dB in beauty," he explained. "Humbug," I said, and the 10-meter beam remained pointed off in its own direction, louder and prouder.

Another surprising thing we discovered in the 10-meter tests was that the quad's gain abruptly fell off above 28.7 MHz. Up to that frequency, the quad's gain was close to that of the Yagi and it exhibited a seemingly normal front-to-back ratio (about 20 dB). But suddenly the quad's gain plunged downward; its gain was nearly 15 dB below the reference tribander at 29.0 MHz! However, rotating the quad revealed an incredible phenomenon: the quad had nearly 20-dB back-to-front ratio above 29.0 MHz. The reflector had ceased to function as such, and the first director had become a reflector!

My face is red, but I have my excuses in place. First of all, ten was basically deserted during the four-year period that I used the quad. Second, I rarely operate above 28.7. Third, my inherent laziness allows me to work stations "off the back" if signal levels are mutually acceptable.

Little did I know that in my case "off the back" could have been better than "off the front" since I never observed that curiosity. Had I done so I probably would have chalked it up as a long-path contact, though I doubt there are many long-path openings between L. A. and Detroit.

Frankly, I can't imagine the cause of the quad's not knowing which end was which unless mother nature took her toll on my solder joints and gremlin capacitances hexed the poor old wire monster.

repeating the experiment

Dave's quad was a faithful reproduction of a very popular design — one that has appeared in many editions of the ARRL publications. Several well-known DXers with years of antenna-building experience had helped build Dave's quad. Did they incorrectly measure the elements on all bands? Or had old age set in? Was there really something wrong with Dave's quad, or could this be viewed as an indictment of quads in general?

As we looked at the data, it was apparent Dave's quad wasn't performing as well as would be expected on any band — not just on 10 meters where it abruptly developed backward directivity halfway up the band. And it seems unlikely the elements were mismeasured on all three bands.

Then was the quad badly mistuned? Perhaps, but nowhere does the ARRL Handbook description of the antenna say the dimensions given may not work, and that each antenna must be individually tuned if it is to work correctly. If every cubical quad must be individually tuned after it is installed, whereas Yagis can be simply cut to published dimensions, that would be a real disadvantage of quad antennas.

To explore some of these questions, we built another cubical quad identical to Dave's, very care-
fully cutting the elements to the dimensions given in the *ARRL Handbook*. We put it atop the trailer-mounted 70-foot tower and placed the reference TH-2 beside it on another 70-foot tower. Since a variety of other antennas had already been measured in this test configuration, we could compare this new quad against a variety of different Yagis, both monobanders and tribanders.

When we put up the replica of Dave’s quad, it was not resonant anywhere near the proper place in any band. In all instances, the elements turned out to be much too long in our installation, resulting in backward directivity much like that observed on 10 meters with Dave’s quad. Using SWR plots made with the antenna at its full height as an indicator of resonance, we gradually shortened each driven element until it was resonant near the middle of the appropriate band.

Next, we calculated the percentage longer or shorter that the reflectors and directors were supposed to be with respect to the driven elements, using the *Handbook* dimensions. The result was an antenna that faithfully reproduced the design concept of the *Handbook* quad: the reflectors and directors were the same percentage longer and shorter than the driven elements as in the original design, although the actual dimensions of all the elements were much shorter than those given in the *Handbook*. In working with wire antennas, we have often found that the correct dimensions for a given frequency may vary somewhat from those published, depending on the size and type of wire, whether the wire is bare or covered, etc.

Once we had completed these adjustments, we got good results — but not as good as some cubical quad devotees would predict. Across the 20-meter band, the quad averaged about 1 dB less gain than a similar-size four-element Yagi that we had tested on the same 70-foot tower in the same place, using the same feedline and the same TH-2 as a reference (with the TH-2 also in the same place). On 15, the quad was consistently 2 dB down from a five-element Yagi we’d tested on the same tower. And on 10, the quad was about 0.5 dB down from a five-element Yagi — until we reached the frequency where the quad reversed its directivity. At that point, its gain dropped more, many dB below the Yagi’s. In both on-the-air tests using skip signals and local measurements of directly radiated signals, we found the quad to be an excellent triband antenna, but no match for monoband Yagis of the same size.

Ah, you say, but this was a comparison of a tri-band quad against monoband Yagis and therefore unfair to the quad. To find out how well the quad would work as a monobander with elements for just one band, we tested it as a five-element 10-meter quad (that is, with the 15- and 20-meter elements removed). The extra elements made virtually no difference: if anything, the quad was a little better on 10 meters with the 15- and 20-meter elements than without them, although the resonant frequency was a little lower with the extra elements. Even as a monobander, the quad still didn’t match the gain of a similar size Yagi.

**conclusion**

What does all of this prove? Well, it suggests that Dave’s quad wasn’t working quite as well as it should have been. With patience and pruning, it could have been made to work a little better, but probably not as well as his new Yagi stack.

And that, really, was what Dave’s experiment was all about: he wanted to know which antenna system is the best bet for someone who lives on a typical city-size lot as he does. Monster long-boom antennas (either quads or Yagis) were out of the question, but a stack of Yagis with relatively short booms was feasible — as was a multi-element quad. And Dave found out the stack of Yagis was the better performer.

Shortly after we finished testing the second version of the *Handbook* quad, Jim Lawson’s article based on computer analyses of quads and Yagis appeared in *ham radio*. Lawton concluded that an ideal long-boom quad might deliver up to half a dB more gain than a similar size Yagi, but that in the real world, optimizing a cubical quad may be so difficult as to make this theoretical gain advantage illusory. (Lawson also pointed out that tuning any big antenna near the ground is a sure way to guarantee that it will not be correctly tuned at its working height. If you want to optimize a quad, be prepared to repeatedly raise and lower it — or borrow someone’s “cherry picker.”)

Our field tests of quads and Yagis have produced much the same conclusion as Lawson’s theoretical analyses. In years of measuring the gain of quads and Yagis, we have yet to find any long-boom quad in the real world that performs as well as an equal size Yagi.

We don’t claim any of this settles the quads-versus-Yagis controversy for all time, but neither do we suggest that you try to hold your breath until Dave Bell switches back to a cubical quad!
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dipole antenna over sloping ground

Even slightly uneven ground beneath your antenna can have a big effect on the pattern

Charts in numerous publications show the elevation patterns of a horizontal dipole at various heights above ground. These patterns assume perfectly conducting flat ground. For horizontally polarized waves, the perfectly conducting ground is normally a good assumption. But for those who don’t live over flat terrain, is the effect of uneven or sloping earth significant?

A friend who lives on a hill informed me that, of his three antennas at 35, 50, and 100 feet (10.6, 15, and 30.5 meters) the lower-height antenna gave consistently better results on 10-meter DX. I therefore decided to investigate the effects of sloping ground under an antenna. The results are quite interesting.

optimum wave angle

The ideal antenna system will be optimized in performance by placing the antenna at a height above the ground that will match the vertical elevation angle to that of the propagation wave, as in fig. 1. It has been found that the vertical wave angle for a New Jersey-to-London path is inversely proportional to frequency (see table 1). Note that the mean vertical wave angle is 22 degrees on 40 meters, 11 degrees on 20 meters, 7 degrees on 15 meters, and 5 degrees on 10 meters.

A possible cause for higher vertical wave angles being useful at lower frequencies is D-layer absorption. This absorption, which is more significant at lower frequencies, increases at lower vertical wave angles because the signal travels further within the D layer. Since D-layer absorption is a function of ionization level, the wave on low frequencies may favor higher angles in the daytime. Also, for a given ionization-layer height, shorter-range communications involve higher vertical wave angles. Lawson discusses useful wave angles. Good data on optimum vertical wave angles for DX Amateur communications for varying diurnal, seasonal, and solar cycles and frequencies is sorely needed.

dipole over flat ground

To find the vertical wave angle of a horizontal dipole over flat ground, see fig. 2. The dipole at height, h, above the ground has an image antenna an equal distance below ground. The reflected wave may be considered as emanating from this image antenna. The reflection from ground of a horizontally polarized wave also introduces an additional 180-degree phase shift. The incoming direct and reflected waves arrive at points A and B in the same phase, since they are both on the advancing plane-wave front. The reflected wave must advance the addi-
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fig. 2. Dipole at height, \( h \), above ground has an image antenna an equal distance below ground. The reflected wave may be considered as emanating from the image dipole starting with a phase shift of 180 degrees.

By setting \( \Delta = 360 \) degrees (first maximum of the pattern) and \( \alpha \) equal to the optimum vertical wave angle for each frequency band, the optimum antenna height for each band can be determined.

When \( \alpha \) from the measured data of the London-to-New Jersey path is used, an interesting result occurs. The heights for 40 through 10 meters are 240, 472, 738, and 1033 electrical degrees respectively. The electrical height, \( h \), of the antenna may be converted to the physical height in feet, \( h_f \), by the relationship

\[
h_f = \left( \frac{1}{360} \right) \left( \frac{984}{f} \right)
\]

where \( f \) is the frequency in megahertz. This results in optimum antenna heights of 94, 92, 96, and 101 feet (28.7, 28, 29, and 30.8 meters) for 40 through 10 meters respectively. The inherent uncertainties of the variables and the pattern width involved don’t warrant specifying the height to the nearest foot, but the interesting fact is that heights of 90 to 100 feet match quite well useful wave angles for 40 through 10 meters.

dipole over tilted ground

A dipole over sloping ground is shown in fig. 3. The dipole is at a height, \( h \), above the ground immediately below the antenna, at the base of a vertical supporting structure. The true electrical height, \( h_e \), is slightly less and is the distance from the antenna at \( B \) to the ground along a line perpendicular to the ground.

The image antenna also lies on the perpendicular line at a distance \( h_e \) below ground. The first effect of tilted ground, therefore, is to lower the effective height of the antenna. This effect is rather small, however.

A large ground tilt of 11 degrees reduces the effective height of an antenna 100 feet (30.5 meters) high by only 1.8 feet (0.5 meter). A much more significant factor is the effect on the reflection angle at \( R \) of the ground tilt. For a mathematical derivation of the additional phase shift, \( \Delta \), refer to Appendix 2. The formula for phase shift is shown in eq. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>angle below which signals arrived 99% of the time (degrees)</th>
<th>angle above which signals arrived 50% of the time (degrees)</th>
<th>angle above which signals arrived 99% of the time (degrees)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>angle below which signals arrived 99% of the time (degrees)</th>
<th>angle above which signals arrived 50% of the time (degrees)</th>
<th>angle above which signals arrived 99% of the time (degrees)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ A = 2h \cos(\gamma) \sin(\alpha - \gamma) + 180^\circ \] 

Solving this equation for \( h \) in terms of \( \Delta \), \( \alpha \), and \( \gamma \), we have

\[ h = \frac{\Delta - 180^\circ}{2 \cos(\gamma) \sin(\alpha - \gamma)} \]

Now consider what happens when even a small ground slope of +3 degrees exists. Using again the same wave angles of table 1, \( \Delta = 360^\circ \) degrees for the first maximum; and solving for the optimum height, \( h \), we have 108, 126, 168, and 252 feet (33, 38, 51, and 77 meters) for 40 through 10 meters. As can be seen, the effect of tilted ground is very significant. The effect on the lower frequencies is less pronounced because of the higher wave angles. The higher-frequency bands require that the antenna be much higher than when over flat terrain. The effect of a downward slope of 5 degrees, or \( \gamma = -5 \) degrees is also significant.

Optimum antenna heights are 78, 64, 56, and 51 feet (24, 20, 17, and 16 meters) for 40 through 10 meters. It seems that the combination of a location on a hill plus a high antenna can be detrimental: too much of a good thing.

**Patterns**

Determining the elevation pattern of the dipole over ground from the phase shift of the reflected wave is straightforward. The direct wave is defined as 1 volt at 0 degrees, or \( I/0 \) in polar form. The reflected wave is 1 volt at \( \Delta \) degrees, or \( I/\Delta \) in polar form. The total voltage resulting from both waves is then \( I/0 + I/\Delta \). Converting each of these to rectangular form and adding, we have:

\[ \frac{I \cos \Delta + j0}{I + \cos \Delta} + \frac{j \sin \Delta}{+ j \sin \Delta} \]

and then converting back to polar form,

\[ E = \sqrt{(I + \cos \Delta)^2 + \sin^2 \Delta} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\sin \Delta}{I + \cos \Delta} \right) \]

The absolute magnitude of the total voltage

\[ |E| = \sqrt{(I + \cos \Delta)^2 + \sin^2 \Delta} \]

may be rewritten

\[ |E| = \sqrt{2}(\sqrt{I + \cos \Delta}) \]

The E-field (horizontal) pattern that results varies from a maximum of 2 to a minimum of zero as the direct and reflected waves add and cancel in phase.

To calculate the actual gain of a dipole over ground, the effects of the mutual impedance of the dipole and its image must be taken into account. For antennas high above ground, this effect is small. The relative E-field patterns found by the previous procedure are not affected by the mutual impedances.

The elevation patterns of a dipole antenna at 95 feet (29 meters) above flat ground are given in table 2.

**Figures**

- **Fig. 3.** Dipole at height \( h \) above sloping ground. The slope of the ground, \( \gamma \), is negative for ground below the horizon in the direction of propagation. The elevation wave angle, \( \alpha \), is still referenced to the horizon. The height is the length of a vertical supporting tower.
- **Fig. 4.** First maxima of the elevation pattern of a dipole 95 feet (29 meters) above flat ground for 40 through 10 meters. Notice how well the maxima match the optimum wave angles as shown in table 1.

*In the following text, tables 2, 3, and 4 refer to computer printouts. Copies of these tables may be obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped business size envelope to ham radio, Greenville, New Hampshire 03048.*
wave angle\(^1\) on each band. The elevation patterns of a dipole 95 feet (29 meters) above ground for 40 through 10 meters (ground sloping upward 3 degrees toward the incoming wave) are given in table 3 and fig. 5 and in table 4 and fig. 6 over ground sloping downward - 5 degrees. Notice the severe misalignment of the wave angle and the elevation pattern for both cases.

**reflection point**

The distance, \(d\), from the base of the dipole’s tower to the reflection point is

\[
d = h \left[ \frac{\cos \gamma}{\tan (\alpha - \gamma)} - \sin \gamma \right]
\]

This is closely approximated by the simpler relationship

\[
d \approx \frac{h}{\tan (\alpha - \gamma)}
\]

where \(d\) and \(h\) are in the same units. For \(h = 96\) feet (29 meters), \(\alpha = \) the optimum angle for each band over level ground (\(\gamma = 0\)). For Amateur bands 40 through 10 meters, \(d\) equals 235, 489, 773, and 1086 feet (72, 149, 235.8, and 325.8 meters). The effect of ground tilt on the distance to the reflection point is most significant on the higher frequencies. For \(\gamma = -5\) degrees, the reflection point moves in to 539 feet (164 meters) on 10 meters and 186 feet (56.7 meters) on 40 meters. In estimating the effects of sloping ground at your location, it’s usually necessary to take into account the location of the reflection point. If, for example, your antenna is on a hill or in a valley of an extent less than the reflection-point distances involved, with flat ground beyond, then the net effect of the hill or valley will be to raise or lower the effective height of your antenna.*

**Yagi antenna over tilted ground**

An excellent treatment of Yagis over flat ground is given by Lawson.\(^2\) He also discusses the tilted Yagi over flat ground. The case of a horizontal Yagi (perpendicular to a vertical tower) over sloping ground is similar to a dipole over sloping ground. The largest effect of a Yagi in this case is that the magnitude of the pattern lobes is reduced at higher elevation angles. A high-gain Yagi will also lower, very slightly, the angle of the maxima.

Tilted ground under a Yagi will also fill in the nulls

\[*\text{A program for RPN calculators is available that gives the E-field in increments of 2 degrees for the elevation pattern of a dipole over flat or tilted terrain. Send a self-addressed, stamped business size envelope to ham radio, Greenville, New Hampshire 03048, for a copy.}\]
in the elevation pattern, much like a tilted Yagi over flat earth. To understand why this is so, refer to fig. 3. Note that the direct and reflected waves arrive at the antenna at point B at different angles. Therefore, the free-space elevation pattern of the Yagi will reduce somewhat the voltage of the reflected wave impressed upon the terminals of the Yagi as compared with that impressed by the direct wave. The two waves *do not* have equal amplitudes. Therefore, even when phase cancellation occurs, complete cancellation of the voltage *does not* occur. This effect is most pronounced on high-gain Yagis with fairly large ground slopes.
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**Appendix 1**

Refer to fig. 2. Since A and B lie on the plane wave front of the incoming wave, BAI is a right triangle. Angle IBA is equal to the elevation angle. The hypotenuse of the right triangle is 2h. Therefore,

\[ \sin(\alpha) = \frac{\delta}{2h} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

and then

\[ \delta = 2h \sin(\alpha) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

The total phase shift must include the reflection 180 degrees, so

\[ \Delta = 2h \sin(\alpha) + 180^\circ \]  \hspace{1cm} (A3)

**Appendix 2**

Refer to fig. 3. Again BAI is a right triangle. Angle IBA is equal to \( \alpha + \gamma \). Since \( \gamma \) was chosen as negative for the downtilt configuration of fig. 3,

\[ \text{angle IBA} = \alpha - \gamma \]  \hspace{1cm} (B1)

The effective height of the antenna, \( h_e \), is

\[ h_e = h \cos(\gamma) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B2)

therefore,

\[ \delta = 2h \cos(\gamma) \sin(\alpha - \gamma) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B3)

The total phase shift is

\[ \Delta = 2h \cos(\gamma) \sin(\alpha - \gamma) + 180^\circ \]  \hspace{1cm} (B4)
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inductance-tuned
lowpass antenna matching unit

An experimental design
for low-power transmitters

This article is meant to raise more questions than it answers, because it is about a subject where many questions still need to be answered.

It's interesting to review the history of antenna matching in the design of manufactured final amplifiers. I remember working an old Johnson Viking Invader into loads with SWRs as great as 5:1. Later vacuum-tube equipment was good for loads with SWRs up to only 2:1. But note what all the manufacturers are selling us now: solid-state finals with no panel controls. Great — but suppose the load doesn’t look exactly like 50-ohms resistive? You’re putting out less power, or the safety relay opens up altogether. So obviously you may need an outboard gadget for your compact rig: an antenna-matching network, which is available from numerous manufacturers, usually called a “transmatch.”

These commercial transmatches are usually copies or modifications of the original circuit by W1ICP as “The Ultimate Transmatch.” Its circuit is shown in fig. 1a. Variable capacitors C1a and C1b are ganged. Amateurs soon discovered that C1b did not contribute to a match: the basic circuit of fig. 1B works just as well. Virtually all rf matching networks except transformers are also filters, however, which may be lowpass, bandpass, or highpass configurations. It’s evident that the circuit of fig. 1B is a highpass T net-
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work. Such a circuit is just the opposite of what’s needed to attenuate harmonics.\(^2\)

With the prevalent highpass form of transmatch, one must rely for harmonic suppression entirely upon the lowpass untuned matching network built into the commercially manufactured transmitter’s final amplifier, which is usually designed for a 50-ohm resistive load. Obviously, harmonics would be better suppressed if one could use a lowpass T as in fig. 2.

There is a practical problem of how to tune lowpass networks. In the original transmatch of fig. 1, most of the tuning is done by variable capacitors \(C_1\) and \(C_2\). When the mismatch is not very great, inductor \(L_1\) is varied only for band changing, taps and a rotary switch with grounded arm being used. Now in the case of the lowpass T, this design has been unpopular because of the difficulty of tuning inductors continuously over a wide range of values,\(^3\) or even of step-switching them at a high-voltage point above ground, which makes construction more difficult. These facts apply even in the case of the old-fashioned conventional lowpass pi network. However, JA6GW\(^4\) has succeed in building a lowpass T high-power antenna-matching network to handle SWRs of up to 3:1 on three bands. Referring to fig. 2, \(C\) is continuously tuned, \(L_1\) is untuned and \(L_2\) is step tuned.

**Lowpass experimental network**

My objective was to design a lowpass tuned network for a QRP (low-power) portable transmitter that would match antennas under the variety of SWR conditions I was to meet, and, at the same time, would suppress unwanted frequencies sufficiently to **eliminate the need for the fixed-tuned 50-ohm transmitter output network altogether.** My first design was a capacitor-tuned pi, followed by a fixed-L network for additional harmonic suppression, as in fig. 3. To keep the equipment small I used for \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) small imported 365-pF variable capacitors with polystyrene dielectric. Such capacitors proved to be relatively unsatisfactory because of contact jitter, especially under salt-air conditions.\(^5\)

The obvious direction to move lay in using something like a lowpass T and tuning \(L_1\) and \(L_2\) (fig. 2). I had previously simplified the half-toroid powderd-iron-vane tuned inductor made by K1KLO and described by W1CER in a low-power version of the original transmatch.\(^6,7\) The photograph in the 1976 article shows that K1KLO apparently cemented one cut edge of his half-toroid core to a flat piece of metal, which was joined to the shaft collar. This was the core’s sole support. As the shaft was turned for tuning, the core penetrated by varying amounts into the half-toroid coil.

The main advantage of K1KLO’s design is that, with its thin support, the core can be turned almost 180 degrees. The disadvantage is that the support end of the core must be machined precisely at right angles to its plane. Thus the designer is pretty well limited to the use of powdered iron cores. This limitation is satisfactory for oscillator design, because temperature drift of permeability is so much worse in ferrite cores. However, for tuned-radio-frequency stages in receivers, the temperature change of permeability is usually of little importance, so that one can take advantage of the greater tuning range afforded by inserting ferrite cores into a coil. The same is true of tuned inductors in transmitter-matching networks, except for the important fact that a ferrite core saturates easily. Core problems are discussed further at the end of the article.

**Variable inductor**

My simplified design of a variable inductance\(^3\) entails the use of a flat sickle with central hub made from fiberglass-epoxy resin circuit board with the copper etched off. The half-toroid core is glued to the blade part of the sickle, and the hub is screwed to the end of the tuning shaft. With this technique the ends of the toroid do not have to be machined, thus making it possible to use ferrites.

Contrary to popular belief, an attempt to split an expensive ferrite toroid core need not end in disaster. A method that works well is to lay a straight-edge across the middle of the core, separating it into two equal parts. A pencil is used to mark the ferrite ring at the two places where the straight-edge crosses. Then use the edge of a small triangular file to saw along the pencil lines. Sawing from below the original line and at the sides of the ring helps. It’s usually not necessary to saw very far before the core breaks.
The break may be slightly jagged, but not sufficiently so to make the core unusable. In stubborn cases, gripping each half of the core (protected by masking tape) in a small portable vise and striking a blow to one half, or to a chisel along the filed slot, should be considered. Yes, one toroid core does supply two tuning units.

The advantage of using ferrites can be appreciated by noting that one of my experimental units using Amidon FT 114-63 material at 10 MHz exhibited an inductance ratio of 5.9 to 1 between tuning extremes.

**design considerations**

The theory of matching networks is very much of an electrical-engineering specialty. Fortunately, however, tables exist for values of circuit elements for matching a variety of sources to a fixed load of 50 ohms, there being a table for each of several choices of \( Q \) and each of four basic matching circuits, with equations given.\(^8\,9\,10\)

In this design I’ve not attempted to provide an optimum result but rather to show that an improved design is feasible, leaving the full job as a challenge to the more capable Amateur. It’s relatively easy to design a circuit with tuned-inductance series arms and fixed-parallel capacitors for a 50-ohm resistive match with a chosen \( Q \). If the inductive arms have a large tuning ratio, one can design for the 50-ohm match values toward the middle of the tuning range and accept the range of load matching made possible by adjustment of the inductance values. For my portable operations this was not an unsatisfactory procedure, since I was using resonant, but sometimes loaded, monopoles and doublets. In the worst cases, the monopole ground plane might consist of only one wire laid along the railing of a motel balcony, or a doublet might be suspended very low above ground. I generally don’t try to load up arbitrary lengths of wire. I especially avoid resonant wires with feed points close to a voltage maximum.

**experimental circuit**

The network I finally came up with was more of a mongrel than I had originally intended. It started out as the T network of fig. 2 with a \( Q \) of 4 and switchable shunt capacitors for changing from 14 to 21 MHz, matching an assumed 100-ohm resistive output to a 50-ohm resistive load. I found the information shown in table 1 by using reference 8 and making approximations. However, I wasn’t able to use the original T network because, apparently, the inductance of rf chokes in the transmitter final amplifier caused a parasitic oscillation at about 4 MHz. This oscillation was eliminated by placing a 100-pF capacitor across the transmitter output.

The new circuit could be split and described as a number of different combinations. After examining published tables in reference 10, I chose to look at it as an approximation of fig. 4, an L network of \( Q = 2 \), transforming 100 ohms to a 50-ohm resistive load — the load being a symmetrical lowpass T network of \( Q = 6 \) with 50 ohms resistive output and input. Table 2 gives circuit parameters for 14 and 21 MHz.

**Table 1.** Computed values for proposed T network of fig. 1; initial data used from reference 8 (\( Q = 4, R_G = 100 \) ohms, \( R_L = 50 \) ohms).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f ) (MHz)</th>
<th>( X_{L1} ) (ohms)</th>
<th>( L_1 ) (( \mu )H)</th>
<th>( X_{L2} ) (ohms)</th>
<th>( L_2 ) (( \mu )H)</th>
<th>( X_C ) (ohms)</th>
<th>( C ) (pF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 shows practical adaptation of fig. 4. The unit was connected to the output of a simple rf ferrite toroid transformer in the output circuit of a 3-5 watt transmitter for 14 and 21 MHz. For capacitor C2 I compromised on a single 100-pF silvered-mica unit. For tuning I used a 100-microampere meter in the transmitter to measure relative output. The 1N914 diode, CR1, provides a measure of peak rf output across itself. It charges C1 and C5. The discharge of C1 through R1 (470k) provides the current to give a relative reading on the meter. Resistor R2 is used as a means of draining atmospheric electrical charges off the antenna.
tuning considerations

When one tunes for a maximum relative output voltage at CR1, this is essentially a measure of the voltage across the antenna cable and therefore a measure of the maximum output of the transmitter for a particular feed line and antenna, irrespective of SWR. One must assume, of course, that as a result of previous experience with the antenna, the SWRs are not unreasonable if amplitude readings and dial settings are similar to those that have been noted under controlled conditions with an SWR meter in the line. Self-oscillation of the final (not keyed in my transmitter) can usually be recognized as small key-up readings or readings without rf drive. VHF parasitics sometimes appear as very large meter readings. In one case when the antenna cable’s shield was mostly torn from the plug, so that the final amplifier saw a load favorable for VHF oscillation, there was a very large apparent output reading at unusual tuning positions, but only during key down. An SWR meter showed very high readings.

construction

In the physical design of the unit, it was possible to build inductors with such a wide tuning range that no bandswitching of inductance was needed. In fact, $L_a$ as seen from table 2 was so much smaller than $L_1$ that I simply regarded it as a part of $L_1$, which I then wound identical to $L_2$.

I designed the matching unit to fit into a Bud aluminum minibox (natural finish) CU3017A or equivalent, 3-1/4 by 2-1/8 by 1-1/8 inches (83 by 54 by 29 mm). Fig. 6 shows the layout in the cover of the box. I mounted each inductor on an acrylic plate about 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) square. The central bushing is nylon 13/32 inch (10 mm) in diameter and 17/64 inch (6.7 mm) high, drilled for a standard 1/4 inch (6.4 mm) shaft of Formica. Using the techniques of reference 3, I cemented the bushings to the plates, which had oversized shaft holes.

For each half-toroid I wound twenty-two turns of No. 20 (0.8 mm) enameled wire on a 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) dowel, two more turns than would be used, because the coil would unspring slightly. A little more coil width would have allowed more core clearance in the finished product. I carefully wrapped this coil around the bushing, cementing twenty turns to the bushing and plate with Duro cement, having first brought leads out through holes in the plate. An rf coil cement, Duco, or epoxy would all have done equally well. Holding the coil with a rubber band or small clamp until the cement hardens may be helpful.

For the cores, I split an Amidon 114-63 core as described above and in reference 3. It was necessary to use washers between the sickle hub and shaft end to space the core properly inside the coil with the shaft all the way into the nylon bearing. To hold each assembly in place I made shaft collars with set screws.

unwanted-output suppression characteristics

Fig. 7 shows the test setup for measuring unwanted-output levels relative to the level of the desired output. The low-power transmitter-matching circuit under test feeds a 50-ohm load of 8-watt dissipation, consisting of four 200-ohm, 2-watt resistors in parallel. This load is bridged by an arbitrary bleeder consisting of a 1000-ohm half-watt resistor in series with a 50-ohm half-watt resistor feeding a short piece of 50-ohm cable. This cable can plug into one terminal of a precision variable rf attenuator; the one in this case was a unit once made by Hewlett Packard. I also used a high-frequency signal generator set arbitrarily at a high 50-ohm output level (mine was an old unit by Clemens Manufacturing Co.). Its output through 50-ohm cable can also plug alternatively into the attenuator terminal.

*For greater precision the capacitances across the resistors should be accounted for, as in the case of the attenuator in an oscilloscope rf probe.
fig. 7. Layout for measuring relative strength of unwanted output components.

The other terminal of the attenuator goes to a stable communications receiver with a good AGC meter (S-meter). Mathematically it can be demonstrated that when the cables are matched at the sending end (not necessarily at the receiver) on any one receiver frequency setting, the output from the bleeder fed through the attenuator, and that from the signal generator fed through the attenuator, are the same — except for attenuator settings when the AGC meter reads the same. Negligible cable losses are assumed.

The procedure for measuring relative unwanted output is as follows:

1. The bleeder output from the transmitter dummy load is put through the calibrated attenuator and a setting, \( A \), made to give a convenient AGC-meter reading with the receiver resonated to the transmitter fundamental frequency. Setting \( A \) is noted.

2. The signal generator is now plugged into the attenuator instead, with at least 20 dB of its own 50-ohm attenuator in use (to make sure of having a 50-ohm source). It is tuned to the receiver and a new attenuator setting, \( B \), is made to bring the AGC-meter needle to the same point as before. The setting is recorded. The receiver now shows that the signal generator output and the bleeder output are equal.

3. With the transmitter running again, a harmonic or other unwanted frequency is tuned in.

4. Again the transmitter bleeder output through the attenuator is adjusted on the attenuator dial to a new convenient AGC-meter reading. The new attenuator setting, \( A' \), and the new meter reading are recorded.

5. Again a new signal-generator output (with its own attenuator unchanged from step 2) on the new frequency is put through the attenuator. The procedure of step 2 is followed, and attenuator setting \( B' \) for the AGC-meter reading of step 4 is recorded.

6. The number of dB that the signal generator was below the transmitter-bleeder output for the fundamental is \( (A-B) \). The number of dB for the unwanted signal is \( (A'-B') \), which may be negative, so the unwanted signal is \( (A-B)-(A'-B') \) below the fundamental in decibels.

Table 3 shows the approximate results of the tests at 14 MHz.

**Table 3. Approximate attenuation of unwanted signals from low-power transmitter at 14 MHz fed through antenna-matching unit to 50-ohm resistive load. Transmitter final was push-pull 2N3948s.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(MHz)</th>
<th>dB below wanted signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (from VFO)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some final observations

I've demonstrated that it's possible to build a simple tuned output network for a low-power rf final amplifier that has matched portable antennas in a variety of situations and is, at the same time, a lowpass filter with very satisfactory suppression of unwanted frequencies. However, as stated at the start, this achievement raises more questions than it answers. In the first place the design, as mentioned above, was not optimized and I have not determined the exact range of loads that can be matched. Also, for the range of different possible settings, there must be a wide range of Qs, that I've not calculated. This is fair-to-poor ham practice, but terrible engineering. There's been a lot of theoretical research on matching networks and some practical engineering data published, but it appears that much more application information is needed.

The tables of matching-network parameters mentioned earlier are an example of good application information, but they are chiefly concerned with matching a fixed load, generally 50 ohms resistive. The mere question of how to express load-matching capabilities and limitations of a tunable multi-element circuit is a difficult one to answer. Standing-wave ratio is a convenient measure of a mismatch to be matched, yet anyone familiar with the Smith chart knows that any SWR circle intercepts a variety of circuit parameters and that it is these values that limit matching capabilities, not the SWRs.

Returning to fig. 2, for a given design one could superimpose parametric curves on a Smith chart — for instance, varying \( L_1 \) with \( L_2 \) and \( C \) being fixed. One could do this for different values of \( L_2 \) and \( C \). From these curves one could see limits of SWR and circuit parameters for a particular design. However, the real problem is to optimize a design, starting with expressed limits of loads to be matched. We have here a problem worthy at least of a Master's degree.
for some technically oriented engineering-school ham with skill in computer programming.

Then there's circuit $Q$, which will vary as the circuit is tuned. Does present textbook material do enough to relate the defined $Q$ of a filter-circuit element to its overall $Q$, and how does this relate to the simple $\omega L/R$ of an LRC tank circuit so well explained in the textbooks? Then, what about the low $Q$s (some say not above 4) so frequently specified? The limitation here cannot be the passband as it is with vacuum-tube power-output circuits. I must guess that the higher-$Q$ transistor-output circuits might tend to oscillate at some unwanted frequency where the matching circuit no longer matches but presents the collector circuit of the final amplifier with a load that would be favorable for oscillation — but I've not seen this in print. Passband characteristics involving harmonic suppression have been treated in various places. They must be of concern in an optimum design.

Finally there is the question of the behavior of the core. Ferrites saturate at a low magnetomotive force, but with a half-toroid we have a big air gap. Nevertheless, we should design for a large enough cross-section area to stay far below saturation. In fact, core nonlinearity produces harmonics that did not exist in the transistor output. To know where we stand relative to saturation requires knowledge of the rf current and the core position for each set of load parameters. High currents cause excessive heat, which will do permanent damage to a core.

Perhaps we should raise that proposed Master's degree to a Doctorate. I'm sure JA6GW already qualifies, but unfortunately he's shown us only part of his technique. It's quite likely, though, that experimentation alone will produce some useful, but not necessarily optimum, designs for higher-powered equipment than I've been using. Go to it, experimenters.
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KLM's **KT-34XA**

Outperforms **ALL** commercially available tribanders and many monobanders, too!

KLM's KT-34XA TRIBANDER is the 2nd generation of a unique new series of antennas designed to provide superior **broadband** coverage on 20, 15, and 10 meters. The combination of lossless linear loading and hi-Q air capacitors enables the KT-34XA to outperform **all** commercial available tribanders and meet or exceed the performance of a conventional stacked monoband system. The lower weight and windload of a single antenna mean reduced tower and rotator requirements. Thus, overall system costs can be kept to a minimum while enjoying the best of monobander-type performance.

KLM's field proven KT-34A is the heart of the "XA" model. The boom length of the "XA", however, has been doubled, and one tri-resonant and one full size 10 meter element have been added. These changes increase the gain to **11-11.3 dBi** on 10M, **9-9.5 dBi** on 15M, and **8.5-9 dBi** on 20M. Two driven elements are used to make the KT-34XA unusually broadband (a concept applied to many KLM antennas). Gain is virtually flat across each band except for 10 meters which has been optimized for the DX'er, 28-29 MHz. The chart below shows the remarkable performance qualities of the KT-34XA.

---

**GAIN (dBi)**

- **KT-34XA GAIN vs. VSWR**

  - **20M**
  - **15M**
  - **10M**

**KLM**

P.O. Box 816, Morgan Hill, CA 95037

(408)779-7363
second-generation
cylindrical feedhorns

Improved feedhorn provides superior parabolic antenna system performance

My original article describing cylindrical feedhorns for use with parabolic reflectors appeared in *Ham Radio* in May, 1976. Judging from the number of inquiries that have been — and are still being — received, the subject is obviously pertinent to many Amateurs and experimenters interested in working in the UHF and SHF ranges. Variations of the design have been used on the 1296- and 2304-MHz Amateur bands as well as the MDS^2 and ITFS^3 bands. The design is also well suited for use in the 3300-3500 MHz Amateur band.

I recently experimented with cylindrical feedhorns for reception of satellite TV signals in the 3.7-4.2 GHz band. The design requirements here are similar, but in my case much more stringent — not because the frequency is higher, but because I chose to use a very small-diameter dish reflector (8-foot, or 2.4 meters). Those who are familiar with TVRO design requirements know that 10-foot (3-meter) or larger reflectors are almost always specified. Therefore, everything in my system had to be exactly right to produce acceptable satellite TV pictures using the 8-foot (2.4-meter) dish. This meant that I had to pay particular attention to details.

![Feedhorn diameter in wavelengths as a function of focal length/diameter ratio, F/D, of the parabolic reflector.](image)

By Norman J. Foot, WA9HUV, 293 East Madison Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
While this activity is not normally considered Amateur Radio in the usual sense, the modifications I had to make to the original design are certainly applicable to the UHF and microwave Amateur bands. The purpose of this article is to describe the changes and the associated improvements in performance that were achieved. This information should be helpful to Amateur experimenters and others working with parabolic reflectors who are interested in obtaining superior performance from their antenna systems.

A review of feedhorn parameters

Important feedhorn parameters are length, diameter, and probe location. The most important of these is the inside diameter of the horn, which is tailored to match the associated reflector. The probe location is calculated after the diameter is established.

The original article specifies a minimum diameter of about 5.68 inches (14.4 cm) for the 1215-1300 MHz application to operate above the cutoff frequency of the circular guide. A horn this small has a very broad beam and so would normally be used with a very deep dish. Large-diameter horns produce narrow patterns and higher gains. Generally the diameter is selected to match the F/D ratio of the associated parabolic reflector to achieve optimum design. A match is achieved when the gain of the horn off boresight at the periphery of the dish is approximately 10 to 15 dB below the gain on boresight. This point is illustrated in fig. 3 of the original article. Note that my 3.7-4.2 GHz horn has a diameter of 2.25 inches (5.7 cm), which provides a good match to my 0.387 F/D ratio (2.4-meter) reflector.

Fig. 5 of the original article was difficult to read because the graph contained no grid. This important graph has therefore been reproduced here in fig. 1, but in a more universal form. Instead of specifying diameters for a specific frequency, diameter is specified in terms of wavelength, \( d/\lambda_0 \). This makes the graph useful at any frequency. For example, from fig. 1 the diameter of a horn used with a dish having an F/D ratio of 0.387 is 0.75\( \lambda_0 \). Therefore, the 1296-MHz feedhorn should have a diameter of 6.83 inches (17 cm):

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_0 & = 9.113 \text{ inches (23 cm)} \\
Therefore, d & = 0.75 \times 9.113 = 6.83 \text{ inches (17 cm)}
\end{align*}
\]

The relatively critical probe location can be determined once the horn diameter is established. The original article describes the probe as being located a quarter guide wavelength from the shorted end of the horn. The probe length is slightly shorter than a quarter free-space wavelength because of end capacitance. Reference should be made to the original article, which fully describes probe parameters and the tune-up procedure.

Problem areas

Up to this point it has been assumed that the beam cross-section is circular and therefore that the reflector would be equally illuminated all around its circumference. Fortunately this is as very good assumption for cylindrical horns, especially those having large \( d/\lambda_0 \) ratios. In contrast, rectangular waveguide horns, which do not produce circular beams, require that a flare be added in the electric plane to achieve uniform illumination* in both the electric and magnetic planes.

Large-diameter cylindrical horns, such as might be used with shallow reflectors, generally exhibit side lobes as high as 8 to 10 dB below the peak of the main beam. This is not efficient and is particularly undesirable in TVRO systems.

Besides beam cross-section ellipticity and side lobes, there is a third effect relating to the abrupt discontinuity where the wave is launched from the open end.
end of the horn. The discontinuity causes what is sometimes referred to as a back radiation. The amount of back radiation is large for small-diameter horns but approaches zero for diameters larger than one wavelength. In the present application, horn diameters greater than a wavelength would be used with only very shallow (large F/D) dishes.

The cylindrical feedhorn is in reality a short section of circular waveguide with its open end coupled into space. Since the impedance of circular guides is always greater than the 377 ohms of free space, a small amount of energy will be available for back radiation, while some energy may be reflected back into the coaxial input circuit. A means therefore is needed to reduce the discontinuity at the mouth of the horn; this should reduce VSWR and increase gain and efficiency.

matching the feed horn to free space

Experiments have shown that the addition of an rf choke on the outside of the feedhorn near the opening is very effective in reducing back radiation and providing a better impedance match. Measurements show that the resulting increase in gain of the main lobe is between 1 and 3 dB, depending on the ratio of \( d/\lambda_g \). VSWR measurements show that best impedance match is obtained when the choke is located at the best gain position.

The choke is a flat washer positioned coaxially on the horn and located behind the open end. The choke used for the 4-GHz horn was 6 inches (15.25 cm) in diameter and it was positioned approximately 1-1/4 inches (3.175 cm) behind the opening. Note that the distance from the open end of the horn along the metal surface to the periphery of the choke is approximately one wavelength. Since this distance is critical, provisions are made for adjusting the position of the choke for tuning purposes. The effectiveness of the choke becomes clearly evident as it is moved back and forth during gain tests. Also, pattern tests show that the choke is effective in reducing minor lobes to very low levels and circularizing the

\[ \theta = 90^\circ \]
\[ \phi = 90^\circ \]
beam cross section. Thus, the choke is instrumental in improving all of the potential problem areas. Fig. 2 shows the patterns of the 4-GHz horn in both the electric and magnetic planes after the choke had been adjusted for maximum gain.

Fig. 3 illustrates the mechanical details of the 3.7-4.2 GHz horn, including the choke. Note that all of these dimensions can be scaled to other frequencies in proportion to wavelength except for probe location. The latter is a function of guide diameter, which in turn depends on F/D ratio of the reflector. Fig. 4 is a graph showing the probe location in terms of \( d/\lambda_0 \).

design example

The amount of Amateur activity on 1296 MHz has been increasing rapidly during the past few years. Seven-foot (2-meter) diameter dishes are quite popular on this band because commercial units intended for UHF TV are easily modified for use at 1296 by the addition of screening and a more suitable feedhorn. It is appropriate, therefore, to include with this article a 1296-MHz design example of an improved feedhorn for this application.

Most 7-foot (2-meter) reflectors have an F/D ratio of approximately 0.38. From fig. 5 of the original article, the horn diameter is 6.75 inches (17 cm). The length is 12-14 inches (30-36 cm), but this dimension is not critical. Free-space wavelength is calculated as follows:

\[
\lambda_0 = \frac{c}{f_0} = \frac{3 \times 10^{10}}{1.296 \times 10^9 \times 2.54} = 9.11 \text{ inches (23 cm)}
\]

where \( \lambda_0 = \text{free-space wavelength (inches)} \)
\( c = 3 \times 10^{10} \text{ (cm/sec)} \)
\( f_0 = 1.296 \times 10^9 \text{ (Hz)} \)

Guide cutoff wavelength is calculated as follows:

\[
\lambda_c = \frac{3.42r}{2}
\]

where \( \lambda_c = \text{cutoff wavelength} \)
\( r = \text{horn radius} \)
\( \lambda_c = 3.42 \times \frac{6.8}{2} = 11.63 \text{ inches (29.5 cm)} \)

The cutoff frequency, \( f_c \), is 1016 MHz.

Finally, guide wavelength, \( \lambda_g \), is:

\[
\lambda_g = \frac{9.11}{\sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{9.11}{11.97} \right)^2}} = 14.057 \text{ inches (35.7 cm)}
\]

In other words, the probe should be 3.5 inches (8.9 cm) from the shorted end of the horn. The probe is slightly shorter than \( \lambda_0/4 \), or about 2-17/64 inches (5.75 cm). Its length should be adjustable over a distance of about ± 1/4 inch (6 mm). The adjustment for minimum VSWR should be made with the choke located at the maximum gain position. The technique illustrated in fig. 6 of the original article can be used for probe adjustment.

The 1296-MHz feedhorn should be equipped with an 18.5-inch (47-cm) diameter, 0.032-inch (0.8-mm) thick brass rf choke, located approximately 2-1/2 inches (6.35 cm) behind the open end of the horn. The inside diameter of the choke should be greater than the outside diameter of the horn, so that a 1-inch-wide, 0.032-inch-thick strip of brass can be soldered to the inside of the choke. This strip acts as a guide for adjusting the position of the choke, as illustrated in fig. 3. It also provides good electrical contact with the outer surface of the horn. Be sure the sliding surface is clean and free of paint and other insulating materials. Once the choke has been positioned for maximum gain, the outside surface of the horn and the choke can be sprayed with paint to protect these surfaces from the weather.

A typical 2304-MHz design uses a 4-inch (10-cm) diameter coffee can 5 1/2 inches (14 cm) long with a 10-1/2 inch (26.7-cm) diameter choke. The choke is
1-1/4 inches (3 cm) from the open end of the horn. The probe (monopole) is located 2-3/8 inches (6 cm) from the shorted end of the horn. The improvement in gain due to the choke for this horn was 2.0 dB. VSWR was measured at less than 1.1 between 2.0 and 2.5 GHz.

The choke can also be made from 0.032-inch (0.8-mm) aluminum sheet stock. Cut the inside diameter 1-1/2 inches (4 cm) smaller than the OD of the horn. Serrate the hole with a saber saw or hacksaw blade to the horn diameter, then bend the tabs at right angles to match the contour of the horn. Cuts should be made every 20 degrees or so. Finally place a hose clamp over the tabs to provide both a good electrical and mechanical contact with the horn.*

adapting the choke

A suggested test setup for adapting the position of the rf choke for maximum feedhorn gain is shown in fig. 5. A signal generator or other rf power source drives a dipole illuminating antenna. The dipole should have a reflector as shown, and a balun might also be used to connect the unbalanced generator to the balanced dipole antenna terminals.

The horn antenna under test should be located at a distance from, and looking directly at, the illuminating antenna. A separation distance of 8 or 10 feet (2 or 3 meters) is generally satisfactory, although closer spacing may be necessary at higher frequencies. Orient the antennas so their polarizations match. Connect the output of the feedhorn to the input of a sensitive rf detector driving a microammeter or dc VTVM. If an rf amplifier is available, it can be inserted between the horn and rf detector to obtain greater measurement sensitivity. Another option is to connect the output of the feedhorn to the input of a converter and receiver combination; the receiver’s S-meter can serve as the detector. In none of these situations is the radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna particularly critical, except that reasonable directivity is necessary to avoid reflections from nearby objects if the test is run indoors.

After having obtained a preliminary detector reading, slide the choke back and forth to identify the point that provides maximum detector current. Gain should be approximately 1.5 to 2.5 dB greater with the choke than without it. You can check this by removing the choke and noting the increase in generator output power necessary to recover the lost gain.

closing remarks

We Amateurs have known as far back as we can remember that the most simple and least expensive way to improve system performance is by increasing antenna gain. Because this is equally true for receiving and transmitting, any successful effort to improve the antenna is felt at both ends of the contact.

As we move from VHF to UHF in our quest for new experiences, we find that the parabolic antenna system is used more and more. While there are very few dishes in use at 432 MHz and below — other than at a few EME installations — fifty-three percent of all stations listed in the 1981 1296-MHz directory who specified their antenna type are using parabolic reflectors. These range in size from 30 inches (0.75 meter) to 25 feet (7.6 meters) in diameter. The move to 2304 MHz will very likely see even greater use of the dish.

In my case, the need to stretch antenna performance to the limit in an effort to achieve “sparkle-free” TV images with the use of a very small parabolic reflector provided the impetus for improvement. It seems to me that Amateur EME and long-haul over the horizon (forward scatter) circuits stand to benefit also. I shall be delighted to hear from Amateurs and experimenters who prove this to be a correct hypothesis.
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*Templates for several horn sizes are available from the author. Please state horn diameter and enclose $2.00 to cover the cost of printing and mailing.
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A grounded, vertically polarized antenna with some interesting features

the half-delta loop

fig. 1. Grounded half-delta loop antenna and its image in the ground plane.

In a recent article on the half-sloper antenna, I suggested that a half-delta loop configuration would make a better antenna system. That is, the sloping wire would be attached to the top of a grounded tower, and this wire would be end fed, against ground at its far end (see fig. 1). The length of the half-delta loop, including tower height plus length of the sloping wire would be an electrical half wavelength, but the loop is "full-wave resonant," if account is taken of its image in the ground plane. Obviously, characteristic of monopole grounded anten-

By John S. Belrose, VE2CV, 3 Tadoussac Drive, Aylmer (Lucerne), Quebec J9J 1G1, Canada

May 1982
fig. 2. Vertical radiation pattern, vertical polarization, measured in the plane containing the half-delta loop, for the lowest resonant frequency \( f_0 \) and for various harmonic frequencies \( 2f_0, 3f_0, \text{and} 4f_0 \).

nas, the half-delta loop will work best if a ground screen is used to improve the image that it sees of itself in the ground plane, and to provide a low resistance for return current flow in the ground to the grounded side of the coaxial feed. At the very least, a wire buried in the ground should connect the base of the tower to the shield of the coaxial feed cable, and two six-foot (2-meter) ground rods should ground the tower and the ground side of the feed.

design considerations

While other configurations will work, the antenna discussed here was arranged as a delta loop; that is, the antenna and its image have the shape of an equilateral triangle. Thus if the tower height is \( h \), the length of wire should be \( 2h \), and therefore:

\[
3h = k \lambda/2
\]

\[
h = \frac{k\lambda}{6}
\]

where \( k \) is a factor greater than 1 that relates the physical and electrical lengths of the antenna. For the model antenna built for test and evaluation at a scale frequency of 200 MHz, \( k \) was experimentally determined to be about 1.12.

Thus the table below gives approximate dimensions for half-delta loop antennas for 160, 80, and 40 meters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Tower height ( h ) (feet/meters)</th>
<th>Length of sloping wire ( f ) (feet/meters)</th>
<th>Band (feet/meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>100 (30.5)</td>
<td>206 (62.8)</td>
<td>160/80/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>50 (15.3)</td>
<td>103 (31.4)</td>
<td>80/40/30/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>25 (7.6)</td>
<td>52 (15.8)</td>
<td>40/20/15/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike dipoles, which are resonant at \( f_0, 3f_0, 5f_0 \), etc., the half-delta loop is resonant at all harmonics of its fundamental frequency \( f_0 \), \( 2f_0 \), \( 3f_0 \), \( 4f_0 \), etc.

Measured radiation patterns for the modeled antenna, measured on the National Research Council, Ottawa, antenna pattern range, are given in figs. 2 and 3. The curves in fig. 2 show the vertical radiation pattern for vertical polarization, measured in the plane containing the antenna, at the lowest resonant frequency of the antenna, \( f_0 \), and for various harmonics of this frequency \( 2f_0, 3f_0, \text{and} 4f_0 \). While the polar pattern becomes more complicated at the higher harmonics, the antenna radiates essentially like a monopole antenna in that the polarization is vertical, and maximum gain is directed toward the horizon.

The curves in fig. 3 show the azimuthal radiation patterns for vertical polarization for a launch angle of 10 degrees above the horizon, measured at these same frequencies. The polar pattern at the fundamental frequency is interesting; the antenna radiates in the plane broadside to it like two quarter-wave monopoles in phase. In this figure, the tower was located at the center of the polar diagram, and the delta loop had its apex directed toward the 0 coordinate. At harmonic frequencies the antenna exhibits a different directivity. The maximum gain occurs in the plane containing the antenna, rather than broadside to this plane, with the greatest gain in the direction away from the tower and its feed; and nulls appear in the plane broadside to the antenna — the nulls at \( 3f_0 \) are particularly deep.

The vertical radiation patterns for horizontal polarization in the plane broadside to the half-delta loop
were also measured, and although these patterns are not shown, the horizontal field was small (especially at $f_0$ and $2f_0$). That is, the antenna radiates dominantly like a vertically polarized antenna.

The input impedance of the antenna, mounted on an aluminum sheet, was about 74 ohms at $f_0$, and the SWR was less than 2:1 at the second and third current mode resonances, which occurred at frequencies of 1.7 and 2.71 $f_0$ (that is, about 10 percent lower than exact multiples of the fundamental frequency).

**influence of ground conductivity on the vertical pattern**

While we have not calculated the pattern for antennas mounted on a finitely conducting earth, the effect is expected to be like that for a vertical monopole antenna. Fig. 4 shows, for reference, calculated patterns for a quarter wave monopole antenna above earth having poor and good conductivity, compared with sea water, for 4 and 14 MHz.\(^2\) The gain (greater than 2.15 dBi) comes about by the fact that a grounded monopole radiates into a hemispherical space, whereas a dipole antenna in free space radiates in all directions (over spherical space).

In concluding this brief discussion on the effect of the finite conductivity of the ground on the vertical radiation pattern of a vertically polarized antenna, and on the need to provide a ground screen beneath a current-fed grounded antenna, let me comment on a moot point not well understood. A radial ground screen beneath the antenna provides a low resistance path for the return current flow to the base of the antenna, or to the ground side of the coaxial feed in the case of the half-delta loop antenna. This is necessary to reduce the effective ground loss resistance, so that the antenna current contributes to radiation and not to ground loss. The ratio of the radiation resistance to the ground loss resistance referred to the feed point must be high for good radiation efficiency. However, to launch sky waves at a low elevation angle (less than 10 degrees) above the horizon, the ground conductivity fifty or more wavelengths in front of the antenna is important. As shown in fig. 4 the effect of the conductivity of the earth is large, particularly at low angles, and the influence of the ground extends well beyond the limits of practical ground screens. This point was discussed in my subsequent article.\(^3\)

The various patterns shown in figs. 2 and 3 are relative. While no attempt was made to measure the gain of the antenna at the harmonic frequencies, it should be noted that the pattern for the *fundamental frequency*, $f_0$, was referenced to a half-wave dipole antenna one-quarter wavelength above the ground plane; and 45 on the relative-amplitude scale corresponds to approximately zero dBi. The antenna therefore exhibits a maximum gain approximately 6 dB over a dipole in free space.
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inexpensive automatic send/receive change-over relay

Many older tube transmitters using cathode keying can be retrofitted to provide inexpensive and automatic antenna send/receive change-over. All that’s necessary is an antenna change-over relay controlled by the same circuit that grounds the final-amplifier tube cathode. However, unless one provides for a delayed release, the change-over relay “clunks” along with every depression of the key.

circuit

With the addition of a diode, a resistor, a large capacitor, and a sensitive relay (fig. 1), the initial depression of the key enables the antenna change-over relay as before, but the relay will not return to the receive position during subsequent code spaces until a short time delay has occurred. This time delay can be controlled by the sensitivity and dropout characteristics of the relay, and by the size of the capacitor. The delay can be made long enough to bridge spaces between characters, or even between words, with the proper choice of components.

operation

Assume that the key has been open for some time. The capacitor will have been charged to some positive voltage, there will be no potential difference across the sensitive relay to cause any current flow, and both relays will be de-energized (fig. 1). Closing the key will discharge the capacitor through the diode and the small series resistor (the resistor is included only to protect the diode by limiting the discharge current). This action will produce a potential difference across the sensitive relay, causing current to flow through it. Its closing then will activate the antenna change-over relay. If an additional contact on the antenna change-over relay controls the B+ to the transmitter final amplifier, this entire switching process will be completed by the time any rf power has been generated, and the normal load will be presented to the final amplifier.

When the key has been released, the diode will prevent leakage current through the tube from keeping the capacitor charged. (Note that the diode’s PIV rating must be sufficient to withstand the key-up voltage at the cathode.) Thus, the capacitor will begin to charge from the current flowing through the sensitive relay. However, this current will keep the sensitive relay energized until the voltage across the capacitor has increased to the point that the potential difference across the sensitive relay is less than its dropout voltage (a relay’s dropout voltage is always less than its pull-in voltage). If the key recloses before dropout occurs, then the capacitor will again discharge, and the cycle will repeat when the key is released. If the key remains open long enough (as at the end of the message), both relays will de-energize and reception again will occur.

additional notes

Since no internal connections to the transmitter are required, this change-over scheme can also be implemented as an outboard accessory. The relay can include contacts for more than antenna and transmitter power switching. Additional contacts can ground the receiver’s antenna input, turn off the receiver’s B+, turn on the linear’s power, or dim the lights. In many cases the change-over relay may require a higher positive voltage than the sensitive relay (+12 volts versus +6 volts, for example); a dropping resistor may be inserted at point X in fig. 1.

final comments

The version of this circuit that I’ve retrofitted into two war-surplus TCS-13 transmitters used a junkbox rectifier diode, a 27-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor, a 1000-μF capacitor, and a small reed relay. The TCS-13 had two change-over relays. After the initial “ka-lunk,” operation was blissfully quiet for about one second after the last key-down period, at which time a smaller clunk occurred, and the receiver was again operative.

Myron A. Calhoun, WØPBV

(Continued on page 42)
SAVE $200
IC-720A Digital HF Transceiver. 160, 10m, including 10, 18 & 24 MHz, 100w, 13.8/15v, 15a, 4/3"h x 9.5"w x 12"d, Wt. 17 lbs. (Regular $1349) NOW $1149.00
FL-32 500Hz CW filter. 59.50
FL-34 5.2 kHz AM filter. 49.50

SAVE $129
IC-730A Digital HF Xcv 80-10m, incl. 10, 18 & 24 MHz, 200w PEP. UP/DN tune w/ optional HM-10 mic. 9"w x 3.5"h x 10.1"d. (Regular $829) NOW $699.95
FL-30 SSB filter (4kHz bandwidth) 59.50
FL-44 155kHz SSB filter. (Regular $159) NOW 144.95
FL AG 500Hz CW filter. 59.50
EX-202 VFO interface. 25.70
EX-203 150 Hz CW audio filter. 39.50
EX-205 Transverter switching unit. 29.50
HM-10 Scanning mobile microphone. 39.50

SAVE $400
IC-2XK1 HF linear. 160-15m, including 10 & 18 MHz. Solid state broadband tuning, 500w out. Automatic with 720A & 730W/EX-202. (Regular $179S) NOW $1395.00

SAVE $$ - VHF/UHF
IC-251A 2m All-mode Xcv 144 & 148.1999 MHz, 10w, digital memories, scan, 2 VFO's, 13.8/115/117/41/6t, 9.5"h x 9.6"w x 11.8"d. 11 lbs. (Regular $749) NOW $599.95
IC-451A UHF All Mode Transceiver for OSCAR mode B or J simplex. Models for 430 or 440 or 450 MHz. Similar to IC-251A (Regular $599) NOW $379.95
IC-551 6m SSB/CW/AM/FM* Transceiver. 50.593.999 MHz 10w, digital readout, memories, scan, two VFO's, & noise blanker. 13.8vdc/115v (Reg. $479) NOW $399.95
EX-106 6m FM adaptor (Regular $125) NOW 112.95
EX-107 VFO unit. (Regular $55) NOW 49.95
EX-108 PS tuner/111 proc. (Regular $105) NOW 64.95
EX-1151 same as 551 but 80w. EX-107 & EX-108 built in. 13.8vdc/18A PS 20w. (Regular $699) NOW $599.95
PS-20* AC power supply (Regular $229) NOW 195.95
CF-1 Cooling fan for PS-20. 45.00
IC-560 6m SSB/CW/FM Mobile Xcvr. 10w, digital, three memories, mem & band scan, two VFO's. 13.8vdc/15A 2lb/t x 7.6"w x 9d. 6 lbs. (Regular $489) NOW $343.95

SAVE $30
IC-2AT1 2m HT w/ TIP, nicad & charger. $299.95 NOW 239.50
IC-2A 2m HT w/ nicad & wall charger. $299.95 NOW 214.50
ML-1 23/10w mobile linear. NOW 89.95
IC-3AT 220 HT, TIP, nicad & charger. $299.95 NOW 269.95
IC-3A 220 HT nicad & charger. $299.95 NOW 244.50
IC-4AT 440 HT, TIP, nicad & charger. $299.95 NOW 269.95
IC-4A 440 HT nicad & charger. $299.95 NOW 244.50
HT Accessories:
BC-25U Extra wall charger. $12.50
BC-30 Drop-in charger for BP 2, 3 & 5. $9.50
BP-2 450 ma nicad pk. 1w output. $39.50
BP-3 Extra 250 ma nicad pk. 1w output. $29.50
BP-4 Alkaline battery case. $12.50
BP-5 450 ma, 10.8v nicad pk. 2w output. $49.50
BP-6 3c required to charge. $8.50
CP-1 CG lighter plug & cord (BP-3). $9.50
DC-1 DC operation module. $17.50
HM-9 Speaker/microphone. $34.50
Leather case (Specify radio). $19.00
FA-2 Flexible antenna for 2A, 2A1, (BNC). $10.00
3A-TTIN 11 pack for 2A, 3A, 4A. $39.50
Commspec SS-32 32-tone encoder. $29.50

VHF/UHF Portables:
IC-202S 2m SSB Transceiver. 3w PEP output. Uses "C" cells, optional Nicad pack / charger or AC supply / spkr. $349.95
IC-202L 2m, 10w ampl. (Regular $399) NOW $259.95
IC-202E 432 MHz portable SSB Transceiver. $439.95
IC-250A 2m All-mode mobile transceiver. 143.1-148.1999 MHz, 10w, digital memories, scan, 2 VFO's, 1/115/117/41/6r. Remote tuning w/ opt. HM-10 mic. 6"h x 2.5"d. (Regular $499). Limited Special $349.95
IC-450A 432 MHz All mode mobile transceiver. 430-439.999 MHz, 10 watts scanning, microphone. 11A $349.95
IC-22U 800 ch mobile. 144.147.995 MHz, 1 or 10 watts, selectable frequency select 6.5 - 2.5 kHz. 9.5"w x 8.5"d. 3 lbs. (Regular $2999). Limited Special $239.95
EX-199 Remote frequency selector. 35.00
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modifications to the Atlas 350 AGC circuit

A renewed interest in CW and comments by Doug McDougall (ham radio, January, 1980, page 88) led to the following modification of an Atlas 350. The AGC characteristics remained unchanged whether operating CW or SSB. On CW, a shorter delay is desired, especially when operating QSK.

The original circuit used a 1-meg resistor as the discharge path for the AGC capacitor, C313. I decided that two resistors in series, one of which could be shorted out during CW, would allow two AGC time constants. The circuit (fig. 2) was developed and built onto a small piece of PC material, which was soldered to the ground plane of PC320, the AGC AUDIO board. R1 and R2 replace R316, the 1-meg AGC resistor. R1 determines the CW response, while R2 was chosen to retain the original SSB response.

The TUNE/CW-SSB switch provides ground and a voltage to operate the circuit. On SSB a ground is provided to Q1, which turns on, thereby turning Q2 off; R2 is now in the circuit. When in TUNE/CW, Q1 has a voltage applied to its emitter and therefore conducts less, allowing Q2 to turn on, placing its now small collector-emitter resistance in parallel with R2, which makes R1 the primary discharge resistance.

Performance is good, and I've noticed no degradation of operation.

Ron Lile, K0RL

tailoring audio response

This is an old idea with merit, but I've not seen it in print for some time. Listening to the receiver hiss during long periods of reception can be tiring. The audio response of a low-impedance speaker or phones may be tailored by adding an electrolytic capacitor of about 50 μF across the receiver speaker terminals or audio output jack. This cap will limit the audio high-frequency response and thus the hiss, making both CW and SSB reception more pleasant. Some overall attenuation will occur but it is relatively minor and can be compensated for by increasing the audio gain.

Paul K. Pagel, N1FB

antiflex coaxial cable connection

High onshore winds at my shack caused failure of my coax cable, the result of flexing where it emerged from the lower end of my antenna balun. I solved the problem by distributing the torque over a length of cable as shown in fig. 3. I used a length of fiberglass rod tip salvaged from a discarded fishing pole, which I attached to the balun with a 1.75-inch (4.4-cm) stainless-steel hose clamp. The cable was then taped to the rod as shown in the sketch. The tape was further secured by wrapping small-diameter nylon (not monofilament) line over the tape using a clove hitch. The line prevents the tape from loosening when the adhesive dries out. Finally, I covered the tape and twine with a generous coat of coil dope.

While flexibility of the rod is important, a 1/4-inch (6-mm) length of maple dowel should do the job nicely if it's tapered down to about 3/16 inch (4.8 mm) at the lower end.

Lefferts A. McClelland, W4KV
An increasing number of Radio Amateurs are stepping up to the 10.4-GHz Amateur band (10.0-10.5 GHz) to experiment with centimeter wavelengths and Gunn diode oscillators. The popular Gunnplexer transceivers offer the Amateur an excellent introduction to the 10.4-GHz band with a minimum of effort. (A recommended text is *The Gunnplexer Cookbook*, by Bob Richardson, W4UCH. It’s available from Ham Radio’s Bookstore, Greenville, New Hampshire 03048 for $9.95 plus $1.00 shipping.)

The Gunnplexer uses a Gunn diode and a low-noise Schottky diode in a cavity that operates in the homodyne mode. The Gunn diode oscillates at the desired microwave frequency, which is the transmitted carrier frequency. The received carrier frequency is at some offset frequency (could also be the transmitted frequency that is returning to the Gunnplexer with some Doppler shift), which is mixed in a Shottky diode with the transmitted carrier frequency. The resulting i-f is then fed to a conventional high-frequency or VHF receiver for demodulation.

The common method of improving the performance of the Gunnplexer is the addition of a horn or

---

By William M. Brooks, WB6YVK, 2050 Southwest Expressway 66, San Jose, California 95126
parabolic reflecting antenna to get some antenna gain. Some of the disadvantages of parabolic reflectors are that they are expensive, difficult to construct to the required tolerances, and difficult to mount or move because of their weight. This article describes an alternative antenna that yields results comparable to a parabola, yet is inexpensive and lightweight. Such an antenna is a Fresnel-zone plate.

**description**

The Fresnel-zone plate consists of a flat sheet of material that is opaque to 10.4-GHz energy (aluminum or copper foil) with concentric circular zones cut out to pass rf. The zones are spaced such that each zone is one-half wavelength greater in path length from the plate to the Gunnplexer cavity, out from the center zone, which is a straight-line path (fig. 1). The result is that each zone passes rf spaced one wavelength and adds constructively to the intensity of the rf at the focal point. The effect of the plate is to collimate the rf during transmit and focus it during receive, much like an ordinary optical converging lens.

**geometry**

To see how a Fresnel-zone plate works and to calculate the radii of the zones, refer to fig. 2. The outer edge of the *nth* zone is shown as *Rn*. According to the Fresnel diffraction theory, a wave that follows the path *L-Rn-F* arrives *nλ/2* out of phase with a wave that travels the path *L-O-F*. To express this mathematically, we say:

\[ (S_n + S_0) - (d_n + D_0) = n\lambda/2 \]  

(1)

With a little trigonometry we find that:

\[ S_n = \sqrt{(R_n^2 + S_0^2)} \]  

(2)

and

\[ d_n = \sqrt{(R_n^2 + D_0^2)} \]  

(3)

and using binomial expansion yields

\[ S_n = S_0 + \frac{R_n^2}{2S_0} \]  

(4)

and

\[ d_n = D_0 + \frac{R_n^2}{2D_0} \]  

(5)

Substituting into eq. 1 yields

\[ \left( \frac{1}{S_0} + \frac{1}{D_0} \right) = \frac{n\lambda}{R_n^2} \]  

(6)

which is identical to the thin-lens equation so familiar in classical geometrical optics.

In this case the wave source at *L* is at some great distance from the point 0, thus the waves incident upon the zone plate are very nearly plane-wave in shape. Hence *S0* approaches infinity and eq. 6 reduces to

\[ R_n^2 = nD_0\lambda \]  

(7)

A more precise equation can be derived from more terms in the expansion, which results in

\[ R_n^2 + D_0^2 = (D_0 + n\lambda/2)^2 \]  

(8)

Thus, the radius of the *nth* zone is given by

\[ R_n = \sqrt{nD_0\lambda + \frac{n^2\lambda^2}{4}} \]  

(9)

From the principle of reciprocity, during transmit a point source at *F* would produce an almost plane wavefront on the opposite side of the zone plate. The system thus behaves as a collimating and focusing lens for transmitting and receiving respectively.

The dimensions for an experimental Fresnel-zone plate of ten zones, with a focal length of 100 centimeters at 10.4 GHz are given in table 1. Note that the area of each of the zones is constant, thus each zone will contribute equally to the sum intensity at the focal point. Suppose that we construct a zone plate that passes only the odd zones and blocks the

| radius of zone 1 | 17.0453 cm |
| radius of zone 2 | 24.1918 cm |
| radius of zone 3 | 29.7339 cm |
| radius of zone 4 | 34.4548 cm |
| radius of zone 5 | 38.6564 cm |
| radius of zone 6 | 42.4930 cm |
| radius of zone 7 | 46.0561 cm |
| radius of zone 8 | 49.4047 cm |
| radius of zone 9 | 52.5800 cm |
| radius of zone 10 | 55.6115 cm |
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- 2304 MODEL #1 KIT BASIC UTILITY W/PREPARED LESS HOUSING & FITTINGS (FREE) $49.95
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fig. 2. The Fresnel-zone plate is at 0, the Gunnplexer is at F, and the contact station is at L. When the contact station is at a large distance (more than 10 wave- lengths), the distance S0 approaches infinity, and the rf wave at 0 appears as a plane wave.

even zones. The amplitude, E, at the focal point will be

\[ E_T = E_1 + E_3 + E_5 + \ldots + (2n-1) \]

If we construct a plate that passes the first 10 odd zones, the sum is 10 \( E_1 \). The incident wavefront gives \( 1/2 \) E1, so the amplitude at the focal point, F, will be increased 20 times. The intensity is therefore increased 400 times, or 26 dB. Larger zone plates and greater gains are possible as long as the focal point aberrations are less than the depth of the Gunnplexer cavity.

construction

The first Fresnel-zone plate antenna I constructed was made from art matte board covered with aluminum foil and the radii cut out with a knife. Several “spokes” were left in the board to support the inner zones. Subsequent plates have been made with aluminum sheet metal. The resulting antenna has been tested with Doppler-shifted carriers and has confirmed the calculated focal length and gain. It might be pointed out that modifications of the zone radii would make it possible to make a plate that was not flat and could thus be incorporated into the various shapes of aircraft or other vehicles. In either case, flat or otherwise, the dimensions required for a zone plate are not nearly as tight as those for a parabola, and the resulting antenna is much lighter.
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last-minute forecast

The first of the month is expected to favor the lower frequencies for nighttime DX activities. DX conditions for the upper-frequency bands should improve during the third week, then round off and drop during the end of the last week. Solar radio flux is expected to be high during that time. Propagation disturbances from solar-flare activity of two to three days’ duration are possible around the 15th and 25th. Also, a disturbed period may occur around the 5th from a coronal hole. Conditions will generally be poorer for hearing and working DX during these disturbances, but look for unusual DX locations to appear with weak, fading signals.

The lunar perigee, of interest to moonbounce DXers, will occur on the 24th of this month. An Aquarid meteor shower, of interest to meteor-scatter DXers, will show a maximum between May 4th and 6th, with a rate of 10 and 25 per hour for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively.

sporadic-E propagation

One of the major paths for excellent DX signals in the summer is short skip, or multiple short skips, on the higher frequency bands. Here we are in May, nearing summer. The end of May heralds the beginning of the sporadic-E (Es) propagation season. Es is a thin layer of intense ionization about 60 miles (100 km) above the earth. It gives rise to strong, mirror-like signal reflections over the short-skip distance of 600 to 1200 miles (1000 to 2000 km). Signals remain strong from a half hour to a couple of hours on the average, as the name sporadic suggests, rather than all day long or all night as with other high-frequency propagation.

The highest frequency propagated by Es follows the sun across the sky; the highest probability of occurrence, however, is near sunrise and again around sunset. These two facets of Es affect short-skip openings differently. Openings on the higher-frequency bands occur near local noon-time and the lower bands tend to have openings near sunrise and sunset.

Now look at the best locations for these Es openings: since Es is related to the summer sun, the effect is in the Northern Hemisphere from June through September and in the Southern Hemisphere during their summer, December through March. The best Es is on either side of the geomagnetic equator; it’s especially good where the geomagnetic equator has greatest separation from the geographic equator. These special areas are Southeast Asia in the Northern Hemisphere and South America in the Southern Hemisphere. The first is the best of the two because the E region ionospheric electric currents are strongest there. Another location of prolific Es for short skip is the auroral oval at about 20 degrees around the geomagnetic pole. This Es is not a summer phenomenon, though; it’s mainly equinoctial. During geomagnetic disturbances, particles from the solar wind entering the polar regions penetrate to the E and F regions producing ionization (aurora) there. It is associated with auroral scatter VHF openings which intrigue DXers who work east/west paths to Europe and Japan using this mode.

To look for Es openings on the higher-frequency bands, monitor beacons on 6, 10, and 15 meters, WWV frequencies, and CB channel 19. Also check TV channels 2 through 5 for 6- and 2-meter openings. The lower bands don’t need beacon monitoring, since Es openings (sunrise and sunset) are available most nights. Remember: couple your antenna to the ionosphere with takeoff angles of 5-10 degrees (see the January, 1981, DX Forecaster).

band-by-band summary

Six meters will provide very good openings during high solar flux to South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand around local noontime. Look for possible Es short-skip by monitoring TV.

Ten, fifteen, and twenty meters will have DX from most areas of the world during daylight and into the evening almost every day, either long skip to 2500 miles (4000 km) or Es short skip to 1250 miles (2000 km) per hop. The length of daylight is now approaching maximum, providing hours of good DXing.

Forty, eighty, and one-sixty meters are the night DXer’s bands. On many nights 40 meters will be the only usable band because of thunderstorm QRN, but signal strengths via Es short skip may overcome the static when Es is available. Although Es is scarcely available in May, it should be better next month.
*Look at next higher band for possible openings.*
Miniaturized, 5 memories, memory/band scan

TR-7730

The TR-7730 is an incredibly compact, reasonably priced, 25-watt, 2-meter FM mobile transceiver with five memories, memory scan, automatic band scan, and other convenient operating features. The TR-7730 is available in two variations: a 16-key autopatch UP/DOWN microphone (MC-46) version, and a basic UP/DOWN microphone version.

TR-7730 FEATURES:

- Smallest ever Kenwood mobile
  Measures only 5-3/4 inches wide, 2 inches high, and 7-3/4 inches deep, and weighs only 3.3 pounds. Mounts even in the smallest subcompact car, and is an ideal combination with the equally compact TR-8400 synthesized 70-cm FM mobile transceiver.
- 25 watts RF output power
  HI/LOW power switch selects 25-W or 5-W output.
- Five memories
  May be operated in simplex mode or repeater mode with the transmit frequency offset ±600 kHz. The fifth memory stores both receive and transmit frequency independently, to allow operation on repeaters with nonstandard splits. Memory backup terminal on rear panel.
- Memory scan
  Automatically locks on busy memory channel and resumes when signal disappears or when SCAN switch is pushed. Scan HOLD or microphone PTT switch cancels scan.
- Automatic band scan
  Scans entire band in 5-kHz or 10-kHz steps and locks on busy channel. Scan resumes when signal disappears or when SCAN switch is pushed. Scan HOLD or microphone PTT switch cancels scan.
- Extended frequency coverage
  Covers 143.900-148.955 MHz in switchable 5-kHz or 10-kHz steps.
- UP/DOWN frequency control from microphone
  Manual UP/DOWN scan of entire band in 5 kHz or 10 kHz steps is possible when using either autopatch or basic UP/DOWN microphone versions.
- Offset switch
  Allows VFO and four of five memory frequencies to be offset ±600 kHz for repeater access or simplex.
- Four-digit LED frequency display
  Indicates receive and transmit frequency.
- S/RF bar meter and LED indicators
  Bar meter of multicolor LEDs shows S/RF levels. Other LEDs indicate BUSY, ON AIR, and REPEATER offset.
- Tone switch

Optional accessories:

MC-46 16-key autopatch UP/DOWN microphone
SP-40 compact mobile speaker
KPS-7 fixed-station power supply

More information on the TR-7730 and TR-8400 is available from all authorized dealers of Trio-Kenwood Communications 111 West Walnut Street Compton, California 90220

Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice or obligation.
Participants in the KENWOOD BONUS BUCKS program may be used as partial payment for any KENWOOD product. The purchase must be made during the period specified and the coupon cannot be used on specific items listed in the program. The program is subject to the rules of that program.
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Modern Amateur equipment is designed for unbalanced coaxial-cable output. The proper way to connect this gear to a balanced load, such as a dipole antenna, is to place a balancing network, or balun, between the coax transmission line and the antenna. The balun ensures proper operation of the antenna, prevents antenna currents from appearing on the coax-cable shield, and keeps rf voltages from appearing on the outside of the rig.

Theoretically, baluns can be constructed for any given impedance transformation, but standard transformation ratios are 1:1 and 4:1. The 1:1 balun transforms a 50-ohm unbalanced coax transmission line, for example, to a balanced 50-ohm load, or a 75-ohm unbalanced line to a 75-ohm balanced load. The 4:1 balun may be used to transform 300-ohm balanced line, such as twinlead, to a 75-ohm unbalanced coax line.

the flyback balun

Many balun designs have been described in the Amateur literature. The two designs presented here are in no way unique except in their use of ferrite cores from old TV-set flyback transformers.

Any discarded TV set has a flyback transformer (sometimes known as a horizontal-output transform-
er). This transformer, which has a ferrite core, is designed to operate at the horizontal sweep frequency of 15.75 kHz, and must handle harmonics extending to 1 or 2 MHz. The transformer is easy to disassemble, as the ferrite core is always in the form of two U-shaped halves. High-Q coils for low or medium frequencies can be made from this high-permeability ferrite, but in the upper high-frequency region, the core material is too lossy to form coils of any appreciable Q. This fact has probably deterred Amateurs from using these cores for baluns. (One exception is W6SJO’s article, “Three Baluns for a Buck,” 73 magazine, August, 1979, page 102.) However, the baluns described here don’t require high-Q ferrite cores for their performance. This is because, at high frequencies, the magnetic field does not penetrate very far into the core, so core losses remain small.

the 4:1 balun

Essentially, the 4:1 balun consists of a pair of two-wire transmission lines wound into coils as shown in fig. 1. The air-core version of this type of balun was known as “elevator coils” in the early days of television. Its operation can be understood if we assume for the moment that both lines are of 100-ohm characteristic impedance and without standing waves. Since the two 100-ohm lines are connected in parallel at the input, they will be matched to 50-ohm coax. At the output, however, the two 100-ohm lines are connected in series to produce 200 ohms, balanced to ground. The purpose of the ferrite cores is to give the bifilar coils enough inductance to isolate the input from the output and prevent a low-impedance path across the input or output terminals.

By Fred Brown, W6HPH, 1169 Los Corderos, Lake San Marcos, California 92069
The basic design of the 1 to 1 balun, fig. 2, has been described previously by Joe Reisert, W1JR. This is a “choke” type of balun: a magnetic core wound with small-diameter coax. Losses are very low in this type of balun, and it is ideal for connecting coax to a dipole antenna.

The toroidal ring is formed by cementing together the two U-shaped halves of the flyback transformer core. The coaxial coil is wound in two halves on opposite sides of the core; each half is six turns. Be sure to adhere to the winding direction shown in fig. 2. The ends can be secured to the core by tying with short lengths of nylon fishline.

The balun shown was wound with RG-196A/U 50-ohm coax; if 75 ohms impedance is desired, RG-187A/U is recommended. In either case, since the dielectric is Teflon rather than polyethylene, the power-handling capacity of this smaller coax is the same as RG-58 — about 400 watts at 30 MHz. For Amateur use this means the legal power limit below 30 MHz, because the duty cycle for CW is only 50 percent, and your kilowatt final is not going to exceed 80 percent efficiency. (Just don’t hold that key down too long!) SSB has an even lower duty cycle. If RG-174/U is used the power rating will have to be reduced to 100 watts continuous at 30 MHz.

results

When the baluns were properly terminated, input SWR measured less than 1.1 on all bands, 160 through 10 meters. Measured insertion loss is given in fig. 3. Accurate measurement of insertion loss in the 1/10 dB area is never easy, but these curves are believed to be fairly accurate. The 4:1 balun has a power loss of 6.4 percent at 29 MHz. When 200 watts of rf were run through this balun, the zip cord became warm to the touch, revealing that the vinyl insulation was the cause of the power loss. Two hundred watts is about the maximum continuous power that the zip cord will handle at 10 meters, although higher power could be run intermittently, or at lower frequencies. As mentioned before, much better performance could be expected from Teflon-insulated

The transformation of 75-ohm coax to 300-ohm twinlead ideally would require bifilar coils wound with 150-ohm transmission lines. Since neither 100- nor 150-ohm twinlead was available, the 4:1 balun coils were made with No. 24 (0.5 mm) vinyl zip cord. This wire is readily available in retail stores; often it is sold as “speaker wire.” Q-meter measurements indicate its characteristic impedance to be about 156 ohms.

Vinyl, unfortunately, is quite lossy at radio frequencies. A better choice would have been twisted pair made of Teflon or polyethylene insulated wire. Ideally, the insulation should be of a thickness that give a characteristic impedance in the vicinity of 100 or 150 ohms, but below VHF the impedance is not particularly critical because the lines are short in terms of a wavelength. Another possibility is 72-ohm receiving twinlead.

Construction details are shown in the photograph. The size of the flyback transformer core is not particularly important; the one used here had a cross-sectional diameter of about 5/8 inch (16 mm). The two bifilar coils are twelve turns each; they should be wound in the same direction and should be as identical as possible. The coil ends can be anchored to the ferrite with epoxy cement. Leads to the input and output connectors should be short and of equal length for both coils. When wound, the two cores can be fastened to the wooden base by cementing the core faces to the wood with epoxy or super glue. If a metal box is used, the core faces should be spaced away from the metal by nonmetallic spacers of at least a few millimeters thickness.
The ultimate team...the new Drake "Twins"

The TR7A and R7A offer performance and versatility for those who demand the ultimate!

TR7A Transceiver

- CONTINUOUS FREQUENCY COVERAGE — 1.5 to 30 MHz full receive coverage. The optional AUX7 provides 0 to 1.5 MHz receive plus transmit coverage of 1.8 to 30 MHz, for future Amateur bands, MARS, Embassy, Government or Commercial frequencies (proper authorization required).
- Full Passband Tuning (PBT) enhances use of high rejection 8-pole crystal filters.
- New! Both 2.3 kHz ssb and 500 Hz cw crystal filters, and 9 kHz a-m selectivity are standard, plus provisions for two additional filters. These 8-pole crystal filters in conjunction with careful mechanical/electrical design result in realizable ultimate rejection in excess of 100 dB.
- New! The very effective NB7 Noise Blanker is now standard.
- New! Built in lightning protection avoids damage to solid-state components from lightning induced transients.
- New! Mic audio available on rear panel to facilitate phone patch connection.
- State-of-the-art design combining solid-state PA, up-conversion, high-level double balanced 1st mixer and frequency synthesis provided a no tune-up, broadband, high dynamic range transceiver.

R7A Receiver

- CONTINUOUS NO COMPROMISE 0 to 30 MHz frequency coverage.
- Full passband tuning (PBT).
- New! NB7A Noise Blanker supplied as standard.
- State-of-the-Art features of the TR7A, plus added flexibility with a low noise 10 dB rf amplifier.
- New! Standard ultimate selectivity choices include the supplied 2.3 kHz ssb and 500 Hz cw crystal filters, and 9 kHz a-m selectivity. Capability for three accessory crystal filters plus the two supplied, including 300 Hz, 1.8 kHz, 4 kHz, and 6 kHz. The 4 kHz filter, when used with the R7A's Synchro-Phase a-m detector, provides a-m reception with greater frequency response within a narrower bandwidth than conventional a-m detection, and sideband selection to minimize interference potential.
- Front panel pushbutton control of rf preamp, a-m/ssb detector, speaker ON/OFF switch, i-f notch filter, reference-derived calibrator signal, three agc release times (plus AGC OFF), integral 150 MHz frequency counter/digital readout for external use, and Receiver Incremental Tuning (RIT).

The "Twins" System

- FREQUENCY FLEXIBILITY. The TR7A/R7A combination offers the operator, particularly the DX'er or Contestor, frequency control agility not available in any other system. The "Twins" offer the only system capable of no-compromise DSR (Dual Simultaneous Receive). Most transceivers allow some external receiver control, but the "Twins" provide instant transfer of transmit frequency control to the R7A VFO. The operator can listen to either or both receiver's audio, and instantly determine his transmitting frequency by appropriate use of the TR7A's RCT control (Receiver Controlled Transmit). DSR is implemented by mixing the two audio signals in the R7A.
- ALTERNATE ANTENNA CAPABILITY. The R7A's Antenna Power Splitter enhances the DSR feature by allowing the use of an additional antenna (ALTERNATE) besides the MAIN antenna connected to the TR7A (the transmitting antenna). All possible splits between the two antennas and the two system receivers are possible.

COMING SOON: New RV75 Synthesized VFO
Compatible with TR5 and 7-Line Xcvs/Rcvs
- Frequency Synthesized: crystal-controlled stability • VRTO (Variable Rate Tuning Oscillator) adjusts tuning rate as function of tuning speed.
- Resolution to 10 Hz • Three programmable fixed frequencies for MARS, etc. • Split or Transceive operation with main transceiver PTO or RV7S.

Specifications, availability and prices subject to change without notice or obligation.

See your Drake dealer or write for additional information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY • 540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 • Phone (513) 866-2421 • Telex 288-017

* Patent pending
twisted pair. Insertion loss of the 4:1 balun measured 1 dB at 6 meters and about 3 dB at 2 meters.

The excellent results on 160 meters indicate that fewer turns could have been used on both baluns, which would reduce losses on the higher bands without much sacrifice of performance on 80 or 160 meters.

The 1:1 balun's insertion loss was measured by Joe Reisert's acid test; that is, by connecting the balanced output to an ordinary unbalanced-input wattmeter, with the inner conductor of the balun going to the outer conductor of the load, and vice versa (see fig. 2). As a result, most of the power loss shown in fig. 3 is radiation loss — not heat loss in the balun itself.

Initially the 1:1 balun showed an insertion loss of 3.5 dB on 2 meters. This high value was traced to reflections from the inductance of the half-inch-long leads that connect the RG-196 to the input and output connectors. The loss was decreased to 1 dB by soldering 10-pF capacitors, with the shortest possible leads, directly across the connectors.

Fig. 4 shows the degree of unbalance: \( \frac{E_2 - E_1}{E_2} \), expressed in percent and measured for both baluns by the split-load method shown in fig. 1. Two matched 25-ohm resistors were used for the split load on the 1:1 balun.
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SATELLITE SYSTEM HEADQUARTERS

Don't wait. Get Your TVRO System TODAY!

- Receivers featuring the DEXCEL and Automation Techniques units
- Modulators
- Complete System ready to install from $2650
- Call today for more information

1900 to 2500 MHz Microwave Downconverters
Kit ........................................... $28.50
Assembled ...................................... $48.50
ALSO AVAILABLE
Commercial M.D.S. System .... $169.95
SLOTTED ARRAY ANTENNA .... $28.50

PB RADIO
SERVICE
1950 E. PARK ROW • ARLINGTON, TX 76010
CALL ORDER DEPT. TOLL FREE
(800) 433-5169
FOR INFORMATION CALL
(817) 460-7071

Iron Powder and Ferrite
TOROIDAL CORES
Shielding Beads, Shielded Coil Forms
Ferrite Rods, Pot Cores, Baluns, Etc.

Small Orders Welcome
Free ‘Tech-Data’ Flyer

AMIDON
Since 1963
12033 Otsego Street, North Hollywood, Calif. 91607

NEMAL ELECTRONICS
5685 SW 80th Street, Miami, FL 33143
Telephone: (305) 661-5534

The Best
Got Better

MODEL 4381 RF POWER ANALYST
This new generation RF Wattmeter with nine-mode system versatility reads...
IN STOCK QUICK DELIVERY
AUTHORIZED NIMD DISTRIBUTOR
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Design considerations in terms of path distance, ionospheric height, and antenna height

If you had your choice of a 10-dB-gain antenna at 40 feet (12 meters) or a 5 dB-gain antenna at 120 feet (37 meters), which would you choose? Presumably, there would be a split decision on such a question. However, the real reply would be that the question does not provide enough data to properly make a sound decision. Antenna gain or antenna height are secondary considerations in antenna design. The primary objective in an antenna design is to provide maximum signal energy at the desired receiving location. This is done by providing the most favorable radiation pattern in both the horizontal and vertical planes to match the conditions of a very unstable propagation medium, the ionosphere.

This article discusses the important relationship of the vertical radiation angle of an antenna, height of the ionosphere, and distance between the transmitter and the receiver. As to the opening question, it will simply be stated now that the high-gain antenna on 20 meters would be superior for domestic operations. The 120-foot (37-meter) low-gain antenna would always beat out the higher-gain antenna for maximum distance, world-wide contacts.

ionospheric reflections

High-frequency propagation occurs between the surface of the earth and one or more layers of ionized atmosphere that exhibit sufficient conductivity to reflect the radio signals back to earth. One reflection from the ionosphere is called one hop, and the number of hops made by the radio wave before arriving at the receiving location is the number of successive reflections from the ionosphere. These are called multihop transmissions. Single and multihop propagation can occur simultaneously.

Propagation can be further complicated by reflections from more than one conductive layer. Fig. 1 is a simple flat-earth representation of a radio circuit showing reflections from the E, F1, and F2 layers of the ionosphere. Single-hop transmissions are shown by the solid lines and two-hop transmissions by a dashed line.

Consider the multiple path signals, both one and two hop, arriving at the receiver due to reflections from the E, F1, and F2 layers. Such a situation could exist if there is a broad vertical lobe of radiant energy from the transmitting antenna. The path length of the different signals, as well as the height change with time of the three layers, will cause the signals to arrive at the receiver at different times; that is, the signals will not all be in phase. Such a situation will cause fading of the received signal with loss in quality of the communications circuit.

One may eliminate the E-layer reflection completely by choosing a frequency high enough to penetrate the E layer at any vertical angle of radiation. If the frequency is close enough to the maximum usable frequency (MUF) and F2 is controlling, then F1 reflection may be absent, or very small. In such a case, the remaining conflicting wave arrivals would be from a one and two-hop reflection from the F2 layer. How-
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ever, if it happens that the large angle of incidence at A and C of fig. 1 caused the waves at these points to penetrate the $F_2$ layer without reflection, only the one-hop $F_2$ signal would arrive at the receiver at maximum strength with no fading. Elimination of the two-hop path could also occur by restricting the vertical radiation energy to a low angle of fire.

At the other extreme, the operating frequency could be chosen so low that the signal would not penetrate the $E$ layer at all, thus eliminating the $F_1$ and $F_2$ reflections. However, there may remain multipath $E$-layer signals unless the antenna radiation patterns at transmitting and receiving locations provide very low response at the higher angles at which multipath $E$-layer signals could be propagated.

The known methods of attack on the multipath problem involve these factors:

1. Use a frequency that will cause reflection from one layer only, as nearly as possible.
2. Use a frequency that will require reflection at the lowest angle of incidence possible, such that higher angle radiations will penetrate the layer and not be reflected.
3. Use a directive antenna that will focus the angle of one dominant wave group and discriminate against other multipath signals by relatively low response to all other angles.

On one-hop circuits it might be relatively easy to apply any one or all three of the above principles for reducing multipath circuits. However, on multihop circuits different ionosphere characteristics occur at each point of reflection. Also it is necessary to use a frequency that is a limiting factor at one of the reflection points. Therefore, it is more difficult to adhere to those ideal principles for multihop paths.

**is highest gain and height always best?**

High antenna gain and high antenna height seem to be the dominant factor in today's selection of antenna systems. That philosophy without further thought to the overall consequences is all right if your goal is to put the strongest signal at the greatest distance at any particular time of the day. Don't be upset, however, if your signal is less than average at medium ranges during the daylight hours.

The strength of your transmitted signal received at a distant point, at any time of the day, is a function of your power, antenna gain, antenna height, atmospheric absorption factors, and the height of the ionosphere. Let's eliminate power, antenna gain, and absorption in the following discussion. Power and absorption are independent of the antenna system, and the antenna gain, while important, does little good if the signal does not come down at the desired location.

**the propagation-distance formula**

The following equation relates the vertical angle of radiation from the antenna and the height of the ionosphere, to the distance between the transmitted signal and the point the signal returns to earth; that is a one-hop occurrence. (The derivation of the equation may be found in the appendix.)

$$D = 222.26 \left( \frac{\cos \alpha}{(1 + 0.000157 h_i)} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} (1)$$

where $D$ is the surface distance between the transmitting antenna and the first reflected return to earth in kilometers, $\alpha$ is the vertical radiation angle of the antenna in degrees from the horizon, and $h_i$ is the height of the ionosphere in kilometers.

If you have a calculator with "cos" and "inverse cos" functions, the equation is easy to solve. However, fig. 2 shows the equation pictorially for various heights of the ionosphere.

The use of the chart is quite simple. Enter the left side of the chart with the known vertical angle of radiation of your antenna. Go horizontally to the right until an intersection with a curve of the desired ionosphere height is met. Then drop down vertically and read the distance scale on the bottom of the chart.

Example. Known: Vertical angle of radiation is 30°. Ionosphere height is 400 km. Distance: 1206 km for one-hop transmission.

**height of ionosphere**

You say you don't know the height of the ionosphere or the vertical angle of fire of your antenna? OK, let's consider the ionosphere's height, and then we'll spend some time on the vertical radiation problem.
Yagis, and other horizontally polarized, single-level beams. The number of elements in a Yagi, for example, does not change its vertical radiation angle. The radiation pattern in the vertical plane perpendicular to the wire of the antenna is given by the equation:

$$F(\alpha) = \sin (h \sin \alpha)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\alpha$ is the vertical angle of radiation from the horizon
$h$ is the height above ground in electrical degrees

The equation is meant for radiation over perfectly conducting ground. However, it is used for pattern work for typical imperfectly conducting grounds such as are encountered in practice.

The value of $\alpha$ for maximum signal at any given height, is when $F(\alpha) = 1$, since a sine function varies from a maximum of 1 to a minimum of 0. The latter factor, 0, means that there will be a null in the vertical radiation at some point.

The workable equation is (see the appendix for derivation):

$$h_{ft} = \frac{\sin^{-1} F(\alpha)}{0.366 f \sin \alpha}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where: $h_{ft}$ is the height of the antenna in feet
$\alpha$ is the vertical angle of radiation from the horizon for the antenna
$f$ is in MHz

$F(\alpha)$ is 0 or 1, or as we will see later, any number in between such that $\sin^{-1}(f)$ is 90° for first lobe, 270° for second lobe, 450° for third lobe, etc., and $\sin^{-1}(b)$ is 180° for first null, 360° for second null, 540° for third null, and so on.

The solution of this equation with antenna vertical radiations of 90° to 1°, to give corresponding antenna heights for the first lobe at each frequency band, was done on a programmable calculator; doing it manually is a terrible job. Solution of antenna height was preferred over solving for vertical radiation angle because of the limits of 0° to 90° expected from an antenna pattern; antenna height can be from 0 to infinity theoretically.

The graph of the results is shown on fig. 3. That curve is very interesting so let's test it. You have your beam at an 80-foot (24-meter) level and are operating it on the 20-meter band. Enter the curve at the bottom for antenna height of 80 feet (24 meters) and go up vertically until you intersect the 20-meter antenna operating band. At that point go to the left horizontally and determine that the vertical angle of radiation for the antenna is 12°. The results for all Amateur bands for an 80-foot (24-meter) tower is shown in table 2.

---

**Table 1. Height of ionosphere.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Summer Day</th>
<th>Winter Night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>110 - 130</td>
<td>110 - 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F₁</td>
<td>280 - 310</td>
<td>210 - 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F₂</td>
<td>450 - 480</td>
<td>270 - 320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
table 2. Vertical radiation angle for all bands with antenna height of 80 feet (24 meters).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency band (MHz)</th>
<th>vertical radiation angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>first lobe (degrees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>(note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.94</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) 90° is achieved by an antenna 136 feet (41.5 meters) high.
(2) 90° is achieved by an antenna 129 feet (40 meters) high.

Table 2 should be studied carefully by one-tower owners who like to "Christmas-tree" monobanders for different bands. Such towers usually have the 40-meter beam at the lowest height, then the 20-meter beam is higher, followed by the 15-meter beam, and the 10-meter beam on top. From a propagation standpoint, isn't that the reverse order? I always put the 40-meter beam on top to give it the lowest vertical radiation angle for the available height with the 10-meter beam on the bottom. The 10-meter beam automatically has a reasonable wavelength-height, hence a reasonably low vertical angle of radiation. It's the 40-meter beam that needs the highest location. That of course requires proper consideration for structural integrity.

For you 160-meter enthusiasts, table 2 shows why a horizontal antenna on that band will be very poor for DX work. Even at 136 feet (41.5 meters) high, it is putting out a vertical radiation angle of 90°. Put your effort and wire into a vertical antenna for DX on 160 meters.

Although an 80-foot (24-meter) high antenna on 80 meters is probably better than the run-of-the-mill on that band, you will still do better with a properly constructed vertical for DX work.

vertical radiation null angle

The second consideration for the antenna height is, "Where are the nulls going to fall?" By making $F(a) = 0$, such that $\sin^{-1} F(0) = 180°$, the first null can be determined. These values are also shown in table 2.

As you can see, fig. 3, showing the first lobe for all Amateur bands makes for a pretty busy graph. To show the additional lobes plus nulls would be a disaster. However, all bands for lobes and nulls up to the seventh is easily shown if height above ground is in electrical degrees. Fig. 4 shows such a curve. To use the curve a calculation is necessary for the height and frequency for which you are interested (see the appendix for proof).

$$h = 0.366 \cdot h_f f$$

where: $h = \text{height above ground in electrical degrees}$

$$h_f = \text{height in feet}$$

$$f = \text{MHz}$$

Let's say you want to find the lobes and nulls for your 100-foot (30.5-meter) high tribander at 10, 15, and 20 meters. Solution of the equation for $h$ for each band and subsequent use of fig. 4 would give the results in table 3. You might ask the question, "Why bother about the null? There's nothing there anyway, so forget it!" There may be plenty "over there" where your signal is nulled out, and you should at least know about it even though you intend to ignore it. It may be just the knowledge you need to design for a different height or provide for a lower-height antenna to fill in the nulled area.

vertical radiation polar diagrams

Let's look at another representation of maximum (lobes) and nulls: the vertical polar radiation diagrams. See fig. 5, which is the 14.2-MHz plot of the 100-foot (30.5-meter) antenna. The same data is being used as in table 3. You have seen these in antenna books many times I'm sure. If you are like I am, you may have wondered how they determine their shape. Well, fig. 5 was calculated and then plotted using the same $F(\alpha) = \sin (h \sin \alpha)$ equation as before.

All you do is select the height of the antenna you want, in feet, change that to electrical degrees, $h$, for the frequency desired, and solve the equation for dif-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>band (MHz)</th>
<th>height (electrical degrees)</th>
<th>first lobe</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>second lobe</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>third lobe</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>fourth lobe</th>
<th>null</th>
<th>fifth lobe</th>
<th>null</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different values of vertical angle of radiation, $\alpha$, from $90^\circ$ to $0^\circ$. This will give you the left side of the figure. If you use $\alpha$ equal to $180^\circ$ to $0^\circ$, you get the complete radiation pattern for a dipole. However, one side is a mirror image of the other, and a beam antenna would be attenuated on the back side anyhow; use $90^\circ$ to $0^\circ$.

These calculations are very easy using a programmable calculator when you program it to decrement automatically by $1^\circ$, $2^\circ$, $5^\circ$, or $10^\circ$ steps from $90^\circ$ or $180^\circ$ as desired; a printer would automatically list the results. For those with computers, a program could be derived to plot the diagram as calculations progress.

Examine fig. 5. It has three lobes and two nulls; the one at $90^\circ$ is not a full null. Our lobes as shown pictorially there, and tabularly in Table 3, are at approximately $10^\circ$, $31^\circ$, and $60^\circ$. An important null is at $20^\circ$. Why important? Twenty degrees vertical radiation from fig. 2 with the ionosphere at $400$ km, daytime $F_2$ layer height, is a good $1750$ km hop.

From Cleveland, North Carolina, the distance to the heart of Germany is $7023$ km, selected as being the center of a densely populated area. It so happens that $7023$ km divided by $1750$ km (the one-hop distance above) is exactly four hops. From fig. 2, the $10^\circ$ signal gives a one-hop distance of $2650$ km. Divide that number into $7023$ and you will see it goes $2.7$ hops. You can’t have $2.7$ hops, so you have to have $3$ hops. Three times $2650$ km is $7950$ km. Therefore, the $10^\circ$ vertically radiated signal lands almost $1000$ km beyond the heart of Germany. However, if we had an antenna giving a $20^\circ$ vertically radiating signal, it would be stronger than the $10^\circ$ signal in that area when the ionosphere is at $400$ km in height.

Referring back to fig. 3, you can see that a $20^\circ$ vertical radiation can be obtained by an antenna height of $50$ feet (15 meters). Superimpose this vertical radiation pattern on the vertical polar radiation diagram, fig. 5, to get a pictorial representation of how the $20^\circ$ null is filled in by the 50-foot (15-meter) antenna. All vertical angles from about $6^\circ$ through $36^\circ$ are in excess of $80$ percent of maximum signal. It is doubtful if you would want to use the 20-meter band for distances which $36^\circ$ would provide — distances less than $1000$ km one-hop.

Carry the analysis further to the 15- and 10-meter
bands with an antenna at 100 feet and one at 50 feet (30.5 and 15 meters); see figs. 6 and 7. On 15 meters, the lower antenna fills in the null at 15°, but leaves a null at the 28° vertical angle of radiation. That angle is good for about 1200 km; again a lower frequency would be better.

On 10 meters the same combination appears to be good from about 3° through 17° to give at least an 80 percent of maximum signal over that range. Again, vertical angles greater than 17° on 10 meters probably are not necessary except for sporadic E transmissions. The 100-foot (30.5-meter) antenna by itself would leave some undesirable holes in your vertical radiation pattern.

Those Amateurs with a computer can have a great time moving displays around to show the vertical pattern for a single antenna at different tower heights with a lower antenna to fill in the nulls.

exciting two antennas for greater gain

Of course, once you have two antennas at different heights, your next inclination is to say, “Why don’t I excite both of them and get additional gain?” Good idea, but first you should know, “What is that going to give me in the way of vertical angle radiation?” A good question, and its solution is as simple as adding on a second term to the equation we’ve already been using.

\[ F(\alpha) = N \left[ \sin(h_1 \sin \alpha) + \sin(h_2 \sin \alpha) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

See fig. 8 for definitions of \( h_1, h_2, \) and \( \alpha; h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) are in electrical degrees for the frequency being measured. \( N \) is a normalizing factor (makes maximum = 1) and may vary from one design to another. First run the equation from 90° down to the lowest angle. You will see maximum lobe results greater than 1. To normalize the data, divide all results by the highest lobe results. That makes the highest results equal to 1, with a corresponding decrease in all other numbers. This is called “normalizing the data,” and permits an easier comparison of different designs.

The calculator or computer solves the equation for given heights of \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) and varies the vertical angle \( \alpha \) from 90° down to zero when programmed properly. Taking 5° steps works out well, but 1° steps may have to be taken at crucial points to determine the maximum point of a particular lobe.

Using the 50-foot and 100-foot (15- and 30.5-meter) high antennas at 14.2 MHz fed in phase and solving the \( F(\alpha) \) equation produced the plot shown in fig. 9. The plots of fig. 5 are superimposed on fig. 9 to show the comparison pattern of each single antenna and together. The curve has been normalized (maximum point = 1) to compare its vertical angle with respect to the 50-foot and 100-foot (15- and 30.5-meter) curves. It may be seen that the maximum lobe for the combination is at 12°, with three attenuated ones at 38°, 53°, and 90°. A gain of 3 dB is realized in the horizontal plane with the combined antennas.

You may be interested in determining for yourself
what the pattern of half-wave spacing as well as 0.625-wavelength spacing would provide in the way of vertical radiation angles with height. The 0.625-wavelength spacing is the optimum spacing for maximum horizontal gain.

When striving for minimum vertical radiation angle, consider the following. Fig. 2 shows that if the ionosphere were to attain a height of 500 km, the maximum one-hop distance would be 4850 km at a 0° vertical angle of radiation. To attain a 0.1° angle of fire would require a horizontal antenna on 28.5 MHz to be at 4,944 feet (1508 meters) high. On 14.2 MHz, a 1° angle of fire would require an antenna at 992 feet (303 meters). So, do not expect to have horizontal antennas with a maximum lobe at 0°.

four-antenna array

As a final exercise for a 100-foot (30.5-meter) high tower, an array of four antennas spaced one-half wavelength apart for 15-meter operation was calculated. This is for the contestor who wants to put a fixed array on the side of the tower for Japan, for example. The calculation is done using the same $F(\alpha)$ formula, but having four terms:

$$F(\alpha) = N \left( \sin(h_1 \sin \alpha) + \sin(h_2 \sin \alpha) \right)$$

$$+ \sin(h_3 \sin \alpha) + \sin(h_4 \sin \alpha) \right)$$

(6)

Fig. 10 shows the vertical signal to be expected. What a beautiful lobe with negligible high angle lobes, thus minimizing interference from short-haul stations. The vertical angle of about 8° produces about a 4-hop trip from North Carolina to Japan. If your 3-element Yagis were used, the horizontal gain would be 14 dB over a dipole. Sure beats a 12-element Yagi on a long boom for simplicity, and remember all the high-angle lobes you have to put up with using the single beam (refer to fig. 6).

conclusions

This article has attempted to point out the importance of designing an antenna system to put your signal where you want it to go. The variables under your control are the distance to your desired station and the height of your antenna. The variable not under your control is the height of the ionosphere. However, by judicious placement of secondary antennas in the vertical plane, you can effectively use changes in the height of the ionosphere and keep your maximum signal at a given receiver location.

Also, by knowing the vertical angle of radiation of your antenna you can determine proper height for short-haul contest work such as Sweepstakes, as well as long-haul DX contest or general DX work.

Although perhaps an over-simplification of the antenna problem, study of the multi-lobes of high antennas will show how “thin” the lobes are. Thus, changes in the ionosphere height will move the “footprint” of the transmitted signal into and out of your desired reception area more quickly than “fatter” lobes. Also, the multiplicity of lobes from the high antenna may result in multiple path fading problems, as explained earlier. Lower antennas and phased arrays have fatter lobes, hence a broader footprint, and will maintain their signal strength into their directed area for longer periods of time.

Ask yourself before investing in costly towers and antenna systems, “What are my antenna objectives?” Putting the signal into the area you want it to go still seems more important than putting the strongest signal wherever it wants to go. A study of your antenna objectives is not to be taken lightly!
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appendix

derivation of propagation-distance formula

Fig. A-1 shows a transmitting point at A, a reflection from the ionosphere at point B, and a one-hop return to earth at point D. The virtual height of the ionosphere is $h_i$, and the average radius of the earth, $R_e$, is a constant of 6,377.45 km. The intersection of the radius line from the center of the earth to its surface forms a right angle at point A. The vertical angle of radiation, $\alpha$, is an angle that is added to 90° when determining angle $\angle CAB$. The distance, AD, along any great circle on the surface of the earth is given by:

$$D = R_e \theta$$

when $\theta$ is expressed in radians, or:

$$D = \frac{R_e}{57.296} \theta$$

when $\theta$ is expressed in degrees.

The problem is to find a relationship of $\theta$ with respect to $\alpha$ and $h_i$ and involves the triangle $ABC$. Two sides of that triangle are known: $BC = R_e + h_i$, $CA = R_e$. Angle $\angle CAB$ is known: $\angle CAB = 90^\circ + \alpha = \angle A$.

Knowing two sides and one angle, the other side and angles may be determined from the law of sines.

solution of problem

by law of sines

The law of sines says, given $A$, $\alpha$, and $b$ (see fig. A-1):

$$\angle C = 180^\circ - \angle A - \angle B$$

$$\angle BCA = \frac{\theta}{2}$$

Also, $\frac{b}{\sin B} = \frac{a}{\sin A}$, thus $B = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{b \sin A}{a}\right)$

and $C = 180^\circ - (90^\circ + \alpha) - \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{b \sin A}{a}\right)$

Replacing the above with our own symbols:

$$\frac{\theta}{2} = 180^\circ - (90^\circ + \alpha) - \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{R_e \sin(90^\circ + \alpha)}{R_e + h_i}\right)$$

$$\frac{\theta}{2} = 90^\circ - \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{R_e \sin(90^\circ + \alpha)}{R_e + h_i}\right) - \alpha$$

But $\sin(90^\circ + \alpha) = \cos \alpha$ and $90^\circ - \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{R_e \sin(90^\circ + \alpha)}{R_e + h_i}\right)$

$$= \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{R_e \sin(90^\circ + \alpha)}{R_e + h_i}\right)$$

Therefore, $\theta = 2 \cos^{-1}\left[\frac{R_e \cos \alpha}{R_e + h_i}\right] - \alpha$

Knowing $\theta$, we can now solve for $D$, and cleaning up the $\cos^{-1}$ term, we get:

$$D = \frac{2R_e}{57.296} \cos^{-1}\left[\frac{\cos \alpha}{1 + \frac{h_i}{R_e}}\right] - \alpha$$

but $R_e = 6,377.45$ km

Therefore:

$$D = 222.265 \left[\cos^{-1}\left(\frac{\cos \alpha}{1 + \frac{0.000157h_i}{R_e}}\right)\right] \text{ kilometers}$$

height-in-feet equation

We start with the given equation:

$$F(\alpha) = \sin\left(\frac{h \sin \alpha}{X}\right)$$

We wish to change $h$, which is in electrical degrees to $h_{ft}$, which is the height of our antenna in feet above the earth’s surface.

We know that $1 \lambda = 360^\circ$. Therefore the fractional part of a wavelength (any antenna height) is the ratio of actual antenna height in feet to $\lambda$ in feet times 360°.

$$h = \frac{360}{984} f_{MHz} \text{ degrees, but } \lambda = \frac{984}{f_{MHz}} \text{ feet}$$

so $h = \frac{360}{984} f_{MHz} h_{ft} = 0.366 f_{MHz} h_{ft}$ in feet

We can say:

$$F(\alpha) = \sin\left[(0.366 f_{MHz} h_{ft}) \sin \alpha\right]\sin^{-1} \left(\frac{0.366 f_{MHz} h_{ft} \sin \alpha}{X}\right)$$

Therefore:

$$h_{ft} = \frac{\sin^{-1} F(\alpha)}{0.366 f_{MHz} \sin \alpha}$$

Ham Radio

May 1982
ON OR OFF?

From the articles printed in the Crystal Ball it is evident that most of the brethren have their mental machinery running at prewar speeds. Don't they realize that we have entered upon a new era of rockets, A-bombs, robots, and fungicides? Why hack around with these pitiful pseudo-modern ideas for the new Ham Station? Here is a plan for a rig combining simplicity and ease of operation.

First let us examine the fundamental requirements of an ideal amateur station. The primary question confronting the average ham is: does he want his station on or does he want it off? Reference to the literature will confirm that an "on-off" switch is the most practical solution to this problem. Having established this component as a prerequisite, let us delve into the less-interesting sub-assemblies to be tied into the on-off switch. The best way to cover this is to describe the sequence of operations occurring when this switch is thrown from the "off" to the "on" positions.

Joe Blow strolls into his shack, turns on the aforementioned switch, lights a cigarette, and starts reading the latest copy of Esquire. Rotating beam antennas on all amateur bands start scanning the horizon, feeding in signals to appropriate receivers, which are scanning the bands in frequency, looking for a CQ. Let us suppose that the receiver system on band A finds a CQ first. The audio signal, having passed through the CQ-pass filters operates relays which de-energize the other receivers, switch off the scanning function of antenna A, and automatically point the beam at the originating transmitter by means of an appropriate servo system. Simultaneously, Joe's own transmitter is automatically tuned to the frequency of the incoming signal, and held in readiness to transmit. As soon as the received signal stops, the transmitter sends out a call automatically prepared on a magnetic wire recorder from the call sent by the other station and including Joe's call.

Whenever the other station breaks in, Joe's transmitter stands by and his receiving system comes into its own. Basically, the signal is fed into three channels, the Log Channel, the QSL Channel, and the Miscellaneous Channel. The Log Channel uses information contained in the signal relating to the signal strength and the time the QSO started, and prints it on the Log Sheet. The QSL Channel, in a similar manner, prints part of the QSL card. The Miscellaneous Channel accumulates the non-essential information passed out by the other station and feeds it into the waste basket. It also performs the very essential function of taking the signal report given, running it through a computer coordinating distance, number of previous QSO's, and blood pressure of Brother Joe in calculating a weighting formula to be applied to the otherwise accurate RST report to be given back to the distant station.

When the victim stands by, Joe's station automatically goes to the transmit position, sends out "Good Morning," "Good Evening," or "Good Afternoon," as determined by a suitably-connected clock, transmits the other fellow's RST report complete with fudge factor, gives the weather as measured by a barometer and thermometer on the roof, states the QTH (not a variable, making this part simpler), adds 73 and signs.

After the other station signs, the Log and QSL machines finish printing their respective cards. When this is complete and the QSL card has been automatically shot out to the nearest mail box, the second-hand air raid siren is energized to distract OM Blow from his Esquire. He is then faced with a decision. Should he let things take their course and have another QSO, or should he throw the switch to "off" and delve further into the printed pulchritude?

Carl C. Stotz, W3EPJ/2

Thanks to the ARRL for permission to reprint this column from the February, 1946, issue of QST.
What will Amateur Radio be like in 2015? Will there be Amateur Radio in thirty-three years from now? Interesting questions, to be sure.

Reprinted from QST is a tongue-in-cheek prediction of Amateur Radio's future as seen from 1946. Is our vision of the future as clear as this one, written before the days of transistors, ICs, and computers?

Looking into the cloudy crystal ball, I see Amateur Radio flourishing in 2015 but in a far different form than the hobby of today.

- In 2015, all the computers, communications equipment, and data storage systems you see today will be obsolete museum pieces.
- By 2015, great advances in fiber-optic transmission will make cable communications and most radio communications over fixed, short distances obsolete.
- In 2015, long-distance communications will be exclusively by complex, wideband, high-power satellites and land-based repeaters.
- Radio transmission via the ionosphere, an unreliable medium at best, will be obsolete. VHF satellite repeaters and fiber-optic cables will replace them. Radio, television, and FM broadcast stations as we know them today will not be in use in 2015; they will not be needed.
- Home computers, tied into large computer networks around the world, will be commonplace. Information and entertainment will be available on a three-dimensional color screen in most homes.

- It will be possible to call up any of thousands of information channels at will — including direct communications with other computer terminals — worldwide.

why, then, Amateur Radio?

As a consequence of the information explosion and instant communications available in 2015, radio transmission in the medium- and high-frequency spectrum will be obsolete, except for some military purposes (over-the-horizon radar, the Woodpecker, for example), scientific studies, and Amateur Radio communications. All else will be transmitted by other, more reliable, means.

Radio Amateurs will not be restricted to bands in 2015. They will roam freely the entire high-frequency spectrum. And more. Amateurs will work alongside the few users of the radio spectrum over a frequency range of 500 kHz to perhaps 75 MHz. This is how it will be done.

the ham station of 2015

The Amateur station of the future will consist of a broadband transmitter, receiver, and antenna, computer controlled and capable of frequency-agile transmission at any point in the radio spectrum. Let's suppose Our Hero has one of these marvelous devices and wishes to make contact with another Amateur station.

The computer terminal is energized and a propagation display appears on the screen, derived directly from the International Weather Service through the optic-fiber communications line running into the home. Looking at Europe on the map, Our Hero decides it would be nice to have a chat with a German or French Amateur. He keys his instructions into the computer. Instantly his transmitter is armed with the proper data. It transmits a coded signal (similar to the CQ of olden days) that jumps about in frequency in a sequence selected by the computer that continually sweeps to interrogate the Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) over the chosen path. Frequency agility is rapid, the signal remaining on any one spot for less than a second. To a casual observer, looking over the range of frequency spotting, no signal is apparent. To another observer, however, who has received the coded transmission and keys his equipment up in response to this code, an interference-free signal is received that contains the data needed to transmit a reply in the same coded sequence as that received.

Our Hero, then, has keyed in a frequency agility code, as well as codes that select the region of the earth (or country) to be scanned by his receiving computer. All this information appears on the video screen of his equipment.

The signal is ignored by all stations except those whose computers are programmed to search for the particular code Our Hero is using. Once a code match is established, the second ("reply") station alerts the first ("search") station that it is in lock. The search station may jump about in frequency to dodge interference, but its continually transmitted coding signal forces the reply station to follow it to the exact Hertz!
the QSO

Now that the two stations are completely in lock, the contact can run until the Maximum Usable Frequency falls below the critical cutoff frequency at which signals are lost on the particular path. Continuously listening to each other, the computers instantly shift frequency at will, seeking a clear channel for QRM-free communications.

Our Hero can now choose his mode of communications. Voice? Slow-scan digitized television? Practice CW? Or radio-teletype? Perhaps transmit some music? Why not? He can copy by ear, watch it on a video display, or record it on a form of tape for playback. Or he can do all of these at once.

While the QSO is in progress, giant Woodpecker transmitters used for ionospheric-reflected information gathering roam about the high-frequency spectrum. They, too, by international agreement are frequency-agile, perhaps transmitting only one pulse on a given frequency before moving on, continuously sensing the transmitting frequency for an existing signal before transmitting their powerful pulse.

Intermixed with the Woodpeckers are other forms of pulsed transmissions for military and scientific purposes. And dodging about in this signal mix are the Amateur signals. All services interrogate frequency after frequency until an open spot is found — then zip! the pulsed information is sent and retrieved and the transmitter moves on once again.

Listening to this frequency-agile, frequency-hopping, computer-controlled mode of transmission on an ordinary receiver would reward the listener with only a random hum, or loud background noise. No intelligence would be apparent. But a locked “reply” station would instantly sift through the myriad signal bits and accept only those bits that its coded memory recognizes.

Armed with propagation information and a “callbook” of the transmission identification codes used by other Amateurs, Our Hero can quickly program his station to search for a single unique signal, or one group of signals among a family of signals, or any random signal the computer may process in a frequency search. Sometimes it might be fun to speak at random to any station caught during the computer search. And other times a certain station or region may be pinpointed for specific QSOs.

At any given time, tens or hundreds of Amateur stations would be scanning the high-frequency spectrum, either in search or reply mode. If Our Hero desires, each station scanned would pop up on the video screen, showing its individual coded signal (the equivalent of the call letters of half a century earlier). Our Hero can either pick out a contact as the codes pass across the screen or he can instruct his computerized receiver to pick the contact for him. Or he can project himself into the ether with his own coded signal, and wait until another Amateur station locks onto his coded series of pulses. Automatic or manual coded search is available at the touch of a button.

the station library

Once contact is established instant break-in is available, regardless of the communication mode chosen. Bandwidth can be tailored to fit the job at hand. If voice is chosen, the voice is converted into digital signals and reconverted back into speech at the receiving station. Each station will have a memory library tape of thousands of words and the computer will automatically translate one language to another provided the correct coded language information is sent along with the voice. While the Amateur’s computerized vocabulary may be limited to perhaps 5,000 words or less, and his sentences may be somewhat constricted by the limited vocabulary of his equipment, a plain language QSO is possible, with each Amateur speaking his own native tongue. The computers will do the rest.

If it is desired, a digital printer will reproduce the QSL card, or photograph of the station, for instant printout at the other end. Or a video camera may be cut in for a slow scan picture of station and operator.

At the same time, Our Hero can be in contact with a local VHF repeater (or translator), which can bring in other interested parties to the QSO. These other Amateurs may be on various VHF bands, with simplified equipment that can transmit a signal capable of being translated to a high-frequency, computer-controlled station capable of worldwide communications. Perhaps the high-frequency station is a remote site, located on a commanding hilltop QTH and operated by club members who access the equipment with a private code. Thus the apartment-bound Amateur can achieve worldwide communications through a mini-watt control console that fits on a corner of his desk, or atop his 500-channel, three-dimensional color television receiver and stereo system.

Amateur licensing in 2015

Amateur Radio, like other forms of communications in 2015, is under the control of the Department of Communications, which replaced the antiquated Federal Communications Commission in 1986. The General class license costs ten “new” dollars, the new dollar being equal to one hundred old dollars (which were withdrawn from circulation in 1996 when their real value had depreciated to almost nothing).

The license, good for a lifetime, authorizes the Amateur operator to run up to 5 kW steady state or 50 kW peak power at a repetition rate of less than 10 microseconds. All operating frequencies between 500 kHz and 100 MHz are authorized. Mode of transmission is not specified. The license exam requires a knowledge of the international communications laws (the licensee must pass a simple exam, somewhat akin to the written portion of the driver’s license test). There is no technical requirement, as Amateur equipment is too complex to work on
or modify, and all operation and maintenance instructions are provided in a video tape supplied with the equipment and are further encoded in the computer. Since the Morse code is an outmoded form of communications, employed only by eccentrics, no code test is required.

As of 2015, there are over 40 million General class Amateur licensees in the United States, with an equal number scattered over the globe. Even so, with modern communications techniques, interference between Amateurs is at a minimum.

the VHF Amateur license

The highest grade Amateur license in 2015 is the VHF license, which permits operation above 100 MHz and includes satellite operation. A complex technical examination is required for this license. Only 550,000 such licenses exist in the United States.

The VHF Amateur has access to over one hundred high power, repeater style, synchronous satellites, plus the ten active repeaters on the surface of the moon and the three repeaters on Mars. With this galaxy of repeaters at his command, the VHF Amateur can talk to any spot on earth with a simple, ten-thousand channel hand-held VHF transceiver. In addition, he can talk with the hams stationed at the Moon Base (Luna One) and, at times, the hams on the first expedition to the moons of Jupiter and Saturn. He is also licensed for point-to-point earth VHF communications using various exotic modes of propagation.

the genesis of the 2015 ham station

For most of the twentieth century, high frequency communications were linked to limitations in frequency generation. At first, crystal control was used on discrete channels. Later the variable-frequency oscillator provided some limited flexibility over narrow bands. Thus, because of the rigid frequency-generation scheme, a complete legal and technical system was built up to control spectrum use. This led to the adoption of narrowband antenna systems for the frequencies assigned.

In the late fifties and early sixties, frequency synthesis became a practical reality, making possible high-frequency transmitting/receiving equipment capable of easily and rapidly tuning to any spot in the high-frequency spectrum. This revolutionary technique was inhibited by a regulatory process based upon decades of control built around an outmoded channelized, or "band assignment" concept. With the elimination of the Federal Communications Commission and the establishment of a new regulatory body that had expertise in "adaptive high frequency use," a new world of communications was opened for Radio Amateurs.

The new communications technique obviated frequency bands, heretofore thought sacrosanct. The new philosophy was to use low power equipment to sweep through the entire high-frequency range and to measure and log all propagation characteristics and interference, without indicating what frequency, or frequencies, would ultimately be used for communicating. Communications with a coded station could be established on any part of the high-frequency spectrum that would support a reliable radio path. Multiple transmission on two or more frequencies at one time, or sequential transmissions on multiple frequencies, was the powerful tool used to achieve reliable communications. Rapid frequency-hopping transmissions, moreover, eliminated the need for Service Assignments, so jealously guarded in the closing days of the late nineties. The old administrative limitations on spectrum occupancy were swept out with a convulsive, international conference, and new regulations were set up to reflect the modern technological revolution.

And thus Amateur Radio grew and prospered in the early years of the twenty-first century!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAM CALENDAR</strong></td>
<td><strong>May</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**72 May 1982**

- **Fifth Annual P.V.A. ALEA Hamfest** - Georgia Perry, H.E. Smallman, Earl H. Smith, Jr.
- **Georgia QSO Party** - 12:00 PM EST to 7:00 AM UTC, 2400 GM - 28 May

**June 1982**

- **ARIS International EM5 Competition** - 2 PM - 2:30 PM EST
- **Guanapowit Radio Association Hamfest** - Nat'l Naval Acad., Annapolis, MD
- **Avon Lake Picnic and Hamfest** - Lakeview Park, Avon Lake, OH
- **Southern Tier ARRL Annual Hamfest** - Genesee, NY
- **2nd Annual Ntracts ARRL Annual Hamfest** - Youngstown, OH
- **Bristol CEC Hamfest** - Eustis, FL
- **County Hunter SSR Contest** - 15 June

**July 1982**

- **Amateur Radio Magazine Contest** - 5 PM - 5:30 PM EST
- **ARM Radio Amateur Club's Annual Afton Hamfest** - 5:30 PM - 5:30 PM EST
- **New York ARRL Club's Annual Hamfest** - 5 PM - 5:30 PM EST
- **Hammond County Radio Association's Annual QSO Party** - 5 PM - 5:30 PM EST
- **Pittman Emergency Amateur Radio League's First Annual Hamfest** - 5 PM - 5:30 PM EST
- **Michigan QSO Party** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST
- **Rockingham County Amateur Radio Association** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST
- **Nwest Arkansas ARRL 2nd Annual Hamfest** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST
- **Duanham ARRL 8th Annual Hamfest** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST
- **Southwest Missouri Hamfest** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST
- **Southwest MO Repeater Club's Annual Hamfest** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST
- **Rocky Mountain QSO Party** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST

**Ham Calendar**

- **July 1982**
- **Western Mass. ARRL Convention** - 8 PM - 8:30 PM EST

**August 1982**

- **September 1982**
- **October 1982**
- **November 1982**
- **December 1982**

***See Coming Events**
The IsoPole antenna is building a strong reputation for quality in design and superior performance. Innovative IsoPole conical sleeve decouplers (pat. pend.) offer many new design advantages.

All IsoPole antennas yield the maximum gain attainable for their respective lengths and a zero degree angle of radiation. Exceptional decoupling results in simple tuning and a significant reduction in TVI potential. Cones offer greater efficiency over obsolete radials which radiate in the horizontal plane and present an unsightly bird's roost with an inevitable "fallout zone" below. The IsoPoles have the broadest frequency coverage of any comparable VHF base station antenna. This means no loss of power output from one end of the band to the other when used with SWR protected solid state transceivers.

Outstanding mechanical design makes the IsoPole the only logical choice for a VHF base station antenna. A standard Amphenol 50 Ohm SO-239 connector is recessed within the base sleeve (fully weather protected). With the IsoPole, you will not experience aggravating deviation in SWR with changes in weather. The impedance matching network is weather sealed and designed for maximum legal power. All IsoPole antennas are D.C. grounded. The insulating material offers superb strength and dielectric properties, plus excellent long-term ultra-violet resistance. All mounting hardware is stainless steel. The decoupling cones and radiating elements are made of corrosion resistant aluminum alloys. The aerodynamic cones are the only appreciable wind load and are attached directly to the support (a standard TV mast which is not supplied).

IsoPole antennas have also become the new standard for repeater applications. They all offer low angle of radiation, low maintenance, easy installation, and low cost with gain comparable to units costing several times as much. Some repeater installations have even eliminated the expense of a duplexer by using two IsoPole antennas separated vertically by about twenty feet. This is possible because of the superior decoupling offered by the IsoPole antennas.

The IsoPole antenna is now available in a 440 MHz version which is fully assembled and tuned.

Our competitors have reacted to the IsoPole, maybe you should too! Order your IsoPole or IsoPole Jr. today from your favorite Amateur Radio Distributor.

AEA Brings you the Breakthrough!

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE OR OBLIGATION.
THE CONTESTER™
Computerized Morse Code Keyer
WITH THE NEW AEA MODEL CK-2, YOU TOO CAN HAVE THE WINNER'S EDGE

The model CK-2 "CONTESTER" is part of the latest generation of famous AEA computerized electronic keyers. Like many of our other innovative electronic products, the Conister™ keyer utilizes a custom AEA microcomputer with proprietary copy-written software. The CK-2 retains virtually all the remarkable features of the CK-1 predecessor such as an automatic serial number generator, large soft-partitioned memory with editing capabilities, etc. In addition, we have added CMOS memory with internal battery keep-alive provisions, automatic repeat mode and a lower price! See it now so you too can appreciate the fine quality of design and craftsmanship that goes into all AEA products.

ACCESSORIES:
AC-2 350 Ma 12 VDC Wall Adaptor ........................................ $9.95
DC-2 Mating Rechargeable 8 hour Battery Pack and Charger ........... $39.95

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

call or visit:
TOLL FREE 800-336-8473
TUE-SAT 10AM-4PM EST

AEA
Brings you the Breakthrough!

Take your favorite H.T. out for a drive tonight.

For $69.95 you get the most efficient, dependable, fully guaranteed 35W 2 meter amp kit for your handy talkie money can buy. Now you can save your batteries by operating your H.T. on low power and still get out like a mobile rig. The model 335A produces 35 watts out with an input of 3 watts, and 15 watts out with only 1 watt in. Compatible with IC-2AT, TR-2400, Yaesu, Wilson & Templo! Other 2 meter models are available with outputs of 25W and 75W, in addition to a 100W amplifier kit for 430MHZ.

Communication Concepts Inc. 
2648 N. Aragon Ave., Dayton, OH 45440
(513) 296-1419

HERE'S A GIFT IDEA!
How about an attractive BASEBALL style cap that has name and call on it. It's the perfect way to keep eyes shaded during Field Day, it gives a jaunty air when worn at Hamfests and it is a great help for friends who have never met to spot names and calls for easy recognition. It's great for birthdays, anniversaries, special days, whatever occasion you want it to be. Hats come in the following colors:
GOLD, BLUE, RED, KELLY GREEN.
Please send call and name (max 6 letters per line). $5.00 plus $1.00 for shipping.

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE
GREENVILLE, N. H. 03084-0489

SMITH ALUMINUM
6061-T6 TUBING VIA UPS
6' lengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>.025 wall</th>
<th>.050 wall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8&quot;</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1/8&quot;</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1/4&quot;</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1/2&quot;</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3/4&quot;</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>14.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5/8&quot;</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>15.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7/8&quot;</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>17.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>19.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shipping is $1.50 per order in U.S. COMPLETE CATALOG - 50 CENTS

SMITH ALUMINUM P.O. BOX 273
BONIFAY, FL 32425 PHONE (904) 547-4141

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
Check these state-of-the-art specifications

- Power Capability: 2500 W PEP
- Frequency Range: Continuous 3.0 to 30 MHz (Including WARC Bands).
- Impedance Matching: 10 ohms to 300 ohms to 50 ohms resistive.
- Direct Reading SWR Meter: 1:1 to infinity.
- Direct Reading Power Meter: Two meter scales from 0 W to 250 W and 0 W to 2500 W; front panel switch selects FWD or Reflected Power (Illuminated panel meters).
- Power meter displays RMS with continuous carrier and automatically displays PEAK when driven with SSB signal.
- Average “Automatic” tune-up time: 15 seconds or less.
- Tune-up time not affected by power level; can be as low as 1 W (5-10 W preferred).
- A unique “Linear Disable” circuit automatically switches companion linear amplifier to standby within milliseconds whenever SWR exceeds the threshold preset on front panel, thus protecting the linear from excessive SWR.
- Toroidal bridge coupler provided in separate enclosure, permitting it to be installed directly at the output of the transmitter for meaningful SWR measurements.
- Power requirements are 115/230 VAC 50-60 Hz, 10 W operating/5 W standby; or 13.5 VDC, 1 A operating/0.5 A standby.
- Antenna tuner packaged in cabinet 17"W x 5 ½"H x 14"D (Front panel handles or rack mount optional).

Specifications subject to change without notice

Write for literature.

J. W. Miller Division
BELL INDUSTRIES
19070 REYES AVE. • P.O. BOX 5825
COMPTON, CALIFORNIA 90224
PHONE: (213) 537-5200
### California

C & A ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES  
22010 WILMINGTON AVE.  
SUITE 105  
CARSON, CA 90745  
213-834-5868  
Not The Biggest, But The Best — Since 1962.

JUN'S ELECTRONICS  
3919 SEPULVEDA BLVD.  
CULVER CITY, CA 90230  
213-390-8003  
Trades  
714-463-1886  
The Home of the One Year Warranty  
— Parts at Cost — Full Service.

ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES  
22010 WILMINGTON AVE.  
SUITE 105  
CARSON, CA 90745  
213-834-5868  
Not The Biggest, But The Best — Since 1962.

JUN'S ELECTRONICS  
3919 SEPULVEDA BLVD.  
CULVER CITY, CA 90230  
213-390-8003  
Trades  
714-463-1886  
The Home of the One Year Warranty  
— Parts at Cost — Full Service.

### Connecticut

HATRY ELECTRONICS  
500 LEDYARD ST. (SOUTH)  
HARTFORD, CT 06114  
203-527-1881  
Call today. Friendly one-stop shopping at prices you can afford.

### Delaware

DELAWARE AMATEUR SUPPLY  
71 MEADOW ROAD  
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720  
302-328-7728  
Icom, Ten-Tec, Swan, DenTron, Tempo, Yaesu, and more.  
One mile off I-95, no sales tax.

### Florida

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY  
1896 DREW STREET  
CLEARWATER, FL 33751  
813-461-HAMS  
Clearwater Branch  
West Coast's only full service Amateur Radio Store.

### Indiana

THE HAM SHACK  
808 NORTH MAIN STREET  
EVANSVILLE, IN 47710  
812-422-0231  
Discount prices on Ten-Tec, Cubic, Hy-Gain, MFJ, Azden, Kantronics, Santec and others.

### Kansas

ASSOCIATED RADIO  
8012 CONSER, P.O. BOX 4327  
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204  
913-381-8900  
America's No. 1 Real Amateur Radio Store. Trade — Sell — Buy.

### Maryland

THE COMM CENTER, INC.  
LAUREL PLAZA, RT. 198  
LAUREL, MD 20810  
301-638-4848  

### Massachusetts

TEL.COM, INC.  
675 GREAT ROAD, RTE. 119  
LITTLETON, MA 01460  
617-486-3040  
617-486-3400 (this is new)  
The Ham Store of New England  
You Can Rely On.

### Minnesota

MIDWEST AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY  
3452 FREMONT AVE. NO.  
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412  
612-521-4662  
It’s service after the sale that counts.

### Nevada

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY  
1072 N. RANCHO DRIVE  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106  
702-647-3114  
Pete, WABPZA & Squeak, AD7K  
Outside Nev: 1 (800) 634-6227

JUN'S ELECTRONICS  
460 E. PLUMB LANE — 107  
RENO, NV 89502  
702-827-5732  
Outside Nev: 1 (800) 648-3962  
Icom — Yaesu Dealer

### New Hampshire

TUFTS ELECTRONICS  
61 LOWELL ROAD  
HUDSON, NH 03051  
603-883-5005  
New England's friendliest ham store.

### New Jersey

RADIOS UNLIMITED  
P.O. BOX 347  
1760 EASTON AVENUE  
SOMERSET, NJ 08873  
201-469-4599  
New Jersey’s only factory authorized Yaesu and Icom distributor. New and used equipment. Full service shop.

---

**You Should Be Here Too!**  
Contact Ham Radio now for complete details.
Amateur Radio Dealer

ROUTE ELECTRONICS 46
225 ROUTE 46 WEST
TOTOWA, NJ 07512
201-256-8555

ROUTE ELECTRONICS 17
777 ROUTE 17 SOUTH
PARAMUS, NJ 07625
201-444-8717
Drake, Cubic, DenTron, Hy-Gain,
Cushcraft, Hustler, Larsen, MFJ,
Butternut, Fluke & Beckman
Instruments, etc.

New York

BARRY ELECTRONICS
512 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10012
212-925-7000
New York City’s Largest Full Service
Ham and Commercial Radio Store.

GRAND CENTRAL RADIO
124 EAST 44 STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10017
212-599-2630
Drake, Kenwood, Yaesu, Atlas,
Ten-Tec, Midland, DenTron, Hy-Gain,
Mosley in stock.

HARRISON RADIO CORP.
20 SMITH STREET
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735
516-293-7990
“Ham Headquarters USA” since
1925. Call toll free 800-645-9197.

RADIO WORLD
ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT
TERMINAL BLDG.
ORISKANY, NY 13424
TOLL FREE .1 (800) 448-9338
NY Res. .1 (315) 337-0203
Authorized Dealer — ALL major
Amateur Brands.
We service everything we sell!!
Warren K21XM or Bob WA2MSH.

Ohio

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
28940 EUCLID AVE.
WICKLiffe, OH (CLEVELAND AREA)
44092
216-585-7388
Ohio Wats: 1 (800) 362-0290
Outside Ohio: 1 (800) 321-3594

UNIVERSAL AMATEUR RADIO, INC.
1280 AIDA DRIVE
REYNOLDSBURG (COLUMBUS), OH
43068
614-866-4267
Featuring Kenwood and all other
Ham gear. Authorized sales and ser-
vice. Shortwave headquarters. Near
I-270 and airport.

Oklahoma

DERICK ELECTRONICS, INC.
714 W. KENOSHA — P.O. BOX A
BROKEN ARROW, OK 74012
Your Discount Ham equipment dealer
in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
1-800-331-3688 or
1-918-251-9923

Pennsylvania

HAMTRONICS,
DIV. OF TREVOSE ELECTRONICS
4033 BRAWNSVILLE ROAD
TREVOSE, PA 19047
215-357-1400
Same Location for 30 Years.

LaRUE ELECTRONICS
1112 GRANDVIEW STREET
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 18509
717-343-2124
Icom, Bird, Cushcraft, Beckman,
Fluke, Larsen, Hustler, Astron,
Antenna Specialists, W2AU/W2VS,
AEA, B&W, CDE, Sony, Vibroplex.

Virginia

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
4828 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
414-442-4200
Wisc. Wats: 1 (800) 242-5195
Outside Wisc: 1 (800) 558-0211

Wisconsin

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
4828 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
414-442-4200
Wisc. Wats: 1 (800) 242-5195
Outside Wisc: 1 (800) 558-0211

SAY YOU SAW IT IN
ham radio!

BASE
RINGO
RANGER II
7dB GAIN
HIGHEST GAIN
2 METER OMNI
OUTPERFORMS
CONE AND
DOUBLE ZEPHYR
WORK MORE STATIONS
ELIMINATE NOISE
LIGHTNING PROTECTED
ACCESS MORE REPEATERS
ASSEMBLE EASILY
INSTALL QUICKLY
A COMPLETE ANTENA
ALL PARTS INCLUDED
600,000 HAPPY USERS
BECOME ONE TODAY
ARK-28 134-164 MHz
ARK-20B 220-225 MHz
ARK-450B 435-450 MHz

MOBILE RANGERS
MORE RANGE
3 dB GAIN
5/8 STAINLESS WHIP
GRIP TIGHT 90 LB
MAGNET
CHROME PLATED BASE
NEAT APPEARANCE
THUMB LOCK ADJUSTMENT
NO WHIP CUTTING
LOW PRICE
MAGNETIC MOUNTS
AMS-147 146-148 MHz
AMS-220 220-225 MHz
TRUNK LIP MOUNTS
ATS-147 146-148 MHz
ATS-220 220-225 MHz

BUY FROM YOUR DEALER

ege, inc.
ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-336-4799
14415 Jefferson Davis Hwy. Woodbridge, Virginia 22191
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Spring Picks
For Your Bookshelf

1982 U.S. RADIO
AMATEUR CALLBOOK
No Amateur station is complete without the very latest Callbook! The 1982 U.S. Callbook features over 390,000 up-to-date names and addresses right where you want them — at your finger tips. Also contains many helpful operating and station aids. ©1981. Softbound.
CB-US $18.95 + $3.05 shipping (U.S.A.) = $22.00

1982 FOREIGN CALLBOOK
If DX is your "thing," then you need a copy of the 1982 Foreign Callbook. Getting a QSL card can be quite a chore without proper names and addresses. Make sure you don't miss out. ©1981. Softbound.
CB-F $17.95 + $3.05 shipping (U.S.A.) = $21.00

Get 'em both! You save money too!
CB-USF Only $39.95

1982 ARRL RADIO
AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
Internationally recognized, universally consulted. It's the all-purpose volume for radio. Jam packed with information, drawings, and illustrations that are useful to the Amateur and professional alike. Get your copy today. ©1981.
AR-HBB2 Softbound $10.00
AR-BBB2 Hardbound $15.75

HOW TO BUILD HIDDEN, LIMITED SPACE ANTENNAS THAT WORK
by R. J. Traister
Space problems limiting your signal? It doesn't have to be that way. How to book complete with plenty of projects on how to put out that big signal. Projects include suspended multi-band vertical, window antenna, attic dipole, 20m indoor antenna, two meter coaxial and much more. Softbound 396 pages. ©1981.
T-1254 $9.95

PACKET RADIO
by Robert Rouleau, VE2PY and Ian Hodgson, VE2BEN
Packet Radio could be one of the most important technological developments in Amateur Radio this decade. Can you imagine getting your newspaper or paying bills through a computer terminal linked by radio with other computers? It's happening now. And you should make yourself aware of all the amazing things packet radio can do for you. This comprehensive sourcebook explains all the principles of packet radio in an easy-to-understand, non-technical language. You'll learn all about modulation, bandwidths, polling, random access, data rates and more. Plus there is an overview of how the computer is integrated into the packet concept with discussions on the software and peripheral equipment that is used. Finally the authors give you a detailed description of the packet system in use in the Montreal, Quebec area. ©1981, 1st Edition. 304 pages.
T-1345 Softbound $11.95

RADIO HANDBOOK
by Bill Orr, W6SAI 22ND EDITION
The Radio Handbook has been an electronic best seller for over 45 years! This brand new edition reflects all of the latest state-of-the-art advances in a comprehensive, single source reference book. An invaluable aid for Hams, technicians, and engineers alike. Also chock-full of projects and other ideas that are of interest to all levels of electronics expertise. 1136 pages. ©1981. 22nd edition.
21874 Hardbound $34.95

BAND-AIDS
by James E. Dersch, KB7FT
This revised edition of Band-Aids contains a collection of the most often used operating aids, charts and tables that every Ham needs. Not only does it cover the fundamentals of operating, but it also contains operating aids for CW Communications, WWV and WWVH broadcasting schedules, DXCC, check sheet and international prefixes, plus many other features. A handy reference data section includes conversion tables, metric data and abbreviations. ©1981, 156 pages.
CC-BA Spiralbound $9.95

COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF RADIO RECEIVERS
by Joseph J. Carr, K4IPV
All-in-one manual. Contains complete data on almost all receivers in use today. Written in an easy-to-read manner, this handbook includes basic receiver types; specifications for the latest ideas in parameter measurements such as sensitivity, noise figures, dynamic range, and selectivity measurements. Also covered are all types of modern receiver circuits, and a wide range of troubleshooting ideas for both solid-state and vacuum tube receiver circuits. ©1980, 300 pages.
T-1182 Softbound $9.95

Send today for a free book catalog. Chock-full of interesting books on all aspects of Radio Communications.

Can't wait?
CALL TODAY 878-1441

For books other than US and Foreign Callbooks, please add $2.50 to cover shipping and handling.

Ham Radio's Bookstore
Greenville, NH 03048

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
The ultimate in converter technology! Dual stage selective preamp, mixer, I.F. amplifier and no-drift crystal controlled oscillator. We recommend this kit for the experienced kit builder. No crystal supplied.

Without preamp ........................................ $59.95
Superverter I built and tested .............. $149.95
12 V. Stationary Power Supply ........... $24.95
Selective Preamp ................................. $39.95

This new unit is not like other wide band preamps. Experienced kit builders can easily add this unit to our existing boards or to other manufactured boards to improve overall performance.

Our product may be copied, but the performance is never equalled.

UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATIONS
P.O. Box 339
Arlington, TX 76004-0339

The new MBA-RO

FEATURES:
• 32 CHARACTERS FOR EASY HIGH SPEED COPY OF MORSE
• ASCII and BAUDOT RTTY
• NO RECEIVER MODIFICATION NECESSARY
• INSTANT SPEED TRACKING FOR MORSE CODE OVER WIDE SPEED RANGE FROM 2 TO 99 WPM
• OPERATES FROM 12 V.D.C.

For AEA Readers or other AEA Products, call or visit:

AEA
Brings you the Breakthrough!
The HD-73 Rotator by Alliance

A precision instrument built to last.

The HD-73 combines Dual-Speed rotation and a single 5-position switch with the clear visibility of a backlit D'Arsonval meter. So you get precise control for fast and fine tuning. And the advanced technology of HD-73 is backed by quality construction. Heavy duty aluminum casings and hardened steel drive gears. Lifetime factory lubrication that withstands -20°F to 120°F temperatures. The superior design of the HD-73 mast support bracket, with optional no-slip positive drive, assures perfect in-tower centering with no special tools. Automatic braking minimizes inertia stress. Easy to install, a pleasure to use. The HD-73 is on your wavelength. Write for performance details today.

I want to tune in on HD-73.
- Send complete details
- Give me the name of my nearest dealer.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ______ STATE ______ ZIP ______

The Alliance Manufacturing Company, Inc.,
Alliance, Ohio 44601
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BRITT'S 2-WAY RADIO

Dan Brittt
K4URK

Dan's got Yaesu!

From HF to VHF — you name it, Yaesu makes it, Dan has it.

Full line of accessories in stock

Britt's 2-Way Radio
2508 Atlanta St.
Smyrna, GA 30080
Belmont Hills Shopping Center

(404) 432-8006

ORR BOOKS

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
by Bill Orr, W6SAI

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS
by Bill Orr, W6SAI
Learn how to build simple, economical wire antennas. Apartment dwellers take note! Fool your landlord and your neighbors with some of the "invisible" antennas found here. Well diagramed. 192 pages. ©1972.

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
by William L. Orr, W6SAI and Stuart Cowan, W2LX
Contains lots of well illustrated construction projects for vertical, long wire, and HF/VHF beam antennas. There is an honest judgment of antenna gain figures, information on the best and worst antenna locations and heights, a long look at the quad vs. the yagi antenna, information on baluns and how to use them, and new information on the popular Sloper and Delta Loop antennas. The text is based on proven data plus practical, on-the-air experience. The Radio Amateur Antenna Handbook will make a valuable and often consulted reference. 190 pages. ©1978.

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS
by Bill Orr, W6SAI
The cubical quad antenna is considered by many to be the best DX antenna because of its simple, lightweight design and high performance. You'll find quad designs for everything from the single element to the multi-element monster quad, plus a new, higher gain expanded quad (X-O) design. There's a wealth of supplementary data on construction, feeding, tuning, and mounting quad antennas. 112 pages. ©1977.

Please add $1.00 to cover shipping and handling.

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10658/T</td>
<td>CMOS Single Flip Flop</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/UK</td>
<td>CMOS Dual Flip Flop</td>
<td>8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/UK1</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/AV</td>
<td>CMOS Triple Flip Flop</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/BU</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/BU1</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/BU2</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/BU3</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/BU4</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10658/BU5</td>
<td>CMOS Quad Flip Flop</td>
<td>49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bulova Quartz Ladies Watches**

**ONE YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY**

Your Choice — $69.95 ea. any Model

CALL OR SEND ORDER IN REFERENCE TO THIS AD FOR SPECIAL PRICE

Because of Limited Supply, please provide a second and third choice

**LITRONIX Stick Display Sale**

**SALE!**

**NATIONAL Stick Display Sale**

**SALE!**

**COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS**

**LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS**

**SOLDERTAIL (TIN) STANDARD (TIN)**

**WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLDF) STANDARD**

**SOLDERTAIL (GOLDF) STANDARD**

**1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS — 5%**

**CAPACITOR CORNER**

50 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS

**100 VOLT Mylar Film Capacitors**

**1000 VOLT Mylar Film Capacitors**

**DISSIPED TANTALUM (Lead-Cap) Capacitors**

**MINI ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS**

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 100
IC-22U

2 meter, FM, 10W, 800 channel, synthesized. Frequency selection removable with EX199 adapter. Compact, easy to use, affordable.

IC-25A

ICOM's small size (only 5⅛" wide) 2 meter FM transceiver. Featuring 25 W. out, Priority channel, scanning, 5 memories. Touchtone® mic standard at no extra cost.


TOP OF THE LINE
NUMBER ONE

If you're the type of person that will settle for nothing less, we've got what you're looking for... top of the line. We offer more than just the rig - super service after the sale. Call us soon for a quote on your next rig.

Call Us
TOLL FREE
For All Your Radio & Computer Needs
800-845-6183
SERVICE DEPT.
803-366-7158

G.I.S.M.O.
1039 LATHAM DRIVE
ROCK HILL, S. C. 29730

IC-290A

2 meter multimode mobile, 12 VDC, 10 W. out, FM, SSB, CW, Priority channel, scanning, CW sidetone, squelch on SSB.

IC-2AT

ICOM's popular 2 meter, 800 channel, compact, handheld transceiver with Touchtone® built-in. Comes standard with BP3 (250 mAh) battery, wall charger, belt clip, flexible antenna. A wide variety of batteries and accessories available.

FAST SCAN

A modular approach... for your own custom-designed ATV system... Here's how

TXAS-4 ATV EXCIT/MODULATOR $89 ppd

This wired and tested module is designed to drive the Motorola MHW 710 module in the PAS 10 watt linear. The crystal in the 100 MHz region keeps harmonics out of two meters for talk back. The video modulator is full 8 MHz for computer graphics and color. Requires 13.8 vdc @ 20 ma. Tuned with control on 439.25, 434.0, or 420.25 MHz. Provision for sync expanding. Two frequencies available.

PAS 10 WATT POWER MODULE $89 ppd

The PAS will put out 10 watts RMS power on the sync tips when driven with 80 mw by the TXAS exciter. 10 ohms in and out, plus bandwidth for the whole band with good linearity for color and sound. Requires 13.8 vdc, regulated @ 2 amps.

FM AUDIO SUBCARRIER GENERATOR $29 ppd

Puts audio on with your camera video just as broadcast TV does at 4.5 MHz. Pulses out up to 1 kHz to drive the TXAS or VM 2, 3, or 4 modulators. Requires low 2 mic. (50 to 600 ohms). + 12 to 16 vdc @ 25 ma. Works with any vcr with 5 MHz video bandwidth.

TV-C-2 ATV DOWNCONVERTER... $55 ppd

Stripline MMF901 (17 db NF) preamp and double balanced mixer module. Digs out the weak ones but resists intermod and overload. Connects between vhf antenna and TV set tuned to channel 2 or 3. Vcr cap tunes 420 to 450 MHz. Requires + 12 to 18 vdc @ 20 ma. Super sensitive TVC-20, with NE5450 preamp. (9 db NF) stage. $69 ppd

*TXAS, PAS, FMA5 and TVC Basic Module Pkg.

Call or write for our complete list of specifications, station set up diagrams, and optional accessories which include antennas, modulators, detectors, test generators, cameras, etc. WE ARE A FULL-LINE SUPPLIER OF ALL YOUR ATV NEEDS.

TERMS: VISA or MASTER CARD by telephone or mail, or check or money order by mail. All prices are delivered in USA. Allow three weeks after order for delivery.

P.C. ELECTRONICS
2522 Paxson Lane,
Arcadia, California 91006

(213) 447-4565 Charge card orders only

A NEW GENERATION
of REPEATER CONTROLLERS
MS 101

- 4 ACCESS MODES
- AUTOPATCH
- AUTODIAL (72 No.)
- REVERSE AUTOPATCH
- 16 DIGITAL XTL CONTROLLED TOUCH TONE DECODER
- COMPLETE RX, TX, & PHONE AUDIO INTERFACE W/MUTING
- EASY TO CHANGE CONTROL CODES
- TRANSISTOR BUFFERED INPUTS

wired & tested $849.25 MS-301 Voice synth. $219.95

MICRO SECURITY
9307 MEADOWS LANE
GREENFIELD, IN 46140
(317) 894-1201

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
Valor's PRO-AM line

Valor Enterprises introduces a new line of PRO-AM (Professional-Amateur) antennas, mounts, and accessories. Valor's PRO-AM line is compatible and interchangeable with the Motorola TAD and TAE type mounts. This system is used extensively in commercial two-way and Amateur applications. Two basic mounts offer installation into a 3/4-inch or 3/8-inch hole; both utilize a 1-1/8 — 18 thread for mating parts. All components are inspected and tested to rigid commercial standards to insure performance in the most demanding environments. Quality materials include stainless steel whips and set screws, nickel-chrome brass parts, heavy gauge weather-proof coils, nickel-silver contacts, and O-ring seals.

Four mounts are offered: Model PAS, the basic surface mount that installs in a 3/4-inch hole in roof, fender, or cowl. Includes 17-inches RG-58 with PL-259 connector; Model PAS38, the basic surface mount that installs in 3/8 inch hole in roof, fender, or cowl; Model PAT, a heavy-duty no-hole trunk mount. Black ABS cup, 17 inches RG-58 with PL-259 connector; Model PAM, a low-profile, chrome-plated magnet mount with 12 inches RG-58 with PL-259 connector.

PRO-AM antennas are divided into four types: Model PLB, a 1/4-wave base-loaded low-band antenna. Five models cover 27-54 MHz. 200-watt power-rated, with cutting chart; Model PAQ, 1/4-wave, unity-gain VHF-UHF whips. Twelve models cover 136-866 MHz. Passivated 302 s.s. whips factory tuned, ready to install. Nickel-chrome brass base, 150-watt power-rated; Model PHB, a 5/8-wave, 3 dB-gain VHF antenna. Two models cover 144-174 MHz and 220-225 MHz. 200-watt power-rated, with cutting chart; Model PUB, a collinear 5 dB-gain UHF antenna. Four models cover 440-512 MHz. 200-watt power-rated, with cutting chart.

For more information, contact Valor Enterprises, Inc., 185 West Hamilton Street, West Milton, Ohio 45338; telephone 513-698-4194 or 1-800-543-2197.

Code*Star

Microcraft announces its new all-mode code reader and code converter, Code*Star. Code*Star is designed for novices, SWLs, and veteran Amateurs. It should also be very useful to people learning or trying to improve their Morse code skills.

Code*Star's microcomputer monitors the incoming signal and converts it to characters on its large, easy-to-read LEDs. It decodes Morse code, Baudot (RTTY) and ASCII code.

Code*Star features two specially optimized Morse code ranges with auto-tracking of speed from 3 to 70 WPM. Special proprietary analog and digital filter methods are employed to substantially reduce errors. An automatic gain control circuit providing up to 16 db gain is used to help maintain signals under fading conditions. A built-in code practice oscillator is handy for code practice and learning the code.

Code*Star operates on 12 Vdc which makes it ideal for field or mobile applications. An ac adapter is included if you wish to operate it from 120 Vac. As a special option you can use Code*Star to drive a serial or parallel ASCII printer, TV terminal or computer.

Code*Star is available as a complete kit or factory wired and tested. The kit, Model CS-K, sells for $169.95 plus $5.00 shipping and handling. The factory wired version, Model CSF, sells for $249.95 plus $5.00 shipping and handling. The optional ASCII output port kit, Model CS-IK, sells for $69.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling.

For more information, contact Microcraft Corporation, P.O. Box 513, Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092; telephone 414-241-8144.
NEW MORSÉMATIC™ MM-2 KEYPER

THE MORSÉMATIC KEYPER BY AEA HAS BEEN PROCLAIMED BEST OF ALL PADDLE KEYS ON THE MARKET

NEW ... $139.95

Now you can get all the features of the world's first and still best microcomputerized keyer at a 30% reduction in price. The new model MM-2 has all the outstanding features of the MM-1 predecessor such as dual microcomputers with copywritten software, 500 character soft-partitioned™ memory with editing, exclusive beacon mode, automatic speed increase trainer mode, and exclusive automatic serial number generator. In addition, the MM-2 comes complete with CMOS memory and provisions for internal memory keep alive battery. The MM-2 operates from external 12 VDC at approximately 350 Ma.

ACCESSORIES:
Model AC-1 600 Ma 12 VDC Wall Adaptor ............................................. $14.95
Model ME-2 Memory Expansion (2000 Total Morse Characters) .... $39.95

If you have hesitated buying the best because of price, you need to wait no longer, the best is now available in an improved form at a price you can afford.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

call or visit:

G & K Amateur Supply
2920 East 9th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50316
(515) 262-1745

UNARCO-ROHN
Self Supporting Towers On Sale!
During April these rugged beauties are being offered at Big Discounts and — we are shipping them freight prepaid! Look over the specifications and pick the unit most suited for your needs. Call us to place your order with Mastercard/Visa or write and include your check for quick shipment — Freight Prepaid!

FREIGHT PREPAID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Tower Ht</th>
<th>Load Rating</th>
<th>Ship Weight</th>
<th>Tower Base Price</th>
<th>Tower/Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HX540</td>
<td>10 ft</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HX545</td>
<td>10 ft</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HX550</td>
<td>10 ft</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HX555</td>
<td>10 ft</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6540</td>
<td>18 ft</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6545</td>
<td>18 ft</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6550</td>
<td>18 ft</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORDER TODAY!!

TEXAS TOWERS
1106 Summit Ave., Suite 4 - Plano, Texas 75074
Mon. - Fri.: 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
TELEPHONE: (214) 422-7306

FREE BOOK CATALOG

SEE PAGE 78

Ham Radio's Bookstore
Greenville, NH 03048

TIDBITS

THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO FM & REPEATERS
by Bill Pasternak, W63IT

Comprehensive handbook covers just about every facet of FM operation in a simple, easy to understand manner. 45 chapters put all kinds of FM and Repeater topics within easy reach. You get a solid background in FM theory, control devices for repeaters, how to build a repeater, ATV and RTTY applications ideas and more. This huge fact-filled repeater book is a must for anyone interested in FM communication. 160 pages, 1st edition.

■ T-1212

$12.95

Please add $1.00 for shipping and handling.

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE
Greenville, NH 03048

35-watt, 2-meter amp

The Model 335A-K is an improved version of our reliable Model 335 amplifier kit. The Model 335A-K represents the latest in the state-of-the-art in 2-meter amplifier design. It incorporates new features which make it one of the most useful amplifiers available today.

The Model 335A-K is a linear amplifier and can be used on fm, SSB, or CW. The Model 335A-K can be used with all available handhelds (TR2400, TR2500, IC-2AT, Yaesu, Santec, etc.) and low power SSB transmitters to give added range and versatility.

The Model 335A-K can be assembled easily in one evening using the step-by-step instruction manual. The quality parts and rugged construction used throughout the Model 335A-K make it a very reliable amplifier. When you construct the amplifier yourself, not only will you be saving money, but you will also experience the pleasure of constructing some of your own gear.

For more information, contact Communication Concepts, Inc., 2648 N. Aragon Ave., Dayton, Ohio 45420; telephone 513-296-1411.

CES 500SA autopatch

The new CES 500SA simplex autopatch is a high-quality unit that is surprisingly versatile and affordable ($350.00 suggested retail price). It provides positive radio operator control and eliminates telephone VOX circuits with a proprietary noise-gated sampling circuit.
Suggested applications for the Model 500SA include mobile/remote base to telephone line via simplex base; mobile to mobile via phone-interconnected base stations (for greatly extended range); and telephone line to mobile/remote base.

For more information on CES 500SA autopatch and other quality CES products, contact CES, Inc., Post Office Box 507, Winter Park, Florida, or telephone (305) 645-0474.

**field-tuneable antenna**

Centurion International has introduced a new field-tuneable replacement antenna for hand-held radios in the range of 66-88 MHz.

The new flexible antenna is available with any of the twenty-five different connector configurations in the standard Centurion line. This selection ensures high performance replacements for virtually any radio antenna in this band.

Centurion field-tuneable antennas are protected by a neoprene jacket with flexibility between -55°C and 100°C. The jacket is self-extinguishing when exposed to flame. Approximate length is 10 inches.

For more information, contact Centurion International, P.O. Box 82846, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501-2846; telephone 402-467-4491.
WARNING
SAVE YOUR LIFE OR AN INJURY

Base plates, flat roof mounts, hinged bases, hinged sections, etc., are not intended to support the weight of a single man. Accidents have occurred because individuals assume situations are safe when they are not.

Installation and dismantling of towers is dangerous and temporary guys of sufficient strength and size should be used at all times when individuals are climbing towers during all types of installations or dismantlings. Temporary guys should be used on the first 10' or tower during erection or dismantling. Dismantling can even be more dangerous since the condition of the tower, guys, anchors, and/or roof in many cases is unknown.

The dismantling of some towers should be done with the use of a crane in order to minimize the possibility of member, guy wire, anchor, or base failures. Used towers in many cases are not as inexpensive as you may think if you are injured or killed.

Get professional, experienced help and read your Rohn catalog or other tower erecter would be very inexpensive.

The New Standard...
the Ultimate
LAMBIc PADDLE

Modern CW technology at its best! Carefully engineered to make optimum use of today's keyers, the Bencher Lamic Paddle is a symphony of modern materials, design and workmanship. This is the paddle that provides the perfect interface between the CW operator and his rig. Smooth, instantly responsive and fully adjustable to suit your own touch. From the gold plated solid silver contacts to the heavy leaded steel base, it truly is the ultimate.

XZ-2 audio CW filter

Long known as a manufacturer of quality keys and baluns, Bencher now introduces the XZ-2 audio filter. As mentioned in D.A. Tong's article in the November, 1981, issue of ham radio, now that almost all receivers in use by hams feature good basic selectivity, it only makes sense to perform final bandwidth shaping in the receiver's audio section.

Use of the XZ-2 is simple and easy. The filter has four selectivity selections: SSB, 150 Hz, 115 Hz, and 90 Hz. The XZ-2 runs on 12-16 Vdc, which can be supplied by Bencher's 12-volt accessory power supply (#190-10). Audio can be taken from a number of convenient places; Bencher suggests that the phone patch outlet may be the most convenient. For our test, we connected the filter to the external speaker plug and put the filter in line with the speaker. This method provided convenient access to the headphone jack for test purposes. Actual testing took place over several days of casual operating and during CQ's WW CW contest.

When the power is connected, the unit remains on until power is removed. There is no way to completely remove the audio filter from the line, as may be done with several other makes of external filters. This isn't a major problem, however. It means that audio is still slightly amplified by the unit but it is bypassing the filtering stages. To our ear this was a bit of an annoyance, more due to the "newness" of the audio sound rather than a degradation of performance.

To use the filter, Bencher suggests that you tune the receiver with the filter set to SSB. This will allow you to hear a wide range of signals as you tune the CW band. When you hear a station you want, switch in as much...
selectivity as is required to eliminate adjacent-channel interference. When you are trying to copy an exceptionally weak signal in the presence of stronger signals, Bencher suggests that you increase the audio gain and decrease the rf gain as much as possible. Reducing the rf gain will limit the AVC control by the stronger signal. While trying to muck out a weak DX signal in the presence of a very strong stateside station, we found that Bencher’s suggestions worked very well and we were able to effectively null out the interference created by the adjacent frequency station.

In comparison with the receiver’s internal i-f filters and passband tuning, the XZ-2 shows up quite favorably. Used in conjunction with the receiver’s built-in filtering, the XZ-2 is even better.

During the CQ WW contest, the XZ-2 was used both independently and with the receiver’s filters. Of note is the fact that there are switches to be switched and dials to be turned to use the unit. In the heat of the contest this can hinder speed of operation. It’s our operating preference to scan with the filter on wide bandwidth and then narrow down when a station is found. We do not do a lot of contest work, and so this is not much of a problem. But for a dyed-in-the-wool contesteer, it will be necessary to select, and remain with, one filter position. The filter performed very well during the contest and permitted us to work a number of stations we feel confident would have been missed without the external filter.

One final note. For those who own super-selective receivers, the XZ-2 can be a very valuable addition to the hamshack. As Dr. Tong says, audio filters are the next logical step for improving station performance. We are sure you will be pleased with Bencher’s XZ-2 audio filter.

The Bencher XZ-2 filter sells for $69.95, plus $9.95 for 12-volt power supply. For further information, contact Bencher, Inc., 333 West Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
Now you can get the most comprehensive and up-to-date antenna data available today. It has the antenna design to fit your needs and preferences whether they be for Yagis, quads, wires, verticals, or specialized antennas such as the Beverage, curtain arrays, or special vhf/uhf applications. You'll find effective antennas for any kind of real estate from the apartment dweller to the true antenna farm. The Antenna Book not only provides practical antenna designs, but also gives the theory of antennas and transmission lines, including the application of Smith Charts.® Propagation phenomena are explained in detail.

The new edition will be ready for mailing in late April or early May. 328 pages, plus index. Price: $8.00 in the U.S., Elsewhere in U.S. funds: $8.50, at your dealer or direct from:

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
225 MAIN STREET
NEWINGTON, CT 06111

GOT SOMETHING TO SELL?
Try a classified ad in Amateur Radio's #1 magazine, ham radio.
Non-commercial ads $1.00 per word. Commercial ads $1.60 per word. No agency discounts allowed. 15% discount allowed for ads run 6 consecutive months without change. 33% discount allowed for ads run 12 months without change. Payable in advance. Deadline 15th of 2nd prior month.

From something simple to something exotic, ham radio readers are interested. And results prove that they BUY!

Send your ad in today. Send payment with order or give us your MasterCard or Visa and we'll charge your account for you.

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
flea market

Rates Noncommercial ads 10¢ per word; commercial ads 60¢ per word both payable in advance. No cash discounts or agency commissions allowed.

HampFests Sponsored by non-profit organizations receive one free Flea Market ad (subject to our editing) on a space available basis only. Repeat insertions of hampfest ads at non-commercial rate.

COPY No special layout or arrangements available. Material should be type-written or clearly printed (not all capitals) and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio cannot check each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue.

Deadline 15th of second preceding month.

Send Material To: Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N.H. 03048.

QSL cards

QSL's — BE PLEASANTLY SURPRISED! Order our three colored QSL's in all varieties for $8.00 per 100 or $13.00 for 200. Satisfaction guaranteed. Samples $1.00 (refundable). Constantine Press, 1219 Ellington, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577.

QSL & rubber stamps — top quality! Card samples and stamp info — 50c — Ebert Graphics SR, Box 70, Westerville, Ohio 43081.

QSL cards: 500 for $5.00, ppd. Free catalogue. Bowman Printing, 743 Harvard, St. Louis, MO 63103.

QSL's: No stock designs! Your art or ours; photos, originals, 50¢ for samples & details (refundable). Certified Communications, 4138 60th Ferra, Fremont, Michigan 49412.

Distinctive QSL's — largest selection, lowest prices, top quality photo and completely customized cards. Make your QSL's truly unique at the same cost as a standard card, and get a better return rate! Free samples, catalogue. Stamps appreciated. Stu K2RZP Print, P.O. Box 412, Rocky Point, N.Y. 11778 (516) 744-6260.

Foreign Subscription Agents for Ham Radio Magazine

Ham Radio Austria R. Baglhaer R. Baglhaer A2280 Weinert-Aved Austria Ham Radio Belgium S. Fontain B. De Smedt Brussels Belgium Ham Radio Canada Box 400, Sudbury ON P3E 1C7 Sudbury Canada Ham Radio France L. Gabbrielli P.O. Box 37 Paris 15 France Ham Radio Germany Karl Ulrich K. Ulrich D-7650 Lorsch Germany Ham Radio Holland R. C. Verhees B. S. Klaren P.O. Box 411 Amsterdam, Holland Ham Radio Italy G. Giuffrida P.O. Box 365 Roma Italy Ham Radio Japan A 2045 Uptane M. Asada Kashiwa, Japan Ham Radio UK J. C. Hargreaves P.O. Box 10 Ellesmere Port England Ham Radio Switzerland K. Boll 1665 Unterwil Richterswil Switzerland Ham Radio USA D. W. Squires W. Ebbert Graphics P.O. Box 43370 El Segundo, Calif., USA

Cadillac of QSL cards. 3 to 4 colors, send $1 for samples (refundable). Mac's Shack, P.O. Box 43172, Seven Points, TX 75143.


Heat+H契H: 1001, very good condition with power supply, speaker, microphone, CIW filter and manual. $375 offer. I. Ship. 860CF, 12336 W. Holt, West Allis, Wis. 53227.

Mobile operators: Antek's Mobile antennas cover 3.2 to 30 MHz inclusive, with no coil changing. 50 Ohms input. Two models, the MT-1 MANUAL, MT-1RT REMOTE TUNED from the operators position. Uses two Hyd. Pumps and Motors. MT-1 $129.95, MT-1RT $240.00 plus UPS postage. Check your local dealer or write for Dealer List and Brochure, ANTEK, INC., Route One, Box 415, Hansen, Idaho 83334. 208-423-4100.

RTTY and ASCII for your Atari Computer: Mode. personalized program and manual to get your Atari on ASCII & RTTY. $125. Atari $550 interface required. You must include your name, QTH and call sign. Write: Robert Holst, K7ZKD/KH2, POB 4426, AAFB, Yigo, Guam 96912.

WANTED: Micor and Micr II Base Stations 406-460 and 450-470 MHz. Also 2 and 6 GHz solid state microwave equipment. AK7B, 4 Ajax Place, Berkeley, CA 94708.

WANTED for parts: Royce 1412 CB transceiver, phase lock loop box must be working. Emit Polaskie, 117 E. 3rd St., Cosby, Iowa 52136.

AMP-LETTER: Devoted to designing, building, and operating Amateur Radio Amplifiers. Sample $2.00. AMP-LETTER, RR2 Box 39A, Thompsonville, IL 62890.

Spring cleanup — commercial tower, 150 feet, suitable for large Amateur arrays, broadcasting or TV, with guys and insulators, recently removed from service, pictures on request. Heath HW101 transceiver, PS519, MFJ Grandmaster memory keyer and 520 BX speech processor. All guaranteed at working condition. Renwick, P.O. Box 50, Clayton, Sask., Canada, S0K 0Y0. (306) 373-1968.

Tubes, tubes wanted for cash or trade. 304TL, 4CX100A, 4P460C. $77. 1107, 7N, 53, 6LM. Any high power or special purpose tube of Emerson/Marvin. DCO, 10 Schuyler Ave., No. Arlington, CA 90032 (800) 526-1270.


Ham radio fanatics! You need the WSYI report — Twice monthly award-winning insider newsletter. 24 issues — $18.00. Sample issue SASE (2 stamps). WSYI, Box #10101-H, Dallas, Texas 75207.


ATLAS DDC Digital Dial $12.00 plus $4.00 UPS. New, while they last. Mical Devices, P.O. Box 343, Vista, CA 92081.

Buy & Sell Trade. Send $1.00 for catalog. Give name, address and call letters. Complete stock of major brands new and reconditioned Amateur radio equipment. Call for best deals. We buy Collins, Drake, Swan, etc. Associated Radio, 8120 Conser, Overland Park, KS 66214. 913-381-5900.

Connecticut's Ham Store — Regius Electronics, 250 Meriden-Waterbury Turnpike, (Rt. 66) Southington (203) 621-2252.

RTTY for sale: Several machines remaining. Model 15, Model 19, 2820 wipe-switch, p.s. for RBOT 800, de luxe 334SR, 284SR, 28 keyboard trimpot repert, 2820's, 334SR, 333SR, 35SR, several demodulators, video RTTY. Model 28 (p.s. for RTTY) parts and supplies. Send SASE for complete list and prices. Lawrence R. Pfieger, KIVW8, 2600 S. 14th Street, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone (612) 255-9794.

Elf II with Giant Board, R.E. memory, terminal, complete software package and manuals. $400. Steven Powell, 12607 Wellington Park, Houston, TX 77072 (713) 495-0488.


For sale: TRS-80 model III, EX computer and accessories. $900.00 Phone: 300-0402. Jim Bellini, 1005 Arland St., Rock Falls, IL 61071.

Don't get stranded! Battery Watchdog's alarm informs you of excess power drain. $19.95. J. F. Ratcliff, 3600 Meadow Park, Flintont, WA 98056. SASE brochure.

Sotron Antennas

The best things come in little packages...

For 80-40-20 meters

Isotron 40

Isotron 20

54 in high

311 in high

Big on performance

Small on space

Bilal Company

Star Route

Fiorissant CO 80816

Glbl Electronics

Model P50 to P500

- 50 - 500 MHz
- Ultimate rejection over 80 dB
- Five large helical resonators
- Low noise
- High overload resistance
- Typical rejection figures:
  - ± 600 kHz at 144 MHz: -30 dB
  - ± 1.6 MHz at 220 MHz: -40 dB
  - ± 5 MHz at 450 MHz: -45 dB
- The solution to interference, intermod and desens problems on repeaters
- 12V DC operation
- Dimensions only 1.6 x 2.6 x 4.75 excluding connectors
- Custom tuned to your frequency
- Low cost — only $69 95
- Allow $2.00 for shipping and handling
- We have a complete line of transmitter and receiver strips and synthesizers for Amateur and commercial use. Write or call for our free catalog.
- We welcome MasterCard or VISA
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OVERPRINTED — 1981 Fox-Tango Club Newsletters. Sixty loose-leaf pages packed with modifications and in-
formation on Yaesu rigs. Only $5 while they last. Also a
few 1980 sets at $5. (Overseas add $3 each, airmail.)
NAML, Box 15944, W. Palm Beach, FL 33406.

HAM RADIO OPERATORS who are owners of Atari Micro-
computer systems. Join the Atari Micro-computer
network to exchange ideas on applications, programming,
hardware and software development. Please contact
Jack McKeigan II, W0DBK, 4749 S.R. 207 N.E., Wash-
ington C.H., Ohio 43060. (614) 869-3597.

SALE — HW-16 $125 (wire crystals $150). 2 Johnson match-
box tuners, best $50, other (needs repair) $25. Heath 2
meter mobile amp $30. 10-40 vertical $25. You pay ship-
ing. K4AESW, Jim Howell, 18 Dan Street, Salisbury, NC
28134.

SATELLITE TELEVISION: Information on building or
buying your earth station. Six pages of what's needed,
where to get it, etc. $4.00 to Satellite Television, RD #3,
also available. Send SASE for details.

WANTED: New or used MS and coaxial connectors, syn-
ychros, tubes, components, military surplus equipment.
Bill Williams, PO BOX 9057, Norfolk, VA 23509.

MAKE HAM RADIO FUN! Supplement your learning pro-
grams with a motivational hypnosis cassette. Tape #7,
Learning the Code; Tape #4, Breaking the Speed Barrier;
Tape #7, Electronic Theory. Free catalog. For tapes,
$10.95 each to Gem Publishing, 3306 North 6th St.,
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814.

C ordless telephones — Low prices, all major brands.
Inquiries or Visa/MasterCard orders call (206)
743-3977 or Write Trinetics, Box 6005, Lynnwood, WA
98036.

Very Interesting! Next 5 issues $2. Ham Trader
"Yellow Sheets", PO 356, Wheaton, IL 60187.

Microwave Converters, decoders. Catalog 20c.
G.W. Electronics, P.O. Box 688, Greenwood, Indiana
46142.

CB to 10 meter Professionals: Your rig or buy ours.
— AM/SBB/OW. Certified Communications. 4138
So. Ferris, Fremont, Michigan 49412; (616) 924-4581.

AFC SEMI-KITS! Stop VFO drift. See June 1979 HR.

Hams for Christ — Reach other Hams with a Gospel
Tract! sure to please. Clyde Stanfield, 74036.

Purple Heart Veterans: Organizing national Ama-
teur Radio Chapter and Net to be affiliated with Military
Order of the Purple Heart, Inc. For information and appli-
cations contact Clem Harris, KCSMM (ex-WB6VDL), 6110
Pecan Trail Dr., San Antonio, TX 78249. (512) 699-1420.

GEM QUAD PRODUCTS LTD.
Box 53
Transcona Manitoba
Canada R2C 225
Tel. (204) 866-3338

They Talk

Spies...
Smugglers...
Pirate Stations...
Secret Police...
Foreign Agents...

You Listen

★ Miniature Active Antennas
★ Scanner Signal Boosters
★ Frequency Converters
★ Frequency Lists
★ Antenna Tuners
★ Code Breakers

Low cost
Fully guaranteed

FREE CATALOG
For more information write
Grove Enterprises
Department D
Brasstown, N.C. 28902

Grove

Coming Events

Activities

“Places to go...”

Alaska: The Arctic Amateur Radio Club of Fairbanks
will hold a Hamfest, June 6, Kiwanis AG Hall, Tanana
Valley Fairgrounds. Doors open 8 AM. $5 sellers’ fee.
There will be a Left Footed Key for a code contest end-
ing at 5 PM for a pot luck dinner. Also ARRL representa-
tives and Alaska QSL Bureau will be there. For infor-
mation: Herb Walls, KL7JLF, P.O. Box 1625, Fairbanks, AK
99707.

Arkansas: The Northwest Arkansas Amateur Radio
Club’s 2nd annual Hamfest/Swapmeet, Saturday, May
15, Community Building, Rogers on US Hwy. 71. 8 AM to
4 PM. Commercial exhibitors and flea market tables/
space FREE. Doors open 8 AM. Main prizes include a
complete Kenwood station, Icom IC2AT hand-held,
Diwa Model 720 cross-needle SWR Power meter. Door
prizes. Free parking. MARS, DX and Skylark. Talk-in on
146.167.76 or 146.52 simplex. Main prize tickets $3.50 or
$2.00 each. For information: Mary Webb, R4EBW, P.O.
Box 490, Rogers, AR 72756, (501) 680-2346.

California: The Fresno Amateur Radio Club’s 40th
annual Hamfest, May 21 and 22, 23. Hacienda Inn, Clif-
ton and Highway 99, Fresno. Activities include a golf
tournament, swap tables, CW contest, MARS meetings,
transmitter hunt, cocktail hour, banquet. Talk-in on
146.3493. Advance registration $20.00. For informa-
tion/registration: Fresno Amateur Radio Club, Inc., P.O.
Box 783, Fresno, CA 93712.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 100
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COLORADO: SUPERFEST 4 sponsored by the Northern Colorado Amateur Radio Club, June 5, 8 AM to 4:30 PM, McMillen Building, Larimer County Fairgrounds, Loveland. $3 admission includes swap table. Exhibits, tech talks, code contest, prize, auction, swapfest, color drawings including a synthesized 2-meter hand-held. Food service, free parking. Details for non-Hams and kids. For information: Gene Bellamy, WDORDM, 3124 West 8th St., Greeley, CO.


NEW YORK: Please ‘o’er our Manor” by the Authors’ Group, SATs, 146.975/265, 146.931/280, 147.03/265. For information: Bob Johnson, K0VIT, 5006 N. 1035 Highland Ct., Post Falls, ID 83854.

ILLINOIS: The Illiana Repeater System’s 13th annual Danville Area Hamfest, May 23, Georgetown Fairgrounds. Flea market, forums, family entertainment, free parking. Many prizes. Gates open 6 AM. Tickets $2.50 in advance, $3.00 gate. Talk-in on 2282 and 146.52. For information, tickets, tables: Wendell Lyons, K9AYS, Hamfest Chairman, 939 Polk St., Danville, IL 61832. (217) 431-2124.


INDIANA: The 3rd annual MAARC (Muncie Area Amateur Radio Club) Hamfest, May 23, Evansville Fairgrounds. Flea market, forums, family entertainment, free parking. Many prizes. Gates open 6 AM. Tickets $2.50 in advance, $3.00 gate. Talk-in on 146.13/27, 146.52, 223.10/224.70. Tickets $2.00 in advance, $3.00 door. For information: Terry Evans, W9DHQ, 522 S. Brotherton, Muncie, IN 47302. (317) 292-0615.

INDIANA: The Wabash County Amateur Radio Club will hold its 29th annual Hamfest, May 23, at Garnett North Lake, Garrett. For information: Reed Richardson, 518 West 7th, Garrett, KS 66032.


MAINE: The Portland Amateur Wireless Association and the Southern Maine University Radio Club will hold their annual Flea Market, May 22, Norham, Maine campus, 8 AM to 4 PM. Admission $1.00. Food available. If raining, will be held inside. Talk-in on 146.73/44 and 146.52. For information: John Taylor, N1SD (207) 773-2951.

MARYLAND: The eighth annual Eastern Amateur Radio Society’s Hamfest, May 16, rain or shine, 8 AM to 4 PM. Eastern Senior High School. Donation $2.00 plus $2.00 for tables or tailgaters. Talk-in on 146.445/147.045 repeater on Eastern. Van Harridge, WB3HGD, Box J, St. Michaels, MD 21663 or Eastern ARS, Box 761, Easton, MD 21601.

MARYLAND: The Maryland FM Association’s annual Hamfest, Sunday, May 30, Howard County Fairgrounds, West Friendship, 8 AM to 4 PM. Donation $3.00. Talk-in:

CONFIDENTIAL

Frequency List

New 5th edition by Perry Ferrell

(281) 675-0847

Please use your本站作为生产地。
gating $3.00. Advance tables $6.00 each. Limited quantity at door $10.00 each. Talk-in on 146.1676 and 52. For information: MFMA Hamfest Committee, PO. Box 1486, Harman, MD 21077. For Table reservations: John Elgin, W3MMN, 5495 Apt. 2, Harpers Farm Road, Columbia, MD 21044. (301) 258-3714.


MASSACHUSETTS: The Hampden County Radio Association's annual Flea Market, Feeding Hills Congregational Church, Rte. 57 and 187, Feeding Hills, May 7, 8 PM. Talk-in on 146.3494. For information: Larry Langelin, K1GXL (413) 583-6236.


MICHIGAN: The Central Michigan Amateur Repeater Association's eighth annual Hamfest, June 12, Valley Plaza Complex, off Rte. 10, Midland. 8 AM to 4 PM. Donation $3.00. Children under 12 free. Tables $6.00; trunk sales $2.00; free parking. Hourly prize drawings and $40.00 prize drawing. Major prize drawing 2:30. Talk-in on 146.6700 and 146.52 simplex. Motels, RV hookups, swimming, dining, bowling alley, theaters, picnic areas, hamfest location. For information: Carol Hall, WDBDQG, 4651 Cardinal Dr., Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858. (517) 772-0363.


MICHIGAN: The Independent Repeater Association's annual Grand Rapids Festival Swap and Shop, June 6, 9 AM to 3 PM. Kentwood Field House, south of 60th Street on Kalamazoo Avenue. Admission $3.00. 8 ft. swap tables $7.00. $4.00 half size. Prizes and refreshments. For information/reservations: Amateur Fair, P.O. Box 30054, St. Paul, MN 55175.


MISSOURI: The Indian Foothills Amateur Radio Club's 7th annual Hamfest, May 16, Saline County Fairgrounds Building, Marshall. Tickets $2.00 each, $3.00 at door or $4.00 in advance. No charge for tables but reservations required. Doors open 9 AM. Ticket and coffee and rolls available till 10 AM. All you can eat lunch at 11:30. First prize drawing 2:30 PM for a KDK 2025 Mark II. Talk-in on 52, 26.86 and 147.84 and 24. For information and tickets: Jim Little, KBDBA, 405 E. Rosehill, Marshall, MO 65340. (816) 889-8583 after 5 PM or KBDBA (816) 889-2337.

NEW JERSEY: The Port Monmouth ARC and Haverim are sponsoring the Jersey Shore Hamfest and electronic flea market, June 6, 9 AM to 4 PM, Jewish Community Center, 100 Grand Ave., Deal. Admission $3 per person (children under 12 and YLs free). Refreshments available. Door prizes. Table $5 and taluting $2 area spaces may be reserved by SASE. Advance payment to: Jersey Shore Hamfest, P.O. Box 11278, Ocean, NJ 07712 by May 25. Talk-in on 147.045 and 6, 146.775/6, 146.52.

NEW YORK: The 30th annual ROME HAM FAMILY DAY sponsored by the Rome Radio Club, Sunday, June 6, 8:30 AM.

STILL MORE USABLE ANTENNA FOR YOUR MONEY... PLUS 30 Meters!

Butternut's new HF6V automatic bandswitching vertical lets you use the entire 26-foot radiator on 80/75, 40, 30, 20 and 10 meters (full quarterwave unloaded performance on 15 meters). No lossy traps. Butternut's exclusive Differential Reactance Tuning circuitry uses ruged ceramic capacitors and large-diameter self-supporting inductors for radiation efficiency and DX performance unmatched by conventional multiband designs of comparable height.

For complete information concerning the HF6V & other Butternut products see your dealer or write for our free catalog.
Beck's Grove, Oswego Road, Rome. Activities for Hams and non-Hams on display, presentations of educational and scientific nature, the area's largest Flea Market. An early brunch will be available as well as a fine buffet dinner. Talk-in on 2966 and 146.5 simplex. Beck's Grove has overnight parking for campers as well as fly-in capabilities. For information: Rome Radio Club, P.O. Box 721, Rome, N.Y. 13440.

NEW YORK: The Putnam Emergency Amateur Repeater League's first annual indoor Hamfest, Saturday, May 6, 9 AM to 4 PM. JFK Elementary School, Foggowntown Road, off Route 312. Brewster. General admission $2.00; Exhibitors $2.00,GA in on 52 & 8255. 435. For information/advance table registration: Frank Konecnik, WB2BTP, RD1-224C, Carmel, N.Y. 10512.

NEW YORK: The Long Island Mobile Amateur Radio Club's Hamfair '83, May 23, Islip Speedway, Long Island. General admission $2.00, exhibitors $2.00 per car space. Refreshments available. Door prizes and special prize draws all day from 9 AM to 4 PM. Talk-in on 146.55. For information see Sid Wolin, K2LJH (516) 379-2661 or Hank Wener, WB2ALW (516) 484-4322 (evenings).


OHIO: The Champaign County Amateur Radio Club's annual Hamfest and Flea Market, Sunday, June 13, 10 AM to 5 PM. Goodyear Wingfoot Lake Park, near SR24 and 43 east of Akron. Family admission $2.50, $1.00 children under 12. Outside flea market $1.50 per space. Inside dealers $5.00 per table. Tables must be paid for at time of registration. Prize drawings throughout the day. Grand prizes: First - Kenwood TS 830s; Second - Yaesu FT 220s; Third - Kenwood TR-2000 and more. Ladies' prizes too. For tickets and information contact Don W. Rogers, WABSXJ, 161 S. Hawkins Avenue, Akron, Ohio 44313 (216) 864-9065.

OHIO: The Athens County ARA annual Hamfest, Sunday, May 16, Athens City Recreation Center, East State St., 8 AM to 4 PM. Free flea market for electronics-related items. Set up 7 AM; tickets $1.00 advance, $1.50 at gate. Nearby restaurants and recreation area. Talk-in on 39494. For information see ACARA, P.O. Box 72, Athens, Ohio 45701 or telephone Joe Follroad, WB9DOO, (614) 797-4874.

OHIO: The Ohio Radio Club and the Ohio County Amateur Radio Club and area dealers are sponsoring a Hamfest, May 23, Fremont, Ohio. Goofangs. Gates open at 8 AM. Dealer setup 7 AM. Advance tickets $2.00. Door tickets $3.00. For table reservations tickets SASE to John Dickey, W8CDR, 545 N. Jackson St., Fremont, OH 43420.

OREGON: The Oregon State Ham Convention co-sponsored by the North Coast Repeater Association and the Oregon Tualatin Valley Amateur Radio Club, June 4 - 6. Seaside Convention Center, Seaside Friday 12 Noon to 5 PM. Saturday 8 AM to 9 PM; Sunday 8 AM to 2 PM. Registration $5.00 single; $7.00 couple; $10.00 children. A special ticket for a drawing of an icom 2AT, 3AT, or $10 for tickets for main prize drawing will be given to those who pre-register before March 31. Registrations between April 1 and 30 receive one extra ticket for main prize drawing. Seminars on receiver design, construction, contests and more. Talk-in on 146.52 and local repeater 145.45. For information reservations: Don McLendon, W7GVC, P.O. Box 920, Seaside, OR 97132.

PENNSYLVANIA: The 28th annual Breeze Shooters Hamfest, May 23, 9 AM to 5 PM. Pottstown RV Campground, PA. Admission $4.00. Cash prizes for '73, '74, and '75 cars. Talk-in on 146.88/46. For information call Jerry Williamson, WABSXJ, 230 Main St., Pottstown, PA 19465 (215) 327-5010.

Digital Multimeter

The Drake DM2350 Digital Multimeter is a convenient, small handheld log crystal display meter ideal for the serviceman or hobbyist. This 3½ digit meter is auto-ranging, auto-zeroing, has polarity indication, and an over-range warning signal. Battery life is greater than 300 hours with a “low battery” indicator. A continuity test sounds a signal when circuit resistance is less than 20 ohms. DC accuracy is a basic 0.8%. Batteries, probes, 20 amp current shunt, spare fuse and indicator are included. Add $2.50 shipping and handling per order. Send check with order and provide street address for UPS when over-range display occurs.

The Drake when over-range displays a fuse and auto-indicator for hobbyists. Add Banneres.

540
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R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street, Mansfield, Ohio 44902
INSTITUTIONAL AND DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Cushcraft
Hy-Gain
Hustler
Antenna
Specialists
Larsen
B&W
Rohn Tower
&
Books from
ARRL, Bash,
Hayden, Ameco,
Shradar

OPERATING EVENTS
“Things to do...”

MAY 12-16: The Holland Amateur Radio Club will operate by KA6CLA with other participating stations for the Netherlands American Bicentennial during Tulip Time. Operations on all phone bands and possibly some CW. One contact with KA6CLA or two participating stations qualifies for certificate. QSL to HARC, P.O. Box 92, Zeeland, MI 49464.

MAY 15 & 16: The Rockingham County ARC will be operating from the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. This is the tallest brick lighthouse in the country and designated as a National Historic Landmark. Operating frequencies: 30 Kc up from bottom of general portion of each band, phone and CW.

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 100
Storms. These devices, however, will not prevent fire or damage caused by a direct strike to antennas or other structures.

Transit-Trap Transistor Protectors are the first devices in the industry designed with "isolated ground." This keeps damaging arcs away from the chassis and routes it directly to ground.

Ohio residents add Sales Tax, MasterCard, Visa, checks accepted. Order by phone or mail.

**ALPHA DELTA COMMUNICATIONS**

P.O. Box 571, Centerville, Ohio 45459 • (513) 435-4772

---

**GOTHAM ANTENNAS**

(305) 294-2033

**SCHNITZEL AND STATICA PROTECTORS**

**Models Available:** (Only 200 W models are most sensitive, best for QRO and QRP. 2 kW models are best for hams. Most models are designed for 3 kW.)

with UHF Connectors

- **Model LT2 Connector**, handles 200 W output thru 500 MHz...

with VHF Connectors

- **Model LT2 Connector**, handles 200 W output thru 500 MHz...

with 1N Connectors

- **Model LT1 Connector**, handles 200 W output thru 500 MHz...

**Note:** These devices are designed to reduce the hazards of lightning-induced surges. They do not provide lightning protection. Replacements for any damage caused by direct strikes to antennas or other structures.

---

**MAY 16 & 17:** W7AQ, the Yakima Amateur Radio Club, will operate a special event station in commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the eruption of Mt. Saint Helens. The club will operate at 21.250, 21.350, 21.500, 21.525 and 21.550 MHz. Frequencies will be on 600 MHz. The event will end on 22.000 MHz. The final frequency is 22.000 MHz. The final frequency is 22.000 MHz.

**MAY 21-23:** The Essex Amateur Radio Club announces its seventh annual DXpedition to Liechtenstein. The club will operate on all bands from 10 to 20 meters. Frequencies will be on 600 MHz. The event will end on 22.000 MHz. The final frequency is 22.000 MHz.

---

**MAY 21-23:** The Essex Amateur Radio Club announces its seventh annual DXpedition to Liechtenstein. The club will operate on all bands from 10 to 20 meters. Frequencies will be on 600 MHz. The event will end on 22.000 MHz. The final frequency is 22.000 MHz.

---

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
...for literature, in a hurry — we'll rush your name to the companies whose names you print below.

It's simple to do. Simply select the advertiser's number and name from the Advertisers' Checkoff list found on the same page as the Advertisers' Index. Just print the number and the company's name and drop in the mail.
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Please ☑️ month ______ Mar. ______ April ______ May ______ Limit 14 inquiries please.

NAME ________________________________ CALL __________________
ADDRESS ______________________________________________________
CITY ________________________________ STATE _____________ ZIP _______
Radio Handbook

by Bill Orr

NEW 22nd EDITION

The Radio Handbook has been a best seller for over 45 years. This brand-new edition covers in complete detail all of the latest state-of-the-art advances in electronics. Hams and engineers alike will find this handy, single-source reference an invaluable aid. Chock-full of projects from simple test equipment to complex receivers and amplifiers. Chapters include an explanation of Amateur Radio communications, electronic and electrical theory, tubes and semiconductor devices; a special chapter on RFI and more . . . This invaluable book is a must for every ham-shack. Orders yours today and save. 1136 pages. ©1982 21874

$34.95

Please add $2.00 for shipping and handling.

SOLAR INNOVATIONS CORPORATION

I'm interested in energy independence. Enclosed is $____ to cover postage and handling. Please send the following product information:

☐ SolarTrek portable systems ($3)

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City __________________ State _______ Zip _______

Return to: Solar Innovations Corp.

18 Cloverdale Ave., Salem, MA 01970

May 1982
look here

call toll free: nights
1-800-231-3057
(TEX. RES. Call Collect 7-10 PM CT,
M.W.F. 1-713-721-7920)
days 1-713-658-0268

YAESU
FT1 ........... 2395.00
FT902DM .... 1249.00
FT101ZD/Mark 3 749.00
FT208R 708R 289.00 e/a
ICOM
IC3AT, ICAAT 269.00 e/a
IC25A 309.00
IC730 ....... Call
IC2A1 ....... 249.00
IC2U ......... 269.00
ROBOT
800A (Rebate) 749.00
400A (Rebate) 675.00
KLM
KT34XA ....... 469.00
KT34A ...... 309.00
144 14816C 89.95
DRAKE
TR5 ......... 995.00
TR7A .... 1485.00
R7A .... 1450.00
AEA
CKI ........... 115.00
CK2 89.00
MBA-RO .... 269.00
MBA-RC .... Call
ROCKWELL
Hi SIN, All mods
Accessories 10% Off List
KENWOOD
Complete Line ... Call
AMPHENOL
Silverplate PL259 1.00
SAXTON
450 OHM Open Wire
Ladderline 20c ft
1905.8214, 925B, 8267 9251 Stock Call
Belden

HAL
CWR685A .... Keyboard 875.00
CT2100 .... 699.00
KB2100 .... 159.00

World Radio TV Handbook

HYGAIN
TH7DX .... 349.00

10% Off
Curtis, Sherwood, Palomar
BUTTNER
HF6V Vertical 100.00
TONKA
KANTRONICS

MINIREADER 249.00
MICRORTTY 249.00

ANTIQUE
RARE TUBES 

Mosely
Antennas 

MADISON Electronics Supply
1508 McKinney
Houston, Texas 77010

MASTER CARD VISA
All prices f.o.b. Houston except where indicated. Prices subject to change without notice. All items guaranteed
Some items subject prior sale. Texas residents add 6% tax. Please add sufficient postage, balance collect

May, 1982
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When it comes to AMATEUR RADIO QSL's...

it's the ONLY BOOK!

US or Foreign Listings

1982 callbooks

Here they are! The latest editions. World-famous Radio Amateur Callbooks, the most respected and complete listing of radio amateurs. Lists calls, license classes, address information. Loaded with special features such as call changes, prefixes of the world, standard time charts, worldwide QSL bureaus, and more. The U.S. Edition features over 400,000 listings, with over 76,000 changes from last year. The Foreign Edition has over 370,000 listings, over 60,000 changes. Place your order for the new 1982 Radio Amateur Callbooks, available now.

R-X Noise Bridge

- Learn the truth about your antenna.
- Find its resonant frequency.
- Adjust it to your operating frequency quickly and easily.

If there is one place in your station where you cannot risk uncertain results it is in your antenna.

The Palomar Engineers R-X Noise Bridge tells you if your antenna is resonant or not and, if it is not, whether it is too long or too short. All this in one measurement reading. And it works just as well with ham-band-only receivers as with general coverage equipment because it gives perfect null readings even when the antenna is not resonant. It gives resistance and reactance readings on dipoles, inverted Vees, quads, beams, multiband trap dipoles and verticals. No station is complete without this up-to-date instrument.

Why work in the dark? Your SWR meter or your resistance noise bridge tells only half the story. Get the instrument that really works, the Palomar Engineers R-X Noise Bridge. Use it to check your antennas from 1 to 100 MHz. And use it in your shack to adjust resonant frequencies of both series and parallel tuned circuits. Works better than a dip meter and costs a lot less. Send for our free brochure.

The price is $59.95 in the U.S. and Canada. Add $3.00 shipping/handling. California residents add sales tax.

Palomar Engineers
Box 455, Escondido, CA 92025
Phone: (714) 747-3343

May 1982
A fresh idea!

Our new crop of tone equipment is the freshest thing growing in the encoder/decoder field today. All tones are instantly programmable by setting a dip switch; no counter is required. Frequency accuracy is astonishing ±.1 Hz over all temperature extremes. Multiple tone frequency operation is a snap since the dip switch may be remoted. Our TS-32 encoder/decoder may be programmed for any of the 32 CTCSS tones. The SS-32 encode only model may be programmed for all 32 CTCSS tones plus 19 burst tones, 8 touch-tones, and 5 test tones. And, of course, there’s no need to mention our one day delivery and one year warranty.

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
426 West Taff Avenue, Orange, California 92667
(800) 854-0547 / California: (714) 998-3021

SS-32 $29.95, TS-32 $59.95
**THE EVOLUTION OF A CHAMPION!**

**FT-101ZD  Mk III**

The FT-101ZD Mk III is the latest chapter in the success story of the FT-101 line. Armed with new audio filtering for even better selectivity, the FT-101ZD now includes provision for an optional FM or AM unit. Compare features and you'll see why active operators everywhere are upgrading to Yaesu!

**Variable IF Bandwidth**
Using two 8-pole filters in the IF, Yaesu's pioneering variable bandwidth system provides continuous control over the width of the IF passband — from 2.4 kHz down to 300 Hz — without the shortcomings of single-filter IF shift schemes. No need to buy separate filters for 1.8 kHz, 1.5 kHz, etc.

**Improved Receiver Selectivity**
New on the FT-101ZD Mk III is a high-performance audio peak/notch filter. Use the peak filter for single-signal CW reception, or choose the notch filter for nulling out annoying carriers or interfering CW signals. In the CW mode, you can choose between the 2.4 kHz SSB filter and an optional CW filter (600 or 350 Hz) from the mode switch.

**Diode Ring Front End**
The FT-101ZD now sports a high-level diode ring mixer in the front end. This type of mixer, well known for its strong signal performance, is your assurance of maximum protection from intermod problems on today's crowded bands.

**WARC Bands Factory Installed**
The FT-101ZD Mk III comes equipped with factory installation of the new 10, 18, and 24 MHz bands recently assigned to the Amateur Service at WARC. In the meantime, use the 10 MHz band for monitoring of WWV.

**RF Speech Processor**
Not an additional-cost option, the FT-101ZD RF speech processor provides a significant increase in average SSB power output, for added punch in those heavy DX pile-ups. The optimum processor level is easily set via a front panel control.

**Worldwide Power Capability**
Every FT-101ZD comes equipped with a multi-tap power transformer, which can be easily modified from the stock 117 VAC to 100/110/200/220/234 VAC in minutes. A DC-DC converter is available as an option for mobile or battery operation.

**Convenience Features**
Designed fundamentally as a high-performance SSB and CW transceiver, the FT-101ZD includes built-in VOX, CW sidetone, semi-break-in T/R control on CW, slow/fast-off AGC selection, level controls for the noise blanker and speech processor, and offset tuning for both transmit and receive. The Mk III optional FM unit may be used for 10 meter FM operation, or choose the optional AM unit for WWV reception or VHF AM work through a transverter (AM and FM units may not both be installed in a single transceiver).

**Full Line of Accessories**
See your Yaesu dealer for a demonstration of the top performance accessories for the FT-101ZD, such as the FY-101Z External VFO, SP-901 Speaker/Patch, YR-901 CW/RTTY Reader, FC-902 Antenna Tuner, and the FY-901R VHF/UHF Transverter. Watch for the upcoming FY-1018M Digital Memory VFO, with keyboard frequency entry and scanning in 10 Hz steps!

**Nationwide Service Network**
During the warranty period, the Authorized Yaesu Dealer from whom you purchased your equipment provides prompt attention to your warranty needs. For long-term servicing after the warranty period, Yaesu is proud to maintain two fully-equipped service centers, one in Cincinnati for our Eastern customers and one in the Los Angeles area for those on the West Coast.

Note: A limited quantity of the earlier FT-101ZD (with AM as standard feature) is still available. See your Yaesu dealer. FT-101ZD Mk III designates transceivers bearing serial #240001 and up, with APF/Notch filter built in and AM/FM units optional.
Superior dynamic range, auto. antenna tuner, QSK, dual NB, 2 VFO's, general coverage receiver.

**TS-930S**

The TS-930S is a superlative, high-performance, all-solid state, HF transceiver key to the exacting requirements of the DX and contest operator. It covers all Amateur bands from 160 through 10 meters, and incorporates a 150 kHz to 30 MHz general coverage receiver having an excellent dynamic range. Among its other important features are, SSB slope tuning, CW VBT, IF notch filter, CW pitch control, dual digital VFO's, CW full break-in, automatic antenna tuner, and a higher voltage operated solid state final amplifier. It is available with or without the AT-930 automatic antenna tuner built-in.

**TS-930S FEATURES:**

* **160-10 Meters, with 150 kHz - 30 MHz general coverage receiver.** Covers all Amateur frequencies from 160-10 meters, including new WARC, 30, 17, and 12 meter bands, on SSB, CW, FSK, and AM. Features 150 kHz - 30 MHz general coverage receiver. Separate Amateur band access keys allow speedy band selection. UP/DOWN bandwidth changes in 1-MHz steps. A new, innovative, quadruple conversion, digital PLL-synthesized circuit provides superior frequency accuracy and stability, plus greatly enhanced selectivity.

* **Excellent receiver dynamic range.** Receiver two-tone dynamic range, 100 dB typical (20 meters), 500 Hz CW bandwidth, at sensitivity of 0.25 µV, S/N 10 dB, provides the ultimate in rejection of IM distortion.

* **All solid state, 28 volt operated final amplifier.** The final amplifier operates on 28 VDC for lowest IM distortion. Power input rated at 250 W on SSB, CW, and FSK, and at 80 W on AM. Final amplifier protection circuit with cooling fan, SWR/Power meter built-in.

* **Automatic antenna tuner, built-in.** Available with AT-930 antenna tuner built-in, or as an option. Covers Amateur bands 80-10 meters, including the new WARC bands. Tuning range automatically pre-selected with band selection to minimize tuning time. "AUTO-THRU" switch on front panel.

* **CW full break-in.** CW full break-in circuit uses CMOS logic IC plus reed relay for maximum flexibility, coupled with smooth, quiet operation. Switchable to semi-break-in.

* **Dual digital VFO's.** 10-Hz step dual digital VFO's include band information. Each VFO tunes continuously from band to band. A large, heavy, flywheel type knob is used for improved tuning ease. T.F. Set switch allows fast transient frequency setting for split-frequency operations. A-B switch for equalizing one VFO frequency to the other. VFO "Lock" switch provided. RIT control for ±9.9 kHz receive frequency shift.

* **Eight memory channels.** Stores both frequency and band information. VFO-MEMO switch allows use of each memory as an independent VFO, (the original memory frequency can be recalled at will), or as a fixed frequency. Internal Battery memory back-up, estimated 1 year life. Batteries not Kenwood supplied.

* **Dual mode noise blanker ("pulser" or "woodpecker").** NB-1, with threshold control, for pulse-type noise. NB-2 for longer duration "woodpecker" type noise.

* **SSB IF slope tuning.** Allows independent adjustment of the low and/or high frequency slopes of the IF passband, for best interference rejection.

* **CW VBT and pitch controls.** CW VBT (Variable Bandwidth Tuning) control tunes out interfering signals. CW pitch controls shifts IF passband and simultaneously changes the pitch of the beat frequency. A "Narrow/Wide" filter selector switch is provided.

* **IF notch filter.** 100-kHz IF notch circuit gives deep, sharp notches, better than -40 dB.

* **Audio filter built-in.** Tuneable, peak-type audio filter for CW.

* **AC power supply built-in.** 120, 220, or 240 VAC, switch selected (operates on AC only).

* **Fluorescent tube digital display.** Fluorescent tube digital display has analog type sub-scale with 20-kHz steps. Separate 2 digit display indicates IF frequency shift.

* **RF speech processor.** RF clipper type processor provides higher average "talk-power" plus improved intelligibility. Separate "IN" and "OUT" front panel level controls.

* **One year warranty.** The TS-930S carries a one year limited warranty on parts and labor.

* **Other features:**
  - SSB monitor circuit, 3 step RF attenuator, VOX, and 100-kHz marker.

* **Optional accessories:**
  - AT-930 automatic antenna tuner.
  - SP-930 external speaker with selectable audio filters.
  - YG-455C-1 (500 Hz) or YG-455CN-1 (250 Hz) plug-in CW filters for 455-kHz IF.
  - YK-88C-1 (500 Hz) CW plug-in filter for 8.83-MHz IF.
  - YK-88A-1 (6 kHz) AM plug-in filter for 8.83-MHz IF.
  - MC-60 (5-watt) deluxe desk microphone with UP/DOWN switch.
  - TL-922A linear amplifier.
  - SM-220 station monitor.
  - HC-10 digital world clock.
  - HS-6, HS-5, HS-4 headphones.

More information on the TS-930S is available from all authorized dealers of Trio-Kenwood Communications 1111 West Walnut Street, Compton, California 90220.

---

*Specifications and prices subject to change without notice or obligation.*